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PC men strut Scramble for apartments
their stuff
by Laura McGinn
News Staff

’01

Nine of Providence
College’s finest men took turns
on the catwalk last Thursday
evening at the first annual Mr.
Providence Pageant in Alumni
Gym. The event, headed by the
Social Committee of the Board
of Programmers, involved all
the aspects of a true pageant:
dazzling looks, talent, friendly
competition, and fun.
Hosted by Kai Souza ’01 and
Jaime Walsh ’01, the show
allowed nine PC students to
“strut their stuff’ while six
faculty members acted as
official judges.
Sporting casual wear and
escorted by members of BOP,
the contestants started off the
competition by introducing
themselves.
Each contestant introduced
himself with his major, and his
campus activities and by adding
a little about himself. Some
contestants showed excitement
for the night ahead, such as Josh
Berman’03, who said, “Maybe
tonight will be the beginning of
a new tradition.”
Other
contestants showed they were
simply ready to have fun. “I
have no shot at winning this, do

I?” laughed Bill Sugg ’01
following sophomore Richard
Fusco’s Independence Day
speech.
Following the introduction
and casual wear portions of the
show, the talent portion gave
the audience and judges a
closer look at the contestants.
The audience was treated to
everything from swing dancing
around the stage and lip
syncing the song “She Blinded
Me By Science” to the
preparation of an original pasta
dish.
“Since I was little, I’ve
always liked to cook and it is
really a talent of mine,” stated
Kham Inthirath ’03, the chef of
the pageant. “I just made up a
pasta dish a lot of people seem
to like. I wanted something
original where I could stand
out.”
The talent segment of the
event was then followed by the
formal wear and the question
and answer portions. Dressed
in tuxedos donated by Our
Place Tuxedo, each contestant
answered different questions
from the
masters
of
ceremonies. Some questions
dealt with opinions about PC,
while others addressed
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by Ryan Ainscough ’02
News Editor

Due to the unusually large number of
students in the Class of 2002, over 170
students who applied to live in on-campus
apartments were denied this year. During
the two days allotted for apartment
selection, Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, six-person
apartments were filled by 4:00 p.m. on
the first day and four-person apartments
by 9:30 a.m. the next morning.
“We recognize a lot of people were
disappointed and we’re sorry, but we
don’t think we could do it any more fairly
than we do,” said Rev. Kenneth Sicard,
O.P., Executive Director of Residence
Life.
The problem, however, is not an
increased interest in the apartments, as the
percentage of students interested in the
apartments has remained the same over
the years, according to Sicard. The Class
of ’02 is so large— approximately 1000
students— that juniors filled the
apartments before most others had the

Mr. PC, page 3
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Aquinas Hall addresses
excessive vandalism
by Laura Meneses
Asst. News Editor
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Richard Fusco ’03, Mr. Rugby, serenades the crowd.

Get the scoop on
who does and who
should get into PC,
see Commentary
page 8.

’03

In an effort to prevent
ongoing vandalism in Aquinas
Hall, the dorm’s Residence Life
staff held a mandatory meeting
for all residents on November
28. Students were warned of
charges and increased security
measures that will occur if
negligence persists.
Charges for fire violations
totaled $19,000 and vandalism
fines amounted to $10,000
reported at the meeting,
although Fr. Kenneth Sicard,
O.P., Executive Director of

Residence Life, disagrees with
that estimation of the Hall’s
fines.
Aquinas Hall Resident
Assistants cited a variety of
dorm violations, especially the
misuse of fire doors and the
destruction of card swipe
machines. Due to student
damage, three new card swipes
have had to be installed this
semester. Each swipe costs
$1,800, excluding labor
installation costs and fines to the
building. The continual use of
emergency fire exits, especially
the door at the base of the main
stairwell, has resulted in large

A & E tells the big
man what they
want for
Christmas...
page 12.

fines to the building as well. A
dorm is charged $1,000 for each
unnecessary use of these doors.
Daniella Miele ’03 spoke of
her frustration regarding the
vandalism of the card swipes.
“People have been breaking the
card swipes which causes the
whole building to be fined. It’s
not fair for the whole building
to pay for the destructiveness of
some,” she said.
The third and fourth floor
male wings of Aquinas,
especially, have posed the most
Aquinas, page 6
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Juniors let loose

Class of ’02 and guests cel
ebrated Junior Ring Weekend,
Nov. 17-19. Friday’s Club
Night was held at Lupo’s
Heartbreak Hotel and
Saturday’s Formal was hosted
by the Rhode Island Conven
tion Center. The weekend’s
events were planned by
Congress’s JRW Core.
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Studios,
courtesy

of
Veritas

Project Sexual Assault and Violence
Education Week planned for February
by Joseph Creamer ’01
Associate Editor-in-Chief

A week-long program of events on
sexual assault awareness and prevention
will be available to students after
Christmas break. Facilitated by the
Offices of Residence Life and co
sponsored by numerous other
departments and student clubs, the
events will “try to involve student
groups, administrators, and students,” in
order to do something that’s “never been
done before,” said Maureen Genoa,
Raymond Hall Director, and co
organizer of the event.
The program, entitled Project Sexual
Assault and Violence Education Week,
includes campus displays, a Mass,' a
safety forum, a one-woman play and
events for Hall Directors and Resident
Assistants to learn more about how to
deal with sexual assault and violence on
campus. “The programs that I saw at
Bridgewater State College, where I
worked before, were highly successful,”
explained Genoa. “The students really
liked them” and, at the very least,
“learned about the Counseling Center.”
Tim Mansfield, Dore Hall Director
and the other co-organizer, worked with

Genoa to find cosponsorship of the
events. They arranged meetings with
student groups and, according to
Mansfield, “could not have been happier
with the support and encouragement of
the campus community.”
Genoa said that this program is
“supplemental” to the services and
workshops already provided on campus
to help students deal with sexual assault
and violence. “I’m interested in
reaching the male population to address
certain social expectations and
stereotypes” about women and violence,
said Mansfield.
“I’ve seen the positive reaction from
students at other institutions when the
outlet to talk about sexual assault and
violence is created “ said Genoa.
“Students think about these issues all the
time, there is a quiet undercurrent,”
noted Mansfield, “we’d like to bring it
to the foreground recognize that this is
a part of college life and we’d like to
begin to change that.”
Project S.A.V.E. begins on February
11. Posters, announcements, and future
articles will inform students of all the
events. Volunteers are also needed. See
Mansfield or Genoa for more
information.

Diversity from a humanities perspective
by Joseph Creamer ’01
Associate Editor-in-Chief____________

A small number of students
gathered in ’64 Hall to discuss cultural
diversity at PC. The panel discussion,
entitled Diversity from the Humanities
Perspective, comprised of five faculty
members from five departments,
offered thoughts on topics ranging
from curriculum diversity to drawing
more international students to PC.
Dr. Rodney Delasanta, Professor of
English and Director of the Liberal
Arts Honors Program, began the
discussion by noting the large number
of topics that relate to diversity
included in his Civ team’s second year
syllabus. For example, a few of the
works included are Chinua Achebe’s
Things Fall Apart, and Ralph Ellison’s
Invisible Man. Delasanta believes in
“organic diversity,” meaning that these
works relate to the study of Western
Civilization and are in no way
artificially imposed on the curriculum
for the sake of diversity.
Dr. Wilesse Comissiong, Dean of
the Balfour Center for Multi-Cultural
Affairs and Professor of Education for
the School of Continuing Education,
was also on the panel. She teaches
education majors how to better
understand where students from other

cultures are coming from. She finds that
many have had no life-experience other
than their own.” Comissiong also noted
that it would be a “terrible disservice”
not to show her students that there are
different ways of learning among
different students.
Another professor to contribute to the
panel was Dr. Matthew Dowling of the
History Department. He stressed that his
courses in “African History are enriched
by what is learned in Civ” and that Civ
students will find that African History
will enrich their Civ experience. Dr.
Dowling also noted that, in keeping with
the Catholic tradition of the school, it is
important that humanities students come
to know that all different people are part
of the creation of God.”
The panel was asked a question
regarding ways to publicize cultural
events on the campus. Dr. Raymond
Sickihger, Professor of History, noted
that emails can be sent to the entire
student body to publicize events. Later,
Clara Rodriguez ’03 said that there is “a
need for formal network of publicity
to reach out to the student body [with
information about cultural events].”
Reflecting on the event, Ned Erilus
’03 commented, “The panel sounded
like a good idea but was just a
regurgitation of everything that has been
talked about for years.”

A thank you to Providence College
On Monday, it will be a year to the day
that my father passed away. I have been
thinking about it a great deal and I realized
that besides going home and being with
my family, the only thing that can really
make me feel alright is writing this letter.
I apologize. It is well overdue.
The first person I would like to thank
is my father, who, when I was gung-ho
about Boston College urged me to apply
and at least consider Providence College.
That was four years ago and I made the
right choice, thanks to him. I know for a
fact I would not "have received such an
outpouring of support last year as I was
here at Providence College. Ironically, it

was the death of my father and the
consequent treatment I received that made
me realize how very right he was. I have
a few people I want to thank.
I would first like to thank Fr. Peterson
and Fr. Barranger, who stood as proud and
compassionate representatives of
Providence College on the altar at my
father’s funeral. During communion, Fr.
Barranger came down and said hello,
offered his condolences, and with the
sincerity that only he could display, let me
know how much everyone at P C was
behind me. My teachers were very
understanding as were other members of
the administration and I appreciate that.

I would like to thank all of my friends
who did everything they possibly could
to help. All the guys that came over to
see how I was doing, the second they
heard helped a lot. Everyone I’ve talked
to who really are concerned with how I
have been doing. Chris Haddad, Sean
Gavin, and all the other guys I lived with
last year were great, offering anything
they could, and having patience with me
during a'pretty tough time. Meredith
Matthews, my girlfriend at the time,
showed more compassion than I thought
was humanly possible, willing to have fun
when I wanted to and willing to take it
easy when I was sad. Pat Bench, my best

friend, knew when jokes were appropriate,
and knew when I needed to talk. Pat gave
me a ride home the night my father died.
When I saw a sparkle in the sky, I asked
Pat if he thought it was a shooting star or a
meteor shower. He responded that it was
my father going up to heaven, one of the
nicest things he could have possibly said.
For all the times we complain about this
school when things aren’t going the way
we want them to, I realize that when it
comes down to it, and when you need a
hand, this is the best place on earth. Merry
Christmas, Providence College and thank
you so much.
Brian Cushing ‘01
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Students honored at Veritas Forum
by Caylen Macera ’01
Editor-In-Chief

by Barbara
DeConto ’04

News Staff

Hidden down
stairs
in
the
basement of the
library, one can find
a helpful hand in
researching
the
colorful past of
Providence College.
Jane
Jackson,
Director of the
College Archives
Department,
is
known by many as
an assest to the
institutional
memory of PC.
With her extensive
knowledge of the
College,
she
preserves memoirs
that would otherwise
photo by John Englishmen '03
be lost from year to
Jane Jackson, PC Archives
year.
A Rhode Island native, Jackson has been an important part
of the Providence College Archives Center since it was opened
in 1968, immediately following the completion of the Philips
Memorial Library. Currently a Lincoln, Rhode Island resident,
Jackson returned to the state in 1968 after she graduated from
American University in Washington D.C., with a Bachelor of
Arts Degree in English.
Only a few months after graduating from college, she
interviewed for a position at the Library because she thought
there would be a number of job opportunities. She initially
thought she would begin working at the Library, and from there
she planned to go onto library school to obtain her masters in
Library Science. But, to her surprise, the Library wasn’t hiring.
Instead, she interviewed for a job in the Archives Department.
Only a few months later she received a secretarial position in
the Department.
Jackson explained that, upon receiving the job, she “frankly
didn’t know very much about archives.” Yet, she soon learned
that a degree in library science would not be necessary in her
field, and that there wasn’t any particular degree for archival
training.
Jackson later worked her way up the ladder from Secretary
to Assistant Director of Archives, to Head of the Department,
to which she was appointed in 1988. Jackson credits her
longevity at PC to the fact that she “likes trivia, which is one
reason why [she] liked [her job] after [she] been here for a
while.” She also enjoys her job because, “we’re a serviceoriented office, and I like being able to point people in the
right direction. I [also] like the detective work that is involved.”
When asked what some of her favorite facts about PC are,
Jackson spoke of information she stumbled upon at one point
about Judy Garland donating money towards the building of
Aquinas Hall. She also found it interesting to note the different
dogs that PC has had as mascots over the years. Jackson
explained that there are a number of “strange, little idiosyncratic
things” in PC’s history.
Since the late 1960’s, Jackson has also enjoyed seeing “how
what’s going on in the country affects what’s happening here
on campus. I’ve been here a long time, so I can see the changes
on a personal level.”
Jackson's fellow employees had nothing but positive things
to say about her as well. One of Jackson’s employer’s, Robin
Rancourt, said, “She’s a wonderful boss, and she knows the
collections inside and out.” Another employee of the Archive
Department, Jane Granatino, commented on Jackson as being
“a wonderfully caring person, who has been instrumental in
developing the different sections of archives.”

Correction
In addition to the SEAC, Woman Will also co-sponsored
Envirofest 2000.

Samaritans seek volunteers
The Samaritans of Rhode Island need volunteers for four hours
a week to offer help to people who are lonely, depressed, grieving,
or suicidal. You don’t need any special skills other than a
compassionate heart. Training starts soon! Call 1-800-365-4044.
For more information you may contact Joy Williams or Lynn
Andrews at (401) 272-4243.

A message from S.T.E.P. 1

Myth: “I’m more fun when I drink.”
Reality: No one thinks anyone is fun when you’re slurring,
stumbling, vomiting in your pillow, or keeping your roommate
up all night. There is a big difference between laughing with
someone and at someone. Don’t be someone’s entertainment.
Think before you drink.

Citizens Bank and Provid
ence College sponsored their
third annual Veritas Forum last
Friday, honoring members of the
greater Providence comm-unity.
The forum, an outcome of a
five-year partnership between
Citizens Bank and Providence
College, raises awareness of
national and international social
justice issues and recognizes
community members for their
humanitarianism and comm
itment to community and public
service.
The bank awarded five PC
students, Devan Chase ’02,
Christopher Friel ’01, Courtney
Martin ’03, Tylea Richard ’04,
and Jennifer Wall ’02, all public
and community service majors,
service scholarships.
Additionally, the Good
Citizens Medal, recognizes
unsung heroes from New
England who demonstrate
exceptional selflessness and
dedication to improving their
communities. This year’s was
awarded to Sister Catherine
McGreevy R.S.M. (Sisters of
Mercy), founder and Director of
The Family Outreach Center
(FOCus).
FOCus is dedicated to
assisting low income and refugee
families to strengthen family
stability, enhance family values
and improve their quality of life
through education, child care
and outreach initiatives,
explained Rev. Philip A. Smith,
O.P, President of the College,
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Rory Kennedy speaks with Presidents Smith, Friday.

during his speech at the event.
“Sister McGreevy brings
academic credentials and
personal experience, complete
dedication and boundless
energy to FOCus,” he added.
Fr. Smith also noted that
“our partnership with Citizens
Bank is based on our shared
vision that the public and
community service initiatives of
our students, employees and
unsung community heroes
should be supported and
celebrated.”
Daughter of the late Senator
Robert F. Kennedy and founder
and President of Moxie Films
Inc., Rory Kennedy was the

keynote speaker at the forum
this year, discussing human
rights issues.
“Most of us envision
something that is far away and
dramatic,” she said. However,
“We
must
face
the
dehumanizing elements of our
more local problems that occur
in own backyards, in our own
towns and communities.”
To conquer these local
problems, Providence College
and “the Veritas forum offers us
the opportunity to recognize the
wonderful role models who live
and work among us to promote
social justice,” said Fr. Smith.

The king is crowned
-Continued from page 1-

personal tastes and embarassing
moments.
When asked about his
favorite aspect of PC, Ahmed
responded,“It would have to be
the people and students. My
favorite aspects are the friends
that you make and the good
times you experience with each
other.”
When questioned on his
most embarrassing moment,
Sugg responded, “I don’t have
an embarrassing moment. I can
make a complete fool of myself
and I don’t get embarrassed. I
may embarrass a lot of other
people though.”
Eventually, the judges had to
narrow the competition down to
three contestants.
After some thought and
consideration, judges selected
Berman, Sugg, and Fusco to
face each other in the final
segment of the show.
In the final showdown, each
contestant was asked a question
while the others stood in a
sound-proof locker room.
Responding first to the question
asked of all three students, “if
you could meet one celebrity
living or dead, who would it be
and why?” Berman stated that
he would be most interested in
meeting Wile E. Coyote, the
cartoon character. “He will
never catch that road runner,
and he will never quit,”
commented Berman. “I think
that that is very admirable.”
Following the first response,
Sugg explained that he would
like to meet the Dalai Lama. “I
find it amazing how one can
dedicate their lives to something
so absolute,” commented Sugg.

The contestants
Shereef Ahmed ’04
Mr. Class of2004
Pat Bench ’01
Mr. President
Josh Berman ’03
Mr. Class of2003
Matt Duchnowski ’01
Mr. Cowl
Richard Fusco ’03
Mr. Rugby
Kham Inthirath ’03
Mr. SOAR
Eric Ross ’04
Mr. Biology
Bill Sugg ’01
Mr. Class of2001
Ryan Walsh’02
Mr. ROTC
“To be that dedicated is
something I’ve always tried to
be.”
Finally, Fusco proclaimed
he would like to meet both John
Lennon and John Belushi.
“Lennon is the most brilliant
singer, song writer, and rock
musician,” stated Fusco. “On
the other hand, I would love to
see what was going through
Belushi’s head any random day
of the week.”
While all three of the
finalists sufficiently answered
the question asked, the judges
were only able to choose one
Mr. Providence to win the grand
prize and title. The second
runner-up, Fusco, took home a
Discman, and the first runnerup, Berman, won a Sony
playstation. Concluding the
night and becoming the first Mr.
Providence, Sugg took first
place, winning a DVD player.
“My win was completely

unexpected,” stated Sugg. “I
was just doing it to have a good
time. I was all for going out for
a new event and having fun. I
think we all had a lot of fun and
I would definitely encourage
others to participate.”
To those present and those
taking part, the night was quite
a success. Participants in the
pageant all agreed that the event
should continue to remain a
tradition at PC.
“I think it went really well,"
Souza stated. “I wasn’t sure if
it was going to fly because it
was the first time, but I think
everyone had a really good
time. BOP put a lot of effort
into it and it turned out well.”
Hay, as a judge and audience
member, stated, “BOP did a
very nice job with the event. All
of the contestants should be
commended for taking part in
the event. I think it would be a
fun event to continue. I also
think that it is important for
people to realize the event is
something done for fun and
enjoyment.”
While all contestants
showed true talent and energy,
not all were able to take home
the title. As Walsh stated at the
start of the show, “all the
contestants will be great but
only one will be crowned Mr.
PC.”
The shows judges were Dr.
Junean Krajewski and Dr. Craig
Rice, Professors of Education ;
Kara Kolomitz, Assistant
Director of Residence Life; Joe
Cammarano, Professor of
Political Science; Michael
Tkacik, Professor of Theology;
and Sharon Hay, Director of
Student Services.
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Finding the historical Jesus
By Juliana Patsourakos ’02
News Staff

As the PC community
prepares for the Christmas
holiday, the first of three
presentations concerning the
Advent season was given on
campus last Saturday. Fr. Elias
Henritzy, O.P., discussed the
Historical Jesus with a small
group of faculty, students, and
community members in Moore
Hall III.
Fr. Henritzy said that there
were several reasons he decided
to give the discussions and
show movies on Jesus during
the Advent season.
He hopes that people will
have a “better appreciation for
the incarnation of Jesus [and
see] that He really came at a
historical time and that He came
for His love for us.”
The program opened with
the first part of Dr. Tom
Wright’s video, “Jesus— the
New Way.” In the first part of
the video, “Getting the
Kingdom Started,” Dr. Wright
discusses how Jesus fits into the
Old Testament’s God who is
present and active in history.

Jesus believed his scriptures
were being fulfilled in his new
work. While the Old Testament
stressed the outer temple, Jesus’
teachings emphasized the
interior temple of the human
person that must become holy.
The second part of the video
series was entitled “Startling
Surprises” and examined Jesus’
role as both healer and teacher.
Some of the miracles that Jesus
performed, including giving
sight to a blind man, were
depicted in the video.
Jesus’s multi-faceted role
was illustrated in the video with
his teachings that paralleled the
state of Israel during his time.
While Jesus encouraged people
to be holy and have a close
relationship with God, he urged
his listeners not to withdraw
from the world but instead love
others and treat others with
kindness and love.
“Startling Surprises”
conveyed Jesus’ life as the goal
of what the Torah had revealed
in the Old Testament.
After “Startling Surprises,”
Fr. Henritzy began the
discussion about the “power of
life from God” and the group

shared their observations.
Students who attended the
program were pleased with the
presentation. “The film series
and lecture provide the perfect
opportunity to reflect upon
one’s faith and to look to Jesus
as the perfector of that faith,”
said Christen Rinaldi ’03.
Matthew Marchetti ’03 also
found the presentation to be
informative. “Any reading or
class that will help me
understand Jesus’ life will
enhance my life,” said
Marchetti.
Rinaldi also thought that the
Christmas season is the ideal
time of year to think about the
incarnation of Christ. “It is
especially important during the
Advent Season to examine the
Life of Jesus and to see how the
way he led his life relates to
one’s own,” commented
Rinaldi.
The group will meet on
December 9 and 16 to watch
more of the tapes and continue
with the discussions.
“I definitely want to hear
what Dr. Wright has to say to
continue this discussion,” stated
Marchetti.

Apartments fill quickly
-Continued from page 1-

opportunity. This does not
include, however, those who
live with current juniors but are
not themselves in that class.
“More [current juniors] than
expected put down housing
deposits,” said Fr. Sicard, “and
they were the first ones [to
choose.]”
One common misconception
Fr. Sicard pointed out is that
athletes receive special
treatment in the apartment
selection process. “That’s just
not true,” Fr. Sicard said. In fact,
all athletes select with the rest
of the student body, and many
athletes voluntarily overcrowd
apartments in order to live
together with other teammates.
The result of this selection
outcome is 12 seniors and
nearly 100 juniors who must
now decide either to live on
campus or to acquire offcampus housing.
Kristin Stauber ’03 is one
such junior. She missed
acquiring an apartment despite
the fact that she had a lottery
time of 9:50 on the second day.
“People take it for granted that
you’ll automatically get an
apartment your junior year
because that’s what you’re told
on the tours. We understand that
it’s only fair to do a lottery, but
the personal situation is
frustrating,” she said.

“It’s hard to say what the
juniors are going to do,” said Fr.
Sicard.
Most, however, are expected
to overflow into traditional
residence halls on campus.
Even so, the dorms will not be
unusually crowded, according
to Fr. Sicard, due to a recent
administrative policy change:
the reduction of the target size
of incoming classes from 1000
to 925 students. Created by the
Enrollment
Management
Committee, which is comprised
of various administrators on
campus, this new target number
was put into effect with the
current freshman class and will
be applied to each following
class. It was decided upon in
order to improve the quality of
student life by reducing
crowding in dorms, explained
Fr. Sicard.
“The administration is pretty
sensitive to the overcrowding
we’ve been facing in residence
halls,” he said.
Since the current freshman
class is limited to this target
number and the incoming
freshman class will be as well,
the overflow of juniors into
dorms will not produce
significant overcrowding,
according to Sicard.
“Historically, just about all
the juniors that don’t get into
apartment housing go into the

dorms and we are equipped to
handle that if that’s what they
choose to do,” Fr. Sicard said.
In addition to this change,
the current freshman class is the
first class that will be forced off
campus their senior year in what
is called the “De-Quadding
Plan.”
“We put this plan together to
improve the quality of life for
our resident students,” said Fr.
Sicard.
Under this plan, rooms in
residence halls will be reserved
for freshmen and sophomores
with a very small amount of
juniors and seniors who want to
live on campus. Then, the
overflow of sophomores would
receive reservations in the
apartments and the remaining
apartments would go to juniors
first and then seniors.
Combined with the new smaller
classes, this plan will result in
30 to 35 seniors who are forced
to live off campus. According
to Sicard, housing has always
been guaranteed only for
freshmen and sophomores, but
in the past juniors and seniors
were never denied housing. The
new plan will deny housing in
order to prevent quadding dorm
rooms (filling them with four
students) that only comfortably
hold three students.
“It’s going to get better every
year,” Fr. Sicard explained.

“Jesus of the People” by Janet McKenzie

Stay healthy for the holidays
A message from the Student Health Center
Most likely, illness is breeding in your room, a neighboring
room, or your classroom.
Use these nine ways to stay healthy:
1. Avoid close contact with someone who is ill.
2. Wash hands frequently. Hands that have been near face and
mouth are great transmitters of germs.
3. Cover mouth when coughing or sneezing, but not with your
hand. Use a disposable tissue. If not possible, coughing into
your shoulder is better than your hands.
4. Avoid sharing your eating and drinking utensils and hand
towels.
5 Air out residence regularly.
6. Practice regular cleansing of telephone mouth pieces with
disinfectants.
7. Eat well.
8. Sleep well.
9. Take advantage of the holiday to recover, refresh, and return
with resistance levels high!
Happy Holidays from the Student Health Center!

Reading and exam
period Library hours
Friday, December 8............................................ 8 a.m.-lO p.m.
Saturday, December 9........................................8 a.m-10 p.m.
Sunday, December 10........................................ 10 a.m.-l a.m
Monday, December 11......................................8 a.m.-l am.
Tuesday, December 12
................. 8 a-m- 1 a-m.
Wednesday, December 13................................. 8 a-m"l a.m.
Thursday, December 14.................................... 8 a.m.-l a.m
Friday, December 15.......................................... 8 a.m-1 a.m.
Saturday, December 16..................................... 8 a m--10 p.m.
Subday, December 17........................................ 10 a.m.-l a.m.
Monday, December 18......................................8 a-m ‘l a.m.
Tuesday, December 19..................................... 8 a-m-’l a.m.
Wednesday, December 20................................. 8 a-m--6 P-m..

~ Local News Update ~
• Presidents of the three Rhode Island public colleges oppose arming the police who patrol their campuses. At a hearing held on Tuesday before the Board
of Governors for Higher Education, the Presidents said guns would not make the schools safer. Campus police believe they need to be armed because their
jobs are too dangerous and they don't feel safe without the weapons. Rhode Island and Oregon are the only two states that do not arm campus police.

• United States Senator Jack Reed is working to close the so-called gun show loophole. The Rhode Island Democrat says that he will introduce legislation
when the next Congress convenes that would require background checks for people buying guns from private dealers. At a news conference held on Tuesday,
Reed pushed to get the gun show loophole closed this past year.
• Rhode Island’s top Democrats say that Vice President Al Gore should continue his legal fight for the Presidency, despite several discouraging court rulings.
They say that the party remains united behind Gore and believe the Vice President actually won the election. They will, however, support whoever is named
President once a fair and legal contest has been completed.

• Rhode Island received more than $326,000 on Monday in federal funds to train childcare workers. The grant will be used to create an apprenticeship
program for child care professionals. The program will be developed over the next 18 months. The grant was awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor,
which handed out $3.3 million to ten states.
-compiled by Kristin Stanley '01
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Speaker argues against abortion
from historical perspective
because it could benefit Germans, while
only unfit or sick German women were
News Staff
allowed to have an abortion. A choice
in the matter, according to Hunt, was
Dr. John Hunt, a professor from St.
seen as bad. Hunt showed the audience
Joseph’s College in Connecticut and a
a quotation from the Nazi government
member of the University Faculty for
in 1938 that stated, “Germans could not
Life, a Georgetown University-based
have abortions, but Jews could, since this
group of 550 professors from around the
could only benefit the German people.”
United States, Canada, and other foreign
After the war, the Nuremburg War
countries, has done much research
Trials in 1948 cited abortion as a ar
concerning abortion in the last 25 years.
crime. Hunt said that the prosecutor at
His research is primarily focused in two
the RUSHA (Race and Resettlement
major areas: feminism and Nazism. Dr.
Office) trial stated, “The performance of
Hunt was invited by the PC for Life Club
abortions on Eastern [Slavic] workers is
to give a lecture on abortion Wednesday,
a war crime...is also a crime against
November 29 in Guzman Chapel.
humanity...It constitutes an ‘act of
The majority of Hunt’s lecture was
extermination,’ persecution on racial
dedicated to portraying the connections
grounds, and an ‘inhumane act.’ Even
between abortion and Nazism. He
under the assumptions that her request
stated, “Abortion is not a liberty or a free
was genuinely voluntary... it constitutes
choice, but is associated instead with
a war crime and a crime against
genocide and the Holocaust.” In his
humanity.” From this point, Hunt
research, Hunt found that Hitler utilized
stressed that abortion is truly a civil
abortion as a sort of genocide in
rights issue, affecting all humans and all
Germany. Nazis were the first to legalize
religions.
abortions in Germany with the sole
With the fundamental American
purpose of killing. Hunt stated, “The
hatred of Nazism, Hunt finds it shocking
Nazis were experts in killing. They knew
that Americans so willingly condone
what killing was and would not have
abortion, which, according to Hunt, was
done it if it was not killing.” Hunt
one of the basic tools of the Holocaust.
additionally stated, “The Germans used
Hunt said, “Today we are doing the
abortion as a form of killing. It was one
very thing we condemned them for.” In
of the tools of the Holocaust.”
Germany now, it is much more difficult
When WWII began, Hitler went into
for a woman to obtain an abortion than
Poland and ordered the promotion of
in America. Before each woman’s
birth control and abortion with a two
decision, she must undergo three days
fold purpose. The first intention was to
of intense counseling to dissuade her
keep the Jews and Poles available for
from abortion. Abortions occur in
slave labor, and the second was to keep
America five times as much as they do
“inferiors” from reproducing. Hunt
in Germany, and Hunt is convinced that
pointed out that the Jews and Slavic
this is due to the fact that the Germans
peoples had the choice of abortion
By Shawna Hassett ’03

are more aware of
what actually
went on with
Hitler and the
Nazis.
This
increased aware
ness is reflected
in the German
Supreme Court
which stated in
1993, “The state’s
protective oblig
ation makes it
necessary that the
woman and the
physician both
work together for
the protection of
unborn life."
According to
Hunt, one of the
basic arguments
for abortion from
pro-choice
groups is rooted
in a belief in
feminism and a
woman’s right to
choose. How
ever, Hunt stated
that feminists
today are very
different from the
photo by Pete Johnson '03
early feminists
Dr. Joseph Hunt presents his beliefs.
who
actually
started
the
movement. Hunt said, “Early feminists, to the audience, listing a number of
starting with women like Mary quotes from feminists such as Elizabeth
Wollstonecraft, were diametrically Cady Stanton, Mary Wollstonecraft, and
opposed to abortion. They wanted Susan B. Anthony condemning abortion.
, women’s rights but were still concerned, Hunt stressed that, contrary to today’s
with humanity.” Hunt handed out a sheet
Abortion, page 6
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Pope Pius XII: saint or sinner? ROTC news
By Nicole McIntyre ’02
News Staff

With Pope John Paul II's apology last
year for the misdeeds of Catholics
throughout the ages, a renewed interest
in the actions of Pope Pius XII during
the Holocaust has arisen. Recently, Fr.
Thomas Trepanier, the Pastor of St.
Ambrose Church in Lincoln, RI and the
Director of Catholic/Jewish relations for
the Diocese of Providence, presented a
lecture on the history, commentary, and
new research on Pope Pius XII.
With a dove and an olive branch as
his symbol, Pius XII wanted to be
remembered as a peacemaker. When he
died in 1958, Pius was “praised by the
entire world,” according to Fr. Trepanier.
As time passed, however, the
Pontiff’s reputation began to suffer.
Some, according to Fr. Trepanier,
“accused Pius XII of being a collaborator
with Hitler himself.”
Fr. Trepanier noted two works that
helped promote this notion. With the
release of his play, “The Deputy,” in
1962, German playwright Rolf
Hochhuth single-handedly managed to
change the image of Pius XII from a
revered leader to a man who was “ice
cold” to the plight of the Jews.
“It was a frontal attack” on a man who
was “considered the greatest Pope in
history up to that point,” commented Fr.
Trepanier.
More recently, John Cornwell wrote
Hitler's Pope: The Secret History ofPius
XII. Like “The Deputy,” Hitler's Pope
portrays Pius XII as an “anti-Semite” and
a “pawn of Hitler.”
For Fr. Trepanier, however, these
accusations are unfounded. He cited
evidence that Pius had secured at least
6000 visas for German Jews and used
assets of the Vatican to “ransom” Jews
from the Nazis.
As for those who question Pius’s

silence, Fr. Trepanier pointed out that
originally the Catholic Church spoke out
against the rounding up of Jews. In fact,
in 1942, the Catholic hierarchy in the
Netherlands spoke out vigorously
against the Nazi treatment of the Jews.
Partly because of this outcry, the Nazis
doubled their efforts, and by the end of
the war, 90 percent of the Jews in
Amsterdam had been rounded up and
sent to concentration camps. “Thus, Pius
XII decided he would not speak out,”
explained Fr. Trepanier.
Additionally, Fr. Trepanier noted that
at least 8000 priests went to jail for
speaking against the Nazi regime.
Four Jesuit researchers had absolved
Pius XII of any wrong doing in a twelve
volume study of the Pope’s

Plans are underway for a series of
dedication events marking the official
opening of St. Dominic Chapel and the
Campus Ministry Center, to be held the first
week of February 2001. A committee
comprised of representatives of the
Dominican community, students, faculty,
administration, and staff has been working
together since October to plan the week-long
series of events.
On Friday afternoon, February 2, 2001,
the Most Rev. Robert E. Mulvee, Bishop of
Providence, will officiate the Rite of
Dedication of St. Dominic Chapel, with Rev.
Phillip A. Smith, O.P., President, as homilist.
Because the Chapel’s seating capacity is 500,
attendance will be limited by invitation to
selected representatives from the College’s
various constituent groups, including
Dominican Friars, students, faculty, staff,
alumni, parents, and special benefactors/
friends of the College. A reception will be
held in the Campus Ministry Center in the
lower level of St. Dominic Chapel
immediately following the dedication
ceremony.
On Saturday, February 3, 2001, a second
dedication event involving the “Blessing of
theBuilding and Laying of the Cornerstone”
theBuilding

will be held for benefactors of St. Dominic
Domini
Chapel. In addition, an Alumni Homecoming
Weekend Mass open to all alumni will be
celebrated on Sunday, February 1, 2001, at
10 a.m., followed by the traditional
Homecoming breakfast.
To accommodate all students, five Masses
have been scheduled for Saturday and
Sunday, specifically for the student
population. Student Masses will begin with
the 4:30 p.m. Vigil Mass on Saturday, and
continue through Sunday, with Masses
scheduled for 1:00 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7:00 p.m.,
and 10:30 p.m. Five hundred color-coded
tickets will be allocated for each of these
weekend Masses so that students may select
the Mass they wish to attend. A reception
will follow each Mass in the Campus
Ministry Center.
Faculty and staff will be invited to attend
a special Mass observing the dedication of
the new Chapel on Monday, February 5, at
11:30 a.m., followed by an opportunity to
tour the Campus Ministry center and share
refreshments.
Parents will be invited to attend Mass and
tour the new Chapel on Saturday, February
10, 2001, during the College’s
Upperclassmen Parents’ Weekend.
Weekend. *#

photo by Elizabeth Barry ’01

Fr. Thomas Trepanier discussed the controversial past of Pope Pius XII.

Chapel dedication

Speaker argues against abortion
-Continued from page 5-

views, early feminism did not consider
abortion to be a right of a woman, but
infanticide instead.
Hunt found in his studies that people
tend to think that what is legal is what is
right. He showed that Hitler was the law
and so people followed him. Hunt also
said that slavery was once legal. He
stated, “When it’s legal, people think its
moral and even fashionable. And we’re
doing it again” and that “decent people
can or do condone horrible things. This
is represented in historical fact.”
In a period allotted for questions,
Hunt was asked how Americans might
come to eventually condemn abortion
when it is now so prevalent in our
society. Hunt replied that changes must
be made “to the heart first then the mindboth have to be changed before
legislation can occur.” Hunt also said

that perhaps if people begin to recognize
the connection between Nazism and
abortion and how the early feminists
were utterly opposed to abortion, then
abortion rates will decrease.
Furthermore, Hunt stated that there
might actually be a connection between
breast cancer and abortion and that out
of 32 studies that have been conducted
already, approximately 28 have affirmed
this hypothesis. According to Hunt, if
Americans become educated on the
potential dangers abortion may hold,
perhaps the frequency of abortions in our
society will diminish.
Hunt closed his lecture saying,
“Aborting a baby is bad enough, but I
don’t think that’s the greatest sin. When
you deny to others what has been given
to you, then I think what you are saying
is that you don’t truly value your gift, in
this case, your life.”

communications both before and during
the war. With new questions circulating
about Pius’ role in the Holocaust, the
Catholic Church is allowing six scholars
to reexamine the records.
Dr. Raymond Sickinger, Professor of
History, noted the importance of this
research. “Unless those archives are
opened up more fully, we may never get
the proof to substantiate things that a
number of people believe. Certainly, as
a historian, I see that kind of archival
proof as absolutely essential.”
Pat Arnold ’01 concluded that, while
the research will be beneficial in the end,
it will also be difficult to sort through.
“Because the records are so extensive, I
think that it will be a great challenge for
any truth to come through.”

Ms. Marlene Gumbata, Providence
College Class of 2001, majoring in
Chemistry, took her first step on her
journey to become a Medical Corps
Officer.
Ms. Gumbata was
commissioned in the United States Army
Medical Corps on November 20, 2000
as a Second Lieutenant. Captain Ellis
Hopkins of the U.S. Army ROTC at
Providence College administered the
Oath of Office. Ms. Gumbata was the
recipient of the 4-Year Health
Professional Scholarship from the U.S.
Army Health Care Recruiting Team
where upon graduation, Ms. Gumbata
will continue on to atttend a school of
medicine of her choice and obtain a
Doctoral Degree in Medicine. Pictured
from left to right are Sergeant First Class
Errol Isaac of the U.S. Army Boston
Health Care Recruiting Team, Second
Lieutenant Marlene Gumbata, and her
father Paul Gumbata.

A message to all students
During the Christmas recess, the
likelihood for apartments to be
robbed is very strong. You are urged
to bring home with you television
sets, computers, microwave ovens
and the like.
If you cannot bring these items
home with you, they can be secured
in the Slavin Center (Fr. McPhail’s
office) during this holiday.

Aquinas faces damage fines
-Continued from page 1-

serious troubles, according to the Hall’s
staff. The vandalism of the fire
extinguisher cases has been particularly
problematic, as the glass encompassing
the case has been shattered repeatedly.
“Every time they replace it, it gets
broken,” said Shannon Crane ’03, a
Resident Assistant on the first floor.
Instances of vomiting and the
scattering of trash on the third and fourth
floor male wings were also cited at the
meeting.
The possibility of placing a security
guard on these wings was suggested by
Hall staff as a remedy if problems persist.
This alternative has been employed in
the past in St. Joseph’s Hall as a measure
to lower student vandalism in the
building. The cost of keeping a security
guard on the third and fourth male wings
of Aquinas would be allocated to the
residents of these wings only.
The placement of security guards on
particular floors would be a last resort,
however, according to Fr. Sicard. “The
cost is passed on to the students. I don t
like to do that. It’s unfair to so many
good students. It’s not our intention to
penalize innocent people,” he stated.
Agreeing with Fr. Sicard, Crane noted
that if security guards are employed in
these wings, many students would be
punished for the act of one who may not
even live in the Hall. “A lot of the time
it’s not the people living on the floor,
[but] people trying to get other people
in trouble,” she added.
Directly fining students for dorm
violations at the end of the semester
rather than tacking these fines to tuition
bills as miscellaneous charges is also
being considered by the Office of
Residence Life. Suggested by the
Student Life Committee of Student
Congress this year, the proposal would
allow for students to be notified of dorm
violations and their subsequent cost
through a bill delivered to their on-

campus mailbox.
According to Meaghan Demsey ’03,
direct billing to friar boxes would benefit
students. “I think it’s a good idea
because people see how much fines add
up throughout the year,” she said.
Residence Life staff is unsure as to
whether this alternative will become
regulation, but is giving it heavy
consideration as a means of preventing
vandalism. “It will deter anyone [from
vandalism] in the future because they’ll
know exactly how much they’ll have to
pay,” said Crane.
“[Students] will feel the impact a lot
more,” said Fr. Sicard.
Students were encouraged to speak
up as to the cause of dorm destruction,
as the fines of those particular students
who disclose information concerning
violations will be dropped.
The propping of doors in Aquinas by
wedging material in between the frame
was an additional concern expressed by
Hall staffat the meeting. Doors on the
third floor female wing and fourth floor
male wing had to be replaced due to
damage caused by propping. “Nothing
can be wedged in between the door and
the frame because that ruins the door and
it has to be replaced,” said Crane.
Although Aquinas Hall staff called a
meeting to address dorm destruction,
vandalism across campus this year is not
a serious problem, according to Fr.
Sicard. “[The rate of] vandalism is a bit
lower this year,” he said, adding that he
did not want to overreact to incidents in
Aquinas.
“We haven’t had anything unusual [in
Aquinas],” agreed Philip Reilly,
Executive Director of Security.
However, Reilly pointed to
vandalism in St. Joseph s Hall as a
greater threat this semester. Due to the
destruction of walls in the Hall, a security
guard is stationed on the second floor,
he said.
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This year’s marathon a marital affair
by Jay Higgins
World Editor

’03

What do runners from the
Ukraine and Kenya and a mar
riage proposal have in com
mon? They were both part of
the eighth annual Brooks
Pharmacy Ocean State Mara
thon in downtown Provi
dence.
Igor Osmak and Olga
Kovpotina, a married couple
from the Ukraine, won the
men’s and women’s races, re
spectively. Osmak, 35, first
trounced a strong field of
Kenyan runners, finishing in
a course-record 2 hours, 14
minutes, 24 seconds. Just under 24 min
utes later, his wife Kovpotina, 29, led
three other Russian women over the fin
ish line in 2:37:53 en route to for her first
marathon victory.
While the married couple rested af
ter their victories, further back in the
pack, Patrick Meacham of North
Kingstown was winning the heart of
Susan Taylor. After completing the race,
Meacham, 27, got down on one knee,
pulled an engagement ring out of a fanny
pack around his waist and proposed to
his girlfriend.
“I’m glad it happened here at the
Ocean State Marathon,” said Meacham,
who finished in 3:18:51. “I had to run
with it in with the gel packs hoping it
wouldn’t fall out the whole time. I
cramped up at around 23 or 24 [miles],
but hung in there. My focus was to fin
ish and propose.” His fiance’s answer?
A tearful yes.
More than 2,000 runners from 42
states and 17 nations competed in the
26.2-mile race, which began at the Com
munity College of Rhode Island in
Warwick, wound through that city and
Cranston, and finished in Kennedy Plaza
in Providence. Osmak and compatriot
Andrey Kuznetsov, the 1998 Ocean State
Marathon winner, joined a pack of elite

Barak’s battle may be internal
by Mike Speight
World Staff

Kenyan runners that followed pace-set
ter Kibet Cherop, 26, for the first half of
the race.
“I thought the pace was not fast,”
Osmak said, “so I ran faster to stay near
the record” pace.
Meanwhile, his wife, Kovpotina by
mile seven became entangled in a five
way battle among Russians Alena
Vinitskaya, Alevtina Naoumova and
Natalia Volguna, and Kenyan Margaret
Kagiri.
The pack, which passed the halfway
point in 1:17:38, remained together un
til the 24th mile, when Kovpotina made
her move. She surged ahead as she
turned onto North Main Street, and the
others were unable to respond to the
challenge.
“The course is not really tough, but
it was really windy,” she said. “My time
was kind of slow, but I am happy to win
the race. After probably half way, I real
ized I could not break the course record
like my husband did, so I just ran for
victory.”
This year’s event definitely proved
that you need a lot of “heart” to run in
the Ocean State Marathon.

Source: The Providence Journal
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Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak
faces the possibility of losing his office
unless he can find some way to end the
violence that has been raging in Israel
since the end of September. The enor
mous support that gave him the landslide
victory in 1999 over opponent Benjamin
Netanyahu has now faded away as Is
raelis grow tired of the violence. Barak
won his term mainly on his vow to work
out a permanent peace agreement with
the Palestinians.
Now, barely 18 months into his term,
Barak is threatened with early elections
because of his inability to settle on any
sort of plan with the Palestinians. Ben
jamin Netanyahu is now a candidate for
Prime Minister once again and leads
Barak in the polls by a large margin.
Barak is further handicapped by a great
loss of support by members of his own
party. One of them, Avraham Burg, is
rumored to be considering running
against him as well.
Fellow Labor party members want
him to arrange any kind of peace plan,
even a partial one, between Israel and
Palestinians in order to win back public
support and keep the Party in power.
Labor party members have pressured
Barak to find a solution before President
Clinton leaves office in January. Clinton
has long been supportive of peace in the
region. Barak, though, is standing firm.
He let it be known that he would not ac
cept any time limits on negotiations. He
believes that any deadline would put too
much pressure on the negotiations and
ultimately cause them to fail.
Barak has offered to make several
concessions to the Palestinians in ex
change for a truce or a peace agreement,
including the recognition of Palestinian
statehood. He hopes to delay any dis
cussion of more complicated issues un
til a later time. Many Israelis, though,
are most likely unwilling to accept many
of the Palestinians’ demands. They in
clude control of Jerusalem and sover
eignty over the West Bank and Gaza
Strip as part of the Palestinian state. Is
rael has controlled those two areas since
the Six Day War in 1967.
Many Israelis have violently opposed

any return of lands they believe are right
fully part of Israel. The assassination of
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin is an ex
ample of the political extremism Barak
could face if he makes an unpopular de
cision. Rabin was assassinated in 1995
by a radical Israeli who was hostile to
his proposals to allow Palestinians con
trol of the disputed territories.
Yassir Arafat, leader of the Palestin
ian Liberation Organization, claimed that
no meetings between Israeli and Pales
tinian diplomats were being held cur
rently and that Palestinians will continue
their uprising, which has claimed over
300 lives so far, until all of their goals
are met. The uprisings began when
peace negotiations failed between the
two sides.
The crisis could have hardly come at
a worse time for Barak. Its most power
ful ally, the United States, is uncertain
of who the next president will be. This
means there is no one who can begin the
transition to president, develop their own
policy towards Israel and confer with
President Clinton and experts on foreign
affairs to make their own judgments re
garding the Middle East. As it looks now,
there will probably be a gap in America’s
ability to help the both sides work out a
peace plan between the Clinton admin
istration and administration of either
Vice President Gore or Governor Bush.
Barak does have the advantage of
President Clinton’s full support even as
his term in the White House is winding
down. Some in the Israeli government
are optimistic about the prospects of
peace. Justice Minister Yossi Beilin met
with the president and National Security
adviser Sandy Berger in Washington DC
to discuss the possibilities of working out
a peace between Israel and the Palestin
ians. President Clinton has less than six
weeks left in his term, but his commit
ment to the nation and his stature may
be enough to work out an agreement in
time to save Prime Minister Barak’s ca
reer.
Source: USA Today

Jay, Beth, Ben, Mike, and
Jenn of the World Staff wish
all of you a Happy Holidays!!

The World...zn brief
Holocaust compensation offered

Yugoslavia attempts to expel rebels

Austria’s compensation offer for prop
erty seized from Austrian Jews by the
Nazis will be less than expected by the
lawyers of the victims. Austrian officials
have agreed to make a concrete compen
sation offer on December 21. Claims
include private apartments, businesses,
industrial holdings, real estate, and other
property seized in the Nazi occupation
that was not covered by earlier Austrian
Legislative. “We will come with an of
fer that will be much lower than that
expected from the side of the victims,”
stated Austrian negotiator Ernst
Sucharipa. A leader of the Austrian Jew
ish community said that Austria made
an initial offer of $156 million, while the
attorneys for the victims were demand
ing about $1 billion.

A top aide to recently elected president
Vojislav Kostunica announced Decem
ber 3 a plan to push ethnic Albanian mili
tants from a Serbian area next to Kosovo
in late December. The Yugoslav govern
ment was seeking NATO acceptance of
the plan although officials did not say
what Yugoslavia would do if the United
States, Russia and other major European
powers oppose the plan to expel the
rebels. They will concentrate largely on
sites where armed attacks by ethnic Al
banians attempting to gain control of the
territory have taken place.

Iraq to resume oil trade

YOUR SPRING BREAK PACKAGE INCLUDES
•
•
•
•

Round-trip airfare
7 nights hotel accommodations
Round-trip airport & hotel transfers
Free welcome, beach &
evening parties
• Free admission to night clubs
• Discounts on restaurants, water
sports $ side excursions

• Packages available to Negril and
Montego Bay
• Professional on-site tour reps
• Complete weekly activities program
offering optional sunset cruise,
booze cruise, toga party @ more
• Free bonus party pock
• Optional meal plan including
7 breakfasts and 7 dinners

Price is per person based on quad occupancy; from select departure cities. Other cities may qualify for reduction or require surcharge.
U.S. and Jamaica departure taxes (currently $68) and $12 handling charge additional. Rates increase $30 on 12/15/00.
Peak-week surcharges/off-week discounts may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply. Limited availability.
Subject to change without notice. Call for full details on hotel selection and availability.

After another effort to avoid United Na
tions restrictions on its oil sales appar
ently failed, Iraq has said that it will re
sume exporting its crude oil under the
U.N. rules. This announcement was
made by Oil Minister Amer Mohammed
Rashid in Baghdad came two days after
Iraq halted production. Iraq can sell an
unlimited amount of oil through a U.N.
program that will put the proceeds into
a special account to ensure that the
money is not spent on weapons.

New leader to negotiate for peace

After being sworn in as Mexican presi
dent, Vicente Fox launched a new peace
initiative for the southern state of
Chiapes which is in the midst of a civil
war. The leader of a persistent rebel
movement is ready to come out of hid
ing if the new government will follow
through with their pledge to put Indian
rights into the country’s constitution.
Subcomandante Marcos has said that he
will travel to Mexico City in February
to help lobby for the reforms sought by
Vicente Fox. The leader of the Zapatista
movement said “It is possible to restart
dialogue between the federal govern
ment and the Zapatista Army of National
Liberation.
Compiled by: Beth Holland ’03

Source: USA Today
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Put it under a bushel Providence College apparently feels the need to let its light
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shine on the new chapel: 24 hours a day. Not only has the soft, soothing orangey
glow of the campus-wide globe lights been replaced by harsh white “lanterns” all
the way around the shiny new edifice, but there is also a mega-watt spotlight aimed
directly at the copper cupola at all times. Ironically,.my dormroom is directly on the
other side of the aforementioned spotlight. So my question is, is it really necessary?
It must be using a whole lot of electricity, and it’s just so darned ostentatious. We
know it’s there, Father Smith. We heard the construction every morning for the last
four months. Can we sleep now, please? —Erin Simmeth ’03
Last week, a big blue box of children’s books was
stolen from outside of Dr. Jeri Gillin’s office. These books were collected from
students and staff and were going to be donated to “Reach Out and Read Rhode
Island,” a program promoting literacy for underprivileged children. In this program,
each time a child visits their doctor for a checkup, from birth to the age of five
years, they are given a new book, and their parents are provided with tips on how to
encourage their children to read. I cannot believe that someone would steal books
that were going to be provided for such a good cause. If this was someone’s idea of
a cruel joke, I hope that the person realizes how much these children appreciate this
service, that they are hurting innocent people, and that their joke was not funny at
all. Their decision shows a complete lack of respect for the students and teachers at
this school. If anyone would like to donate gently used or new books to the cause,
they can drop them off in Dr. Gillin’s office in 333 Harkins. —Sasha Gillin ’04

Harkins Grinches Loose

Dick Van Patten for President
Alright now, if the brain trust down in Florida
cannot seem to get their act together and Gore will not stop crying about losing the
election, we must take drastic measures. Those measures call for a look into
television stars from the 1970s and early 1980s. That’s right, we must take a
magnifying glass to the resumes of Mr. Drummond from Different Strokes,
Horschack from Welcome Back Kotter, Henry Winkler from Happy Days, and, of
course, Dick Van Patten from Eight is Enough. Hey, if he can manage a house of
hormonal teens and whiny brats, meeting with the presidential cabinet will not be
too hard. Plus, the Fonz could be vice president. I think I should run the Electoral
College, and that way, Barbarino could end up Chief of Staff.

—Kevin McPhee ’01

At first, I thought that every time I saw a poster
ripped violently off a kiosk, it had been done at 2 a.m. in a drunken stupor. That is,
of course, until I saw a poster advertising my hall’s Christmas party had been ripped
into three pieces a mere hour after it was posted. I seriously doubt anyone was
drunk at 9:30 on a weekday morning, so there is absolutely no excuse why anyone
should intentionally tear down a poster. You don’t have to pay attention to the
information which it conveys, but please give your fellow classmates a chance to
read it! —Stephanie Pietros ’04

Those drunken poster rippers

Paul Begala and the Oklahoma City smear Mike Barnicle recently favorably
compared the states carried by Bush to the states carried by Gore, calling it “WalMart vs. Martha Stewart” and “family values vs. a sense of entitlement.” Paul Begala
responded by pointing out the various atrocities that have taken place in Bushcarried states over the past few years (e.g., the James Byrd and Matthew Shepard
killings). Perhaps Begala’s criticism was not wholly undeserved - after all, it is
still not too long ago that the Deep South was controlled by dyed-in-the-wool racists.
However, one of Begala’s statements was definitely a cheap shot. He mentioned
the Oklahoma City bombing. In fact, though, Timothy McVeigh was bom and
lived most of his life in New York. Terry Nichols, as everyone once knew, was
connected with the Michigan Militia. The people they killed were the ones from
Oklahoma, and Begala owes them and their families an apology for saying that
their state should bear the blame for their deaths. —James Kabala ’02

SUPPORT THE LADY FRIARS

I'm not sure if anyone knows this, but the

Lady Friars are doing some serious whupping on the ice and the court lately. The
Women’s Ice Hockey team is traditionally a powerhouse, sending women to the
national team every few years. The Lady Friars hockey team is 10-2-1, riding a
seven game winning streak. The Lady Friars on the court, however, have struggled
out of the gate to a 2-3 record, but have won their last two, defeating in-state rivals
URI last Wednesday night 87-65. They are doing just as well as their male counter
parts, and it is high time that they received recognition from places other than the
sports pages of The Cowl. GET OUT THERE AND SUPPORT OUR LADY FRI
ARS! —Ryan McLeod ’01

Outside of our PC blinders, some schools are boycott
ing Sodexho Marriot for its parent corporation’s (Sodexho Alliance) incredibly large
share in the Corrections Corporation of America, which owns and runs the most
private prisons in the country. Let me get this straight: Sodexho runs school cafete
rias and prisons. Does anyone else find this oddly ironic? My best guess: we must
be eating the same food as the prisoners. So either we’re eating their food, they’re
eating ours, or maybe they’re the ones who prepare those mysterious casseroles.
On a more serious note, though, since the standard for morality at the college is
Catholic social teaching, I would like to hear how exactly the administration justi
fies contributing to a company that engages in particularly brutal incarceration prac
tices. Feel free to write a letter with the answer. —Dave Holman ’03
Sodexho and prisons???
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Instead of complaining about something this week or saying
how something stinks, I decided to stay positive since its about time to get in the
holiday spirit. Admiral Spa is an excellent breakfast place. They have great food at
excellent prices. The Spa also gives very generous portions with friendly service.
The Spa is a breath of fresh air. —Pat Slattery ’03
Admiral’s secret

More letters on page 12!
It may not have pumpkin pie
or the family Christmas tree, but
it’s a little colorful:
www.providence.edu/thecowl

I have-been a female athlete ever
since I could walk, so I am not naive
enough to expect the same attention that
male athletes receive. Therefore, I gritted
my teeth in frustration at the repeated
(and often sycophantic) articles devoted
to the Men’s Rugby Team offered by The
Cowl this fall and waited patiently for
our turn. However, our turn never
seemed to come. And while the complete
absence of any mention of the Women’s
Rugby Team all semester is deplorable,
that void in the last issue of The Cowl is
inexcusable. Instead of a team photo and
an article that spanned two pages and
included detailed play-by-play accounts
of the Men’s games at the NRU
Championships, perhaps some of that
space could have been used to mention
the Women’s success at that same
tournament. How on that cold, rainy,
muddy Saturday, the PC Women won the
New England Division III title and were
rewarded with a berth in the Division II
for the following season. And on
Sunday, how the Women annihilated the
best Division III team in New York,
Buffalo State. On top of an undefeated
regular season (7-0), if there was a
national tournament for Division III
Women’s Rugby, we would be
participating in it. While I am not trying
to diminish the performance of the Men’s
team, I did hope that our achievements
would have been included to add to the
reputation of the Rugby program at
Providence College. I’d like to conclude
by emphasizing that this letter wasn’t
written because of gender politics, but
because a highly successful sports team
that involves over 40 members of the
student body was ignored for an entire
semester. You still have the spring season
to redeem yourselves.
Jen Dean ’01
President, Women’s Rugby

Infirmary nurses object
to critical review
So amazed and delighted were we by
the Blackfriars’ production of Anything
Goes that we must write a rebuttal to
Mark Balas’ (Assistant A & E Editor)
review. Before saying more, however,
we must point out that we draw our
judgment from many years of theatre
going, from Broadway to Boston and
points in between, lest Mr. Balas
wrongly deduce that we are simply
“locals” who would praise just about
anything that “our kids” tried their hand
at.
When Mr. Balas complains that “the
two romantic leads can’t quite make their
dull characters less boring,” we are
bewildered. Not that Joe Kilner (Billy
Crocker) didn’t give a knees up
performance, but it was Julia Barrett
(Reno Sweeney) who knocked us for a
loop. Only a freshman, she delivered a
precocious performance. Did Mr. Balas
not catch her every gesture and
expressive eyes, all in perfect sync with
the lyrics? His complaint that “the
energy level of the chorus of Passengers
and Sailors is low...” also bewilders us.
They came across like gang busters.
All in all we say that director Mark
Peckham, with the able support of
backstage students and a most capable
orchestra, has put his on-stage students
through the paces to give us a production
that keeps with the high standards of the
Blackfriars. The standing ovation given
the cast on the evening when we had
attended a performance certianly belies
Mr. Balas’s claim that it took some comic
timing to “break the monotony of this
laborious production and keep the
audience interested.”
K. Kelleher, RN
P. Anderson, RN
L. Pontarelli
Student Health Center
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Virgin Vault and a general lack of uniformity
by Stephanie Pietros
Commentary Staff

’04

Two weeks ago, I took my
eleven-year-old brother and his
eleven-year-old friend to a
hockey game here at PC. We
left the game pumped over the
exciting win over Northeastern,
but before grabbing a bite to eat
and then going home for the
weekend, I needed to grab my
things from my room. The boys
came up to help me carry
everything, and upon entering
McVinney Hall, they were
asked to give some form of
identification, of which they, of
course, had none. There was no
mistaking that they are eleven
years old. These boys look like
they are eleven years old and act
like they are eleven years old...
you get the picture. Although I
explained to the security guard
the situation and their
relationship to me, he was very
reluctant to let them come up.
He finally allowed them to
come upstairs, but the
ridiculousness of the situation
galled me. Although there was
no way they could have been
mistaken for boys I was trying
to sneak up to my room, they
were treated like dangerous
threats to chastity. Incidents
such as these are not isolated,
as my roommate and several of
my friends have often
complained
of
similar
situations.
Despite the fact that as
human beings we often do not
want to admit it, rules are
(usually) established for a

reasonable purpose.
For
example, Residence Life here at
Providence College establishes
various rules with regards to
things we can and cannot have
in our dorm rooms, quiet hours,
and, the most contentious rules
of all, those regarding visitors
of the opposite sex. I realize
that certain standards must be
upheld with regards to visitors,
especially out of respect to
roommates, but I think that
things have gotten a bit
ridiculous. I will not even
broach the issue of why we do
not have coed floors, as this is
quite complex. What I find
absolutely asinine, however, is
the strict manner in which
siblings of the opposite sex are
treated.
I understand that the school
has every right to set certain
rules regarding visitors, but
such harshness towards siblings
is a bit unnecessary. What
makes these rules even more
frustrating is the various
degrees of enforcement in
different dorms. While the front
desk in McVinney takes some
form of identification from all
male visitors (including siblings
and parents), requires them to
sign in, and calls up to rooms if
they have not signed out and it
is past parietals, there is no such
system in place for any female
visitors in all-male Guzman.
What is it that allows males to
have visitors of the opposite
gender at a whim, but females
cannot even have their little
brothers carry down their
laundry for them without there

being an issue? This is a blatant
double standard.
There is no sense in having
rules which are only enforced
for some of the population to
which they are intended to
apply. This applies not just to
parietals, but also to other rules
with obvious discrepancies
between the dorms, such as fire
codes and alcohol.
For
example, I have friends in other
dorms who have Christmas
lights strung across their rooms,
whereas, in McVinney, we have
regular fire inspections and are
reprimanded if we do not have
our door decorations laminated
(in accordance with the fire
safety rules). Also, the day of
the Stag, girls entering
McVinney had any bags they
were carrying inspected for
alcohol, while it was quite
apparent from the actions of
many at the Stag that they had
been drinking prior to the dance.
While I may be mistaken, I
sincerely doubt that there was
absolutely no drinking in the
rooms that night.
I do not, however, intend to
tear apart all of the rules. I
believe that most of them are in
place with good intent, and
frankly, I am glad that we have
such strict fire regulations,
especially in light of the
Aquinas fire, and that I do not
have to deal with drunken
parties in my dorm. It is,
however, an insult to my
intelligence to enforce the rules
differently between dorms. If
it is felt by the campus
community at large that a rule

Cowl file photo

Impenetrable: to male students, dads and 11 year-olds?

requires revision, then this
should not be done at the
discretion of individual dorms,
but should be made campus
wide. It is simply unfair and

unjust for rules to be applied
differently.

The Cowl: hey, it’s free

Dr. West, this is not the PC that I know...
by James Kabala
Commentary Staff

’02

Brown University political science
professor Dr. Darrell M. West recently
published a book about one of
Providence College’s most famous
alumni, U.S. Representative Patrick
Kennedy. I have not yet read the book
cover-to-cover, but it seems to be an
interesting, even fascinating, account of
Kennedy’s life and his rise to power.
However, I must take issue with Dr.
West’s description of Providence
College.
I must make two notes before I begin
my criticism. One is that Dr. West is
describing the PC of ten or twelve years
ago, not the PC of today. However, I
doubt that the college has changed so
drastically as to be completely unlike the
college of Kennedy’s time. Second, it
should be noted that West does have
some positive things to say about PC.
For example, he calls PC “a cozy, closeknit community” and refers to its
“devotion to scholarship and service, and
allegiance to community and values.”
On second or third reading, I must admit,
such buried statements become more
noticeable and make the portrayal of PC
seem less negative than it did on first
reading. On first reading, however, the
reader’s eye is more likely to fall upon
such attention-grabbing statements as
“Catholicism hung over the campus like
a thick fog” and “priests were relentless
in their support of church doctrine, using
guilt and repetition as their keys.”
Dr. West seems to rely heavily on
anecdotal evidence to set his tone. He
tells a horror story about an Episcopalian
student who declined to join a prayer in
his ethics class because he did not know
the words. His priest-professor singled
him out and told him, “You’re not a good
Catholic.” Good grief! Curmudgeonly
professors can be found at any institution
of higher learning. I suspect that they
even befoul the sacred precincts of
College Hill. It certainly is bad for a
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“Catholicism hung over the campus like a fog”? Maybe Patrick Kennedy went to a different school.

professor to show religious prejudice,
but it is hardly a phenomenon limited to
PC. One of author Frank McCourt’s
professors used to viciously taunt him
about Catholicism and the foolishness of
believing in such dogmas as the virgin
birth. It hardly proves anything about
the general tone of life on a campus that
one professor once made a gratuitously
nasty remark.
Unfortunately, this is not the only
example of Dr. West’s using anecdotes
to make his point. He declares that
“school officials were loud advocates of
a traditional Catholic education,” using
as evidence a column in The Cowl in
which Father Lennon declared that a
Catholic education protected students
from becoming “a restless, shallow,
rootless and anxious people.” What is
wrong with this? (Dr. West’s use of the
pejorative word “loud” certainly seems
to indicate that he finds something wrong
with it.) One can hardly expect Catholic

priests not to approve of Catholic
education. If they want to write about it
in The Cowl, why not?
Worst of all, however, is the
aforementioned statement about
“relentless” priests using “guilt and
repetition” to get across Church doctrine.
(Here, the evidence is a professor, once
again a priest and indeed possibly the
same person as before, who returned a
rather flip pro-choice answer on an ethics
paper with no grade and the comment
“We have to talk.”) Once again, I will
say that I do not know what things were
like here years ago. Also, there are many
Dominicans here whom I have never
met. Perhaps some of them are not the
nicest. Nonetheless, the nasty tone of
West’s remark makes me wonder if he
has ever actually met a PC priest or nun.
Can anyone say that Fr. Barranger
thrived on “guilt and repetition” during
his time as chaplain here, when he
befriended, comforted, and invigorated

so many of us? Can anyone say that Fr.
Ertle and Sr. Desmarais are not
continuing the ministry to the student
body? Also, I would like to call Dr.
West’s attention to the recent death of
Fr. Peterson. How many other college
presidents would have had the idea and
the guts to move into a dorm where there
had been an awful fire to provide support
and an example for those who still had
to live there? Well, PC’s head “guiltimposer” did so. I am reluctant to single
out any other Dominicans by name. I
know that I will leave someone
deserving out, so I will pay tribute to
them as a group. They are good people.
So many of them are friendly and
obviously filled with love for God and
others. Maybe PC is not “cool” like
Brown, with whole months devoted to
private parts, but no one is forced to go
here, and those who do come will find a
happy community, not a thick fog.
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Little less talk and a lot more action
Minority admissions far below standard
by

Sasha Gillin ’04

Commentary Staff

Coming from an urban school in a
city, the diversity, or the lack thereof, was
a main concern of mine when
investigating PC. I have learned
alongside different kinds of people my
whole life, many whom have been
nothing like me, and that is one
advantage I have had from attending an
urban school.
My high school did not force us to
attend multi-cultural celebrations or to
take classes about diversity simply
because they never had to. We were
already accustomed to it. In September
of my senior year in high school, a few
kids brought in a portable stereo and
began break-dancing in the second floor
hallway before school started. These
students were all of different colors and
races, but anyone was welcomed to
demonstrate their skills. Each day, more
kids joined them, and a crowd kept
growing as students and teachers
gathered to watch. Although this wasn’t

an event that everyone took part in, this
became an everyday thing at my school
that most people enjoyed watching. This
was diversity for us. It was natural. It
wasn’t something that required much
conscious thought.
I understand that not everyone has
grown up in a school system like mine,
but if college is where a person is
supposed to meet “the real world,” the
real world should be presented as it is,
that is, diverse. In spite of recent
attempts to increase diversity,
Providence College still hovers above
93% white. The issue has caused many
students and educators to question what
can be done to change this problem.
Many have advocated the incorporation
of a diversity requirement into the
school’s curriculum. Others feel that this
would be falsely assuming that one
course would be adequate to cover such
a wide variety of information. Instead,
they have encouraged a plan for more
diversity integrated into a variety of
courses.
These approaches could very well

70 percent of known
white applicants are
accepted to PC, but
only 57 percent of
known minority
applicants are
offered admission

Through these doors...pass a disproportionately
high number of white accepted applicants
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attract more minority students, but if PC
really wants to accomplish this mission,
they need to actually do something about
it instead of just talking about it. As of
right now, many of the courses offered
by PC may very well incorporate many
diversity themes into the curriculum, yet
some of the courses are visibly taught
with a focus on a white Catholic male’s
perspective. The Development of
Western Civilization, PC’s time-honored
two-year course, does an excellent job
at just that, communicating the
development of Western Civilization.
Yet in the valuable abundance of
information put forth in this course, the
strong focus on the development of the
United States and Europe many times
excludes of other parts of the Western
world including Latin America, and
other non-Western influences on our
culture and heritage. Perhaps this is
because their influence on America is
seen as limited to the white Christian
male. If a minority student does not have
a special reason to come to PC (sports,
financial aid, etc.), it is easy to
understand why he or she would choose
to attend another school that offers an
education that is based more on their own
history and culture and not just on
religion.
Every year for the past seven years,
Providence College has admitted 6%
minority students, regardless of how
many have applied. Statistics (dug out
of the PC archives, since admissions
claims not to have these figures) for the

Wannabe school, part two
by Dave Holman 03
Commentary Editor

I do not necessarily idolize the Ivy’s
or any other college for that matter. I
just think that Providence College should
live up to its stated goals, especially
concerning us precious already-payingtuition students and how the Office of
Residence Life deals with us. Let us all
hark back to the college’s ambitious
Strategic Plan 2000/2005. 2005 is
rapidly approaching (that is actually the
next incoming class), and the school is
still not taking paths otherwise obvious
to any self-respecting national school.
In all fairness, Residence Life has
made improvements in dealing with its
more, shall we say, national students.
(For those of you confused here, there is
a little bit of land west of the Hudson
and Delaware Rivers otherwise known
as the rest of the United States). I wrote
an article similar in tone to this one in
March of this year noting the difficulty
of staying on campus over breaks, much
to the detriment of students who are not
from ‘round these parts. I suggested
issuing reasonable notice to students
before the breaks and making residence
halls available during those otherwise
vacant nights on campus. Despite
Residence Life’s assertions to the
contrary, these policies were not in place,
and it was fairly difficult to stick around
campus.
And we thought no one reads
commentary. This Thanksgiving, dealing
with Residence Life was a completely
different experience. Notices were posted
in the dorms and in Ray Cafe as early as
October (wow!) and the application
procedure to come back one night early

Making up for character
deficiency by
accomadating a
different kind of
suitcase student
was surprisingly easy. In the words of
Mike Myers’s SNLcharacter and real-life
mother-in-law Linda Richman, it worked
“like butta.”
Now, it’s time for step two. I did
something radical when school ended last
year and visited, yes, another college. This
college is a well-respected national college
a bit deeper into New England with a far
larger proportion of students outside Red
Sox and Yankees land. Imagine it to be
the sort of school the Providence College
Strategic Plan wants to be, but without any
cash-cow sports.
At this unnamed college, they have a
different kind of suitcase student, as
opposed to the PC sort that runs home
to still be in high school each weekend.
This suitcase student gets on a plane to
come to school, go home for
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter,
somewhere fun for spring break, and
once again headed for home at the end
of the year... with their suitcase. Most
of the time, they do not have the luxury
or desire of packing up all their
belonging and hauling them home in the
family car. Undertakings of this sort
involve a one-week road trip, as opposed
to that grueling four-hour trip to
somewhere in New Jersey.
Here is an idea for Residence Life to
ponder: storage. Yes, the school could
offer storage to those students from

pretty sizable distances and, maybe, even
those not-so-far away. Given the
entrepreneurial approach to most
undertakings around campus, the school
could even pick up a few bucks in the
process. Since we fork over an everincreasing amount for room and board
each year, though, I do not think
Residence Life providing some free
storage is unreasonable. It would be
pretty easy: instead of shipping massive
amounts of your things across the
country back and forth at the beginning
and end of each academic year, you
could just carry them to an otherwise
unused space on campus, get a slip
showing you own them, and pick them
up when you get back to school.
This is hardly revolutionary,
groundbreaking, or earth-shattering, like
many of the criticisms aimed at the
Strategic Plan, the Admissions Office,
and the school’s general character.
Maybe someone has suggested it before.
The Office of Residence Life has shown
it is willing to change and is open to
constructive criticism. There is no
apparent reason why they cannot
implement this by May, even barring
bureaucratic snafus.
Besides convenience of students,
there is still a larger issue looming: a
continuing disconnect between the
school’s hopes for the future and the
chance to solve simple problems already
existing for current students. Isolated,
each example seems small, easy, and
even petty. They probably are. However,
the collection of minor headaches for
more national students adds up to a
character deficiency for Providence
College. You folks want to be a national
school, so act like it.

past seven years have shown that 70%
of known white applicants are offered
admission to PC, but only 57% percent
of known minority students are offered
admission. The difference in acceptance
rates leads one to question why a school
that has been publicly stressing their
need for a more diverse campus would
be so much more selective when
admitting students of color.
I understand that Providence College
is a Catholic school and, therefore, has a
mission to stress Catholicism. Yet any
school that claims to provide a strong and
honorable education needs to
acknowledge other ways of thinking in
the world and that the world continues
to change. This visible lack of diversity
makes me question whether or not this
Catholic school has the ability to have
great diversity and, in a more focused
question, whether the issue of diversity
is really a priority at PC. It seems that
the school needs to make a decision as
to whether the issue is important enough
to bend some of the traditional themes
taught. If not, they need to understand
the reality that they will not be able to
meet this ideal.

BC offers
PC plan
by

Joe Creamer ’01

Assoc. Editor-in-Chief_______________
This College “has gone from a lilywhite university with a minority
population of less than one percent to a
vibrantly diverse institution that’s 24
percent students of color.” Is this about
PC, you ask incredulously? No, it’s
Boston College.
How did BC make such strides, you
wonder? According to Boston Globe
columnist Adrian Walker, BC went
from “lily-white” to “vibrantly diverse”
since the birth, twenty-one years ago,
of an “academic boot camp” for
minority incoming freshman, called
Options Through Education. The
program accepts students with strong
grades but low SAT scores for a sixweek academically strenuous and fun
preparation for freshman year.
The courses begin at 8 a.m. and
continue until the evening meal, which
is followed by three hours of study hall.
Free time doesn’t begin until 9:30 p.m.,
and some of it is spent in further study.
Two hours of English begins the day,
followed by an hour of math, followed
by more English and contemporary
social issues. Field trips and group
projects give the students time to get to
know each other so that they gain a
sense of comfort and belonging to the
BC community.
Maybe PC could start a program like
this, you say. Well, according to PC’s
Strategic Plan 2000/2005, PC has a goal
to focus on recruiting “minority and
international students.” The Strategic
Plan also proposes “more conversation
[of diversity] within the Catholic/
Dominican tradition.” So, PC should
model their program after BC’s
successful OTE program in order to
meet, in part, the goals of the Strategic
Plan. This program would also increase
the number of minority students on
campus meeting with the warm approval
of students, faculty, administrators, and
alumni who have campaigned for
increased ethnic diversity at PC for
sometime.
PC will not become more ethnically
diverse overnight According to Walker,
it took 21 years for BC to see major
diversity on campus. PC could start the
program off small in a year or two and
plan to gradually expand it. There were
47 students in BC’s program last
summer, and it costs $2.7 million a year.
This sounds like a lot but it includes a
house on campus where students can get
tutorial and other assistance during the
year. PC could start with as few as 10 or
BC plan, page 12
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Yuletide Yearnings
A modern day Bob Crachit’s Christmas List
by Kevin McPhee ’01
Commentary Staff

As the holiday season
approaches and millions of
trees fall to their demise only
to be further humiliated by
having to be adorned with
ornaments (like the distorted
hexagonal wreath made of
Rice Krispies that I made in
kindergarten), I can only start
to compile my longwinded
and unrealistic wish list.
Now, I do not consider myself
to be selfish or insane, even
though some of the things that
I request each Christmas are
quite incredulous and, at
times, lacking any foundation
in rational thought. Well, who
cares, because it is Christmas,
and if some people can
believe that there is actually
a three hundred pound guy
living at the North Pole with
a big white beard, a bunch of
reindeer, a flying sled, and a
sweatshop of pointy-eared
midgets, then just sit back and
enjoy my idiocy.
So as I put out some stale
Doritos and milk of magnesia
for Santa (forgot to go
shopping one year, then it
became tradition), just peruse
and enjoy my random and
somewhat retro requests for
the upcoming Feliz Navidad.
I would like to start with
some manageable requests
for my delusional Christmas,
such as the return of
stonewash jeans as a popular
fad. It may be hard to believe
that this request was not
influenced by the fact that I
have eight pairs of these relics
from the greed decade, but I

figure if they are good enough
for Frank Stallone and Nick
(Mallory’s boyfriend) from
Family Ties, they are good
enough for everyone. Also,
in terms of personal
indulgences, I would like to
have an intravenous Cherry
Coke system so that when I
have to wake up before
sunset, I can get the necessary
jolt needed to summon the
energy to get dressed.
Speaking of food, a McTaco
would be a nice addition to
the plethora of potential
cardiac tragedies on the menu
under the Golden Arches.
Hey, they had McPizza, so
anything is Mcpossible, don’t
you think?
While my
stomach is doing the writing,
I may as well mention that
weiner schnitzel should be
incorporated more into our
diet to keep us smiling,
because, face it, unless you
are Josef Stalin, you cannot
say “pass the weiner
schnitzel” without giggling.
In terms of music, I would
like to ask Papa Noel to talk
to Trey and the boys and get
Phish to reconsider their
decision to stop touring,
because a world without them
is like a Big Mac without the
burger. While Santa is
working the music scene,
perhaps he could furnish a
comeback for Dexy’s
Midnight Runner (Com’n
Eileen 2, perhaps?) and an
honorary Grammy for
Poison, because if you do not
like the tune “Every Rose Has
Its Thorn,” you are a lost
cause. I would also like to add
to our calendar a day that

Erin Simmeth ’03
Asst. Commentary Editor

That special time of year has arrived, when a chill is felt in
the air, the days grow shorter, and classes somehow feel longer
than ever as the year and the semester creep simultaneously
toward their ending. It is time to re-arrange your furniture.
For whatever reason, the beginning of the semester always
disappears before your eyes in what seems like mere minutes,
but November days slow down gradually until the last week
of classes. Who knew that five harmless days could inflict so
much pain on a student? Maybe it is because we see the end
so soon approaching that students begin to chafe at the last
few assignments or even that we are just finally bored with
everything that used to be at least sort of new and different.
Everyone, even the most simple-minded slob working away
tirelessly fol his eventual reward, gets tired of repetition some
day. This is why no one cares who will be our next president.
Perhaps the whole election quagmire was staged to postpone
the decision long enough to allow apathy to set in completely
so that the public would not even notice the outcome of the
election. I’m not sure. However, we know that the American
public does not have the attention span necessary for four
weeks of litigation.
As classes keep recurring every week like bad reruns, the
first response to this growing boredom is to try and make
something happen. Almost every person on my floor has re
arranged their furniture in a futile attempt to counter-act the
sense of stale repetition setting in. Bunk beds come down,
triples bunk up again, all in hopes of creating some new energy
and excitement in our everyday environment. That is why it
is time to re-arrange your furniture.
Students start to feel just like gerbils this time of year.
Living in a small.cube, like the gerbil on a metal wheel, the
student finds herself fed up with the incessant classes, papers,
and exams. The gerbil tries to jump off the wheel, but before
it is able to escape, it must read two 500-page novels, write
three critical essays, and take a math exam. So not only is the
gerbil in a state of constant ennui, but is now faced with twice
the normal amount of work. Because every professor of each
of the gerbil’s classes has suddenly realized that the end is
upon us and so assigns the largest novel, paper, or project of
the entire semester in that same week, causing the student to
be overwhelmed with enormous assignments.

Arn ChornPond:
the meaning
of survival

This guest commentary was written
by SCE student Cindy Vigneau in
response to Providence College Alumnus
Arn Chorn-Pond's recent presentation
on his life as a survivor of the
Cambodian Killing Fields massacres.
I have relived the images of Arn
Chorn-Pond, over and over, in the back
of my brain, only to feel overwhelmed
at letting the idea of him come to my
surface, swim through my own
emotions. I guess I have to face the fact
that my instinctual need to avoid his
anguish is the same instinctual need that
I have to avoid my own.
His story is one of horror. His story
is one of survival. But what is survival?
A longshot wish: Ted Kennedy for president
Survival in the dictionary means “to live
longer than, to out-live; to come through
honors the fallen comic giant Gore who acts like the bitter alive, to remain alive.” Alive means “in
Chris Farley. My rationale is rich kid who’s angry because life; alert; in existence, operation, etc.”
that if we have an Arbor Day, he lost the three legged race
In my experience, the word survive
we should be able to have any at the father-son picnic). or to be described as a survivor means
kind of holiday we want. I Also, I want Ross Perot back so much more. It was evident through
wish that the folks at Monday in the running, because it is watching Am relive his memories before
Night would dispense weekly obviously not enough to just us that he knows all about survival as
Dennis Miller cliff notes so have one annoying Texan in described in the dictionary. He knows
that everyone can understand the presidential mosh pit that how to eat bark, how not to cry, what
the weekly broadcast. I think is Decision 2000. I would blood smells like. He knows the face of
we could all agree that like to sacrifice one of my honor, the smell of fear, the sounds of
Wayne’s World 3 is a must, gifts under the tree so that anguish. And his body survived, lived
because if we are left with Monica Lewinsky can have through, these experiences. But did he?
only Little Nicky, movie free dry cleaning for life. How could he, his mind, his soul? How
theater riots might become an Finally, I want Ted Kennedy can any human being, be witness to such
all too frequent occurrence, to be president because he has outrage at the hands of another human
unless they put sedatives in outlived the curse, he doesn’t being? Truly survive? Do we say he
the popcorn butter!
need to campaign, he survived just because he breathes and
As my list comes to a survived an underwater crash,
eats and blinks?
close, I must turn my and likes Dewars’ and
It appeared to me that he is a person
irreverent thoughts to world Heineken: Hail to the chief.
who is going through his life the best way
issues and politics in order to
he can. He hasn’t really been given a
keep my wish list in the now.
The Cowl: save it choice. He told us that he has thought
I want Kris Kringle to deliver
about suicide often.
for kindling
us a president that is not a
One woman in the audience asked
at home
spoiled brat or a crybaby (like
him about his spirituality. His response
was exactly what you would expect from
someone who has been deposited outside
the lines of what our society calls
“normal life experiences.” The feeling
that I derived from his answer was
simple. It was a “survivor’s” answer. He
denied thinking of himself as a spiritual
being, different from the masses. To
admit anything else would be for his
mind to admit what his soul already
knows. The primal scream of the soul,
sometimes, has to be held back.
When life has chosen a person, forced
a person, to sustain experiences in a
manner
that
to
others
is
Obviously professors must bring the entire semester to a incomprehensible, all that person
close with some kind of sense of completion. Otherwise, it instinctually wants to do is to shrink into
would be left open. We all know that synthesis is essential to the world of “normalcy.” And when
learning and understand that every class is just as important someone holds up a mirror, and that
as every other. But what act of mercy would it require for just person is told that there is a halo in the
one of our professors to, say, cancel that last paper or even reflection, it is a frightening thing to
move it to an earlier date?
behold. Because the responsibility of
I would also like to comment on how difficult it is to read taking a breath on some days is like
two novels at the same time, especially when the “shorter” moving Mount Rushmore around the
book is 467 pages long. At first, the problem lies primarily in planet, after suffering such losses. Let
the physical impossibility of finding the required hours to read alone the courage it takes for the mind
well over 1,000 pages of text. It is one thing to keep two plot to know what the soul already does. The
lines separated, along with the dozens of obscurely named soul knows the lessons that it has
characters and their nicknames, but what is entirely impossible learned; it knows the lessons that it needs
to avoid is the bizarre connections the reader starts to construct to learn. It also knows just how much
between two utterly unrelated works. The student starts to the mind can handle, hold and accept.
question, along with the meaning of life and the existence of
It takes enormous courage and pure
God, her own sanity. I know there are many, many students will to face the wounds brought about
out there right now who can relate to this predicament, by others. It takes enormous courage and
especially anyone taking Civ or any English class right now. will to keep the soul pure, to protect it
However if you are lucky enough to be a marketing major, from the bitterness that can so easily slip
like my roommate, well, you can just ignore this whole in to fester. It takes courage to not only
paragraph.
protect the mind and the soul, but to also
These are very serious issues, and although professors claim live a lifestyle that does not perpetuate
innocence, the fact remains that they have made a conscious any more harm unto others. One’s mind
decision to assign this amount of work during one certain week learns, eventually, what the soul already
of the year, the one week when your students most need and knows, that is, how to survive.
deserve a respite from their obligations. Professors, you hold
The thing is, however, that we all
the power of sanity and despair for your students. Free us learn at different rates, through different
from these requirements, I pray you, before I collapse in a experiences and for different reasons.
jibberish-spouting heap on December 20th. If not, I will be How do we all, as simple mortals, come
forced to resort to an ever-increasing number of emergency together at the same time, place, and
dance parties. Students, always remember that loud music cause to see each other’s souls? Because
and rhythmic movement are the best remedies for an existential that’s really all we are. We are all simply
crisis or a near nervous-collapse.
souls.

Christmas plea for faculty mercy
by
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Marketing majors, you may be
confused about these “novels” of
which we speak, but the rest of
us are hunkering down
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Commentary

Easing W’s pain:
Ridge offered hope
by Pat Slattery ’03
Commentary Staff

With the recent saga of the whole
presidential election, I asked myself if
there could have been some possible way
that the election could have been decided
on the day it should have. I looked to
Governor George W. Bush’s first
mistake. Why the heck did he chose Dick
Cheney as his running mate? He had a
more moderate possible running mate
lined up in Governor Tom Ridge of
Pennsylvania that would have created a
team that would have won the election
fair and square by now.
Nothing against Dick Cheney, but it
seems he would rather be retired in a
rocking chair in some nice weathered
spot. The Washington Post reported,
“Richard B. Cheney likes to tell
audiences how much he was enjoying
private life before Texas Gov. George W.
Bush asked him to be his vice
presidential running mate. There were
times today when Cheney may have
wondered why he ever said yes to the
request. The day began with a report in
the Dallas Morning News that Cheney,
who has lived in Dallas for five years,
did not vote in 14 of the state’s past 16
elections, including the March 14
primary in which Bush was a candidate
for the Republican presidential
nomination.” So it seems Cheney might
have been better off living off of his nice
pension and somehow forgetting to vote.
Another reason to be concerned
about Cheney is his health. A man that
has had four heart attacks and a
quadruple bypass in 1988 at age 48 is
not someone who we can completely
rely on. I know that it does not seem that
important, but it doesn’t pay to have a
vice president that we cannot count on.
Tom Ridge, on the other hand, has no
health problems and would be eager to
take the seat as vice president of this
country. He was elected to Congress in
1982, a Republican in a heavily
Democratic district. He was the first
enlisted Vietnam combat veteran elected
to the U.S. House. He has worked his
way up from there, eventually being
inaugurated Governor of Pennsylvania
on January 17, 1995. He is a man, unlike
some other politicians, that has really
fought for his country, having won a
bronze star for valor in the Vietnam War.
He has evolved from a man that has
fought for his country to a man now that
fights for its people. This year, he
instituted the largest tax cut plan in

BC plan for PC
-Continued from page 10-

15 students for the incoming class of2006
and, therefore, would not need as much
money as BC. PC must be counting on
money from heaven by 2005 because
there are many much more costly goals
included in the Strategic Plan.
PC should include in their version of
the OTE an opportunity for the incoming
freshmen to leant about the Catholic/
Dominican tradition, as called for in the
Strategic Plan. Maybe the new students
could visit the Priory and meet a few of
the Friars and leant about the history of
the order and its mendicant preachers.
During the summer program, they could
have some instruction in theology and
philosophy, subjects unlikely to have been
encountered elsewhere, in order to help
them with these subjects which are a
major component.
When the subject of increased ethnic
diversity has been raised in the past, the
administration has stated that the
College must maintain the highest
admissions standards. This, of course,
is currently practiced with the MLK
Scholarship program. Once students
meet the schools admissions standards,
it is determined if they are eligible for
an MLK scholarship. This program has
attracted minorities and paid their PC
tuition since it was founded thirty years
ago by faculty and Dominicans. But,

Pennsylvania State history and, more
impressively, a third straight income tax
cut for the low income working families
in the state. Ridge has also done
numerous things to boost the schools in
his state, including a four year 100
million dollar “Link to Learn” program
which ensures that all Pennsylvania
children can read by the third grade. He
also put 200 million dollars in a program
to expand the computer technology in
classrooms.
For those of you who were worried
about George W.’s dealings with the
environment, here is what could have
been. Ridge last year landed a plan called
“Growing Greener” to invest 650 million
dollars to address the critical
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GOP spoiling
recount brew
by Ryan McLeod
Commentary Staff

’01

Has the Republican Party gone mad?
Have they learned anything at all from
their failed attempt to impeach President
Clinton two years ago? Apparently not,
judging from their rancorous remarks
geared toward Vice President Al Gore.
“We are witnessing nothing less than a
theft in process,” as House Majority Whip
Rep. Tom DeLay described the recounts
in Broward, Miami-Dade, and Palm
Beach counties. “Gore is willing to win
at any cost” is the sentiment felt by many
Republicans. The partisan divisions in
the nation have become more frayed than
at any time since the impeachment

Al Gore leaving a press conference last week, arguing his case for a recount

environmental priorities of the 21st
century. He has also signed a plan which
cleaned up more than 600 abandoned
industrial sites. Ridge could have talked
some sense into Bush and compromised
with him in his dealings with the
environment.
Ridge could have helped win
Pennsylvania for Bush, and we would
have a hands down winner. Everyone
seems to just want this whole thing to
be over and a winner to be declared.
Maybe Ridge would not have helped win
the election because of his pro-choice
opinions. Maybe he would have been
stressed out and had a heart attack like
poor Dick Cheney. But does the vice
president really matter that much
anyway? Somebody please declare a
winner before the British decide that they
want America back.

due to monetary limitations it has not
been able to increase the number of
students of color higher than it is now.
The OTE program is the perfect
solution for the concern of some who see
increased ethnic diversity as hurting
admissions standards (as if some of our
athletic programs didn’t already do that).
Through this program “students who
didn’t meet the requirements ... if you
give them the support they need” will
graduate. In another words, although
students whose SAT scores, a noted
culturally biased test, are lower than
what PC usually accepts, these students
would catch up through the program.
Services are provided throughout their
college careers so that they will be able
to succeed, nullifying any concern of
lowered standards.
This program’s success at BC is
demonstrated by a minority student
graduation rate of 90 percent over the
last eight years, nearly double the
national average of 46 percent,
according to Walker.
In administrationese, Boston College
is one of PC’s “overlap” competitors. If
PC wants to continue to attract top
students, like BC, it needs to increase
ethnic diversity. Granted Boston College
is a large university fundamentally
different from this school, but PC still
needs to raise the campus’ ethnic
diversity considerably higher than five
percent. We can do it! BC is proof.

proceedings in the House of
Representatives two years ago. Both sides
have used inflammatory rhetoric since
November 7th, but there is one major
difference—the Democrats have largely
left George W. Bush out of the line of fire.
Republican friends have argued that
the Democrats are not innocent of ad
hominem attacks any more than the
Republicans are. But most of the
Democrats attacks are towards the State
of Florida for their election laws, and
particularly, Secretary of State Katherine
Harris. Democratic attack dog Al
Sharpton came to Rhode Island last
week. “History should not show that
George W. Bush hijacked the American
presidency and you have nothing to say
about it. I didn’t go to Florida for Al
Gore,” Sharpton told the crowd. “I went
for Martin Luther King Jr. and the others
who fought for civil rights. To allow
these votes to be diluted would betray
them.” Let me make this clear: Mr.
Sharpton is out of line for saying that
Mr. Bush is “hijacking the Presidency.”
Yet hundreds of black voters, if not
thousands, were denied access_to_the

polls in Florida because they were not
on the voter registration lists despite
applying to be registered under the
Motor Voter registration system.
Representative Jerrold Nadler (DNY) stated that “there is a whiff of
fascism in the air” as he described Ms.
Harris’ decision not to count any late
returns from counties back on November
11. Now, Mr. Nadler is out of line, but
can any Republican not understand
Democrats’ concern that the co-chair of
the Bush campaign in Florida is making
the decisions that will award the White
House to the victor? The Republicans
are doing for Al Gore what he could not
do for himself: unite the factions of the
Democratic Party behind him. This is
the same thing that they did for President
Clinton in 1998, despite the anger and
resentment that many Democrats felt
toward Mr. Clinton. They had Mr. Gore
on the ropes in the first two weeks
following Election Day as there were
some Democrats publicly calling for Mr.
Gore to concede the election for the good
of the nation. But the Republicans’
personal vilification of Mr. Gore has
deepened the resolve of Democrats once
on the fence. It is amazing that Mr. Bush,
the so-called “uniter,” does not realize
that such negative rhetoric does nothing
but anger Democrats. In his speech last
Sunday night, Mr. Bush declared, “We
must now show our commitment to the
common good, which is bigger than any
person or any party.”
Well, there must two different
interpretations of the common good—the
Republicans’ view must involve Mr. Bush
in the White House, and the Democrats’
involves getting an accurate count that
they hope will put Mr. Gore in the White
House. As long as the number of
“undervotes,” the ballots not counted by
the machines, remains significantly higher
than Mr. Bush’s margin of victory, there
will always be doubt as to who won this
election. Yes, Mr. Gore has targeted three
heavily Democratic counties for hand
recounts, not only because they are
Democratic, but because they had a
disproportionate number of undervotes
due to using a hole-punch ballot.
According to CNN, “thirty-six Florida
counties that use optical scanners recorded
an average undervote of just over .03
percent while 18 counties using punch
card systems reported an undercount of
more than 1.5 percent — a substantial
disparity.” If Mr. Bush would follow his
own advice and agree to Mr. Gore’s twice
offered proposal of a statewide hand count
in Florida, this entire mess can be over by
December 12th, the day Florida must
choose its electors to the Electoral College.
If not, the Democrats will not forget the
rhetoric employed by the Republicans
anytime soon.

Letter: BOP signs Letter: protesting
police thuggery
stolen, students
How many student must be beaten up
lose info
by the local Providence Police beforethe
The publicity committee on B.O.P
would think of their five new “Aframes” that they placed on campus to
publicize upcoming events for students.
Four of the five A-frames placed on
our lovely campus were stolen with
posters on them and all, within two days
of placing them in their designated
locations on campus. I find it strange
that people on campus would want these,
mainly because they are so big and
awkward. Don’t they take up a lot of
space in your room? I hope that you are
at least putting them to good use for
something because now you might not
see any posters for an event that you
might like to go to. In a perfect world,
they would not have been stolen. In a
world where people have a guilty
conscience, I would hope that people
would feel bad and return these A-frames
to their designated spots on campus.
Karen Jasenski ’01
Board of Programmers

administration takes action to defend its
own students? Police brutality occuring
off-campus is not news to anyone at PC,
or the administration. Does anyone
know that the administration is actually
responsible for hiring the police to pa
trol the neighborhood. The administra
tion says they hire the police for our
“safety.” What safety! When the police
served a noise complaint violation last
week, I saw a girl get punched, slapped
and thrown around! At another latenight party several weeks ago, I was
dancing in a basement when the police
came down, turned off the music,
grabbed my friend and pepper-sprayed
him until he puked - then kindly returned
him home. I’m only one student with a
few complaints. The student body as a
whole needs to write, complain, and pro
test these acts by the Providence Police,
and the lack of support and protection
by the PC Administration.
Michael Liberatore ’01
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short How the Grinch
Takes ruined Christmas
by

Requiem for a Dream
by

Jessica Tabak ’01

A&E Editor
It’s been a while since a follow-up
directorial effort has been as highly
anticipated as Requiem for a Dream, and
this second full-length picture shot by
cinematic wonderboy Darren Aronofsky
(7t) is well worth the wait. A harrowing
look at the grim affects of drug addiction
on the lives and relationships of four very
different people, it hammers the
devastating consequences of substance
abuse home with unflinching,
unapologetic honesty.
The four principles turn in
performances ranging from effective to
nearly perfect. Ellen Burstyn is gut
wrenching as Sara Goldfarb, the middle
aged housewife who’s seemingly
benevolent addiction to TV leads to
shockingly grave complications. And
Jennifer Connelly’s Marion Silver is a
brilliant blend of cool sexuality and
quiet vulnerability.
But the real star of this show is on
the other side of the camera. Using split
screens, “frog eye” lenses, and various
montage sequences, Aronofsky brings
the audience uncomfortably close to a
very ugly situation. The real clincher is
that he does it so well. The images he
throws on the screen are a perversely
fascinating mixture of seamless
aesthetic beauty and grizzly subject
matter. Watching them leaves the
audience staring, mouths open and eyes
transfixed, at the car wreck they keep
driving closer and closer to. They know
what’s coming but, thanks to
Aronofsky’s mesmerizing direction,
they can’t turn away.

Kevin McPhee ’01

A&E Staff____________________
Christmas is on the way, and
soon the old cartoon reruns will
be airing, which will bring plenty
of holiday joy Peanuts style.
This means that we get to see the
standard Yuletide programming
that includes the ever-popular It s
A Wonderful Life, that classic
Claymation Rudolph special,
and the memorable How The

How the Grinch Stole
Christmas
Directed by Ron Howard
105 minutes, Providence Place

Grinch Stole Christmas cartoon.
The animated version of this tale
serves a great dose of Dr. Seuss
for the holidays.
But, unfortunately, Holly
Who knew?: Jim Carrey’s Grinch steals all of the Christmas joy from the Whos
wood got its destructive paws on
and from the original movie.
the classic show about the Whos
and the evil green guy, twisting it into a that wanted to leave halfway through the
Cindy Lou, who is played by Taylor
disturbingly scary human version movie to catch the last fifteen minutes Momsen, is annoyingly over
starring Jim Carrey. Ron Howard directs of Pokemon, and other dumb cartoons exaggerated. The only times when her
this new version that is chock full of on the WB Network. Sorry Jim, maybe sequences with Carrey’s Grinch were
unnecessary special effects that grossly you should have made Ace Ventura 3.
mildly amusing are when fleeting doses
Ron Howard, who directed great of wit seem to accidentally appear in the
demean the simple message that this
classic story is originally delivered in its flicks like Apollo 13 and Backdraft, has script.
transformed a simple story about how
animated form.
As far as I am concerned, if you want
Jim Carrey is actually quite scary as the gifts and material extras that surround to have a merrier Christmas than I will,
the yellow eyed, green hairball that is and often cloud the true purpose of save your eight dollars and buy some
supposed to represent Dr. Seuss’s Christmas into a horrendously over potent egg nog, rent the original cartoon
Grinch. Frightening appearances aside, marketed spectacle. It makes a mockery version, and then tune in to the classic
the way that Carrey portrays the Grinch, of the original concept of How The Christmas special lineup on television.
complete with occasional foul humor, Grinch Stole Christmas.
If you have fallen into the money
and his tendency to go overboard make
As if all this isn’t bad enough, the sucking trap that is this new version of
this human version of the classic cartoon Cindy Lou Who character was stretched How The Grinch Stole Christmas,
quite unbearable for folks of all ages. way too thin and a needless romance is maybe Santa Claus can bring you
There were even little kids in the theater added to the watered down storyline.
something to help erase the memory.

Movie listings...starting 12/8
Avon Cinema

260 Thayer St. Providence, RI. (401) 751-7446
Live Nude Girls Unite!: evenings at 6:00, Sat and Sun matinees at 12:30
Venus Beauty Institute: evenings at 7:35, Sat and Sun matinees at 2:00
Best in Show: evenings at 9:45, Sat and Sun matinees at 4:05
The Crow: showing at midnight on Fri and Sat
Castle Cinema

1039 Chalkstone Ave, Providence, RI. (401) 751-FILM
Almost Famous: 7:00, 9:20
Bedazzled: 7:30, 9:30
The Cell: 7:15, 9:30

Showcase Seekonk, Route 6

Route 6, Seekonk, Mass., (508) 336-6789
Unbreakable: 10:20, 10:50, 1:00, 1:30,3:40,4:10,6:40,7:10,9:20 9 50
11:40, 12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 11:40, 12:10 show
Proof of Life: 10:15, 10:40, 1:05, 1:35, 4:00, 4:30, 7:00, 7:30, 9:55, 10:20,
12:30; Sun- Thurs: no 12:30 show
Dr. Seuss’s How the Grinch Stole Christmas: 10:45, 11:15, 11:45, 1:25, 1:50,
2:20, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 6:50, 7:20, 7:50, 9:30, 9:55, 10:20, 11:50, 12:15, 12:35;
Sun- Thurs: no 11:50, 12:15, or 12:35 show
Billy Elliot: 11:30, 2:10, 4:45, 7:30, 10:05, 12:20; Sun- Thurs: no 12:20 show
Meet the Parents: 11:00, 1:40, 4:40, 10:10, 12:25; Sun-Thurs: no 12:25 show
Bounce: 11:10, 1:45,4:20,7:15,9:45, 12:05; Sun-Thurs: no 12:05 show

Showcase North Attleboro

640 S. Washington St. (Route 1), North Attleboro, Mass. (508) 643-3900
Charlie’s Angels: 11:20,2:10,4:45,7:30, 10:10, 12:15; Sun-Thurs:no 12:15
show
Dr. Seuss’s How the Grinch Stole Christmas: 11:10, 11:40, 1:45, 2:15, 4:20,
4:50, 7:15, 7:45, 9:45, 10:15, 12:05, 12:35; Sun- Thurs: no 12:05 or 12:35
show
Vertical Limit: 10:20, 10:50,1:05, 1:35, 3:55, 4:25, 6:40, 7:10, 9:35, 10:05,
12:15, 12:35; Sun- Thurs: no 12:15 or 12:35 show
Meet the Parents: 5:00, 10:05, 12:25; Sun- Thurs: add a 7:35 show; no 12:25
show
Rugrats in Paris- The Movie: 10:30, 11:00, 12:30, 1:00, 2:30, 3:00,4:30,
5:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:50, 11:15; Sun-Thurs: no 11:15 show
Bounce: 10:50,1:40, 4:35, 7:25, 10:00, 12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 12:20 show
The 6,b Day: 9:20, 11:50; Sun- Thurs: no 11:50 show
Proof of Life: 10:10, 1:00,3:50,6:50,9:50, 12:30; Sun-Thurs: 12:30 show
Unbreakable: 11:30, 12:00,4:40,7:40, 10:10, 12:25; Sun-Thurs: no 12:25
102 Dalmatians: 10:10, 12:20,2:30,4:40, 7:00, 9:30, 11:40
Dungeonsand Dragons: 11:15, 1:50,4:30,7:20, 9:55, 12:20; Sun-Thurs: no
12:20 show

Showcase Seekonk 1-10

800 Fall River Ave, Seekonk, Mass., (508) 336-6020
102 Dalmatians: 10:10,12:20, 2:30,4:40, 7:00, 9:20, 11:30; Sun- Thurs: no
11:30 show
Vertical Limit: 10:20, 10:50, 11:10, 1:10, 1:40,2:10,4:00,4:30, 5:00, 6:50,
7:20, 7:45,9:35, 10:00, 10:20,12:10, 12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10 or 12:30
show
The6rtl Day: 6:40, 9:40, 12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10show
Men of Honor: 10:30,1:15,4:00,7:05,9:55, 12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 12:30
show
Rugrats in Paris- The Movie: 10:30, 11:00, 12:30, 1:00, 2:30, 3:00, 4:30,
5:00,7:15
The Legend of Baggar Vance: 9:15, 11:50
Charlie’s Angels: 11:05, 1:45,4:20, 7:30, 10:05, 12:15; Sun-Thurs: no 12:15
show
Dungeons and Dragons: 10:40, 11:10, 1:20, 1:50,4:15,4:45, 7:10,7:40,9:45,
10:15, 12:35; Sun-Thurs: no 12:35 show
Movie listings, continued on page 17
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Urban Much ado about
Elementz Erykah Badu
the influx of female singers
claiming to be independent, Ms.
Badu’s return is significant and
hard to miss. While you have
Beyoncae and the rest of the ever
changing Destiny’s Child
claiming independence because
they can buy there own shoes and
jewelry, Erykah Badu steps in
and drops some soul—some deep
soul—with humor, wit, attitude,

Erykah Badu
Mama’s Gun
UNI/Motown

and of course, does so with her
al most-good-enough-to-eat
voice. She doesn’t need to be
able to buy her own jewelry to
be independent because she
displays two more important
characteristics throughout
Mama’s Gun: intelligence and
self-awareness.
Mama s Gun is a reflection of
Ms. Badu, both lyrically and
Smooth as silk: Erykah Badu’s latest album Mama’s Gun is poised to shoot up the charts, production-wise. With the
exception of the Jay Dee
among others. And now, finally, produced “Didn’t Cha Know,” Badu has
by Pete Squire ’01
however, she serves up her recent LP a hand in the production of every song,
A&E Staff
Mama's Gun, something cooking and a step up from her debut Baduizm. The
result is an album that sounds almost as
It’s been quite some time since marinating for quite some time.
The table has been set for her return smooth as her intoxicating voice.
Erykah Badu’s Live album was released,
which was preceded in early ’97 by her for a long while now. With the Lyrically, she is as soulful and wise as
triple platinum debut, Baduizm. But, for continuing injustice hip-hop has served ever, treating herself and her music with
everyone whose heart melted at first females, the start of a movement away respect—shouldn’t we all? The result is
sound of her honey-dipped voice, she from the mainstream attitudes (just a sophisticated album centered on
kept her name in circulation through watch any Cash Money Millionaire intelligence and spirituality, a far cry
numerous cameos with the likes of The video and then watch Common’s “The from the materialistic undertones of the
Roots, Guru, Outkast, and Common, Light” video and you’ll understand), and musical world that surrounds her.
Overall, she sheds different parts of
herself through different songs, which
when considered on the whole,
contributes to the album’s honesty.
For example, in “Cleva” Ms. Badu
salutes her strength, creativity, and
refusal to buy into the artificiality of the
world around her, singing, “gotta little
pot in my belly/so nowadays my figure
ain’t so fly/my dress ain’t cost nothin’/
but seven dollars but I made it fly.” Also,
she comments on her own honesty
singing, “this is how I look with no
make-up,” perhaps revealing that she is
unveiling herself for her listeners. She
also shows a great sense of humor, along

Free Movies
This Friday

The Castle Cinema is under
new ownership. In honor of
this occasion, we are inviting
any P.C. student with a valid
P.C. I.D. to see a movie FREE
this Friday, December 8th.

with some sass, in songs like “Booty.”
In this, she seems to shake her head and
smile disapprovingly of how some
women represent themselves as ’ho’s,
gold-diggers, and materialistic hoochies,
musing, “your booty might be bigga, but
I still can pull your n*gga/but I don’t
want him.. .ya got the beans and rice and
the ho hot cakes/ but your n*gga still
over here in my plate/I don’t want him.”
She is a beautiful woman and presents
herself as so but refuses to buy into the
mode of many other female artists. She
isn’t scantily clad or shaking this or that,
but her presentation, voice, and lyrics
portray her as more attractive than any
female out there. She focuses on her
mind a not on what she can do with her
tongue (thanks for allowing me to say
that Lil’ Kim).
Spirituality is also a main focus of
Mama s Gun. In “Kiss Me On My Neck,”
she sings of reflection and rebirth, “if you
want to feel me/ better be divine/bring me
water/water for my mind/give me nothin/
breathe love in my air.” The song is tight
and I can’t say enough about her voice.
Also, on “My Eyes Are Green,” she sings
of the emotions felt after a relationship
ends. I know that sounds kind of one
dimensional but the way she does it is
incredible. It is amazing to hear a singer
do the things she does, especially being
female and being so contradictory to what
is available now. Her infectious voice,
intelligence, and sass are unmatched.
Despite the albums 70+ minute
length, it is a quick listen, perhaps due
to the continuity of its production and
interesting presentation. Also, with only
one featured guest, (and one guest
producer) it is purely a product of Erykah
Badu, and all the more attractive because
of it. That is the essence behind being
independent, although you won’t hear
her singing about buying her own rings
or car. She is an artist among artists and,
whether she is trying to be one or not,
she is a respected model for
females.. .and men too. She has helped
me see beyond the flash and flesh of the
music industry.
“On & on & on & on/ wake the f#ck
up cause it’s been too long/say, wait a
minute queen,/ what’s your name?/I be
the gypsy flippin life game from the right
brain.” - Erykah Badu

Have you seen this man?

1039 Chalkshine Avenue
751-FILM (3456)

WWW.CASTLECINEMA.COM

Almost Famous
Daily at 7:00, 9:20

Bedazzled
Daily at 7:30,9:30

The Cell
Daily at 7:15, 9:30

If you have any information regarding his
whereabouts, call us. Your future depends on it.
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A merry
Christinamas ?
by Julia Kenny ’01
Asst. A&E Editor

And now...for some Christmas
albums that we hope never exist...

The Vengaboys

Christmas Boom! A Vengaboys
Christmas
Club E’s Records

Finally, an album fit both for
package opening on Christmas
morning, and a fratboy’s secret stash
of cheese-techno and Celine Dion
mp3s. A marriage this perfect between
two styles of music crashing on
Christmas hasn’t been found since the
Bing/Bowie “Little Drummer Boy”
duet. And clash it does—the title
track, “Christmas Boom!” is a randy
Yuletide reworking of the hit “Boom
Boom Boom” that makes me want to
leave glowsticks out for Santa with
his milk and cookies, and boogie
under the tree with him, hands over
my head, pointing to my spiked
eggnog while nodding up and down,
yelling about how much I RULE!
Christmas Boom! is sure to become
and album that is not only played at
Christmas time, but will live 365
days-a-year alongside other
Vengaboys classics on embarrassing
mp3 lists everywhere.
Christina Aguilera

My Kind of Christmas
XXX-mas Records

Wait. This one’s real. Riiight.
Bob Dylan

A Freewheelin' Christmas
Capitol Records
He’s brought us many a great
political rant, haunting love song, and
ode to nicotine and alcohol, but Dylan
is finally making a long-awaited
return to his gospel roots with A
Freewheelin ’Christmas. Packed with
soulful, indecipherable renditions of
all your favorite holiday hits,
including “Don’t Worry, Ma, I’m
Only Shopping,” and “It’s All Over
Now, Baby Jew,” Freewheelin ’ is the
perfect album for the over-the hill
songwriter in all of us.

Creed

Moaned Christmas for the Whole Family
Iwishit Records
Here, Scott Stapp and what is left
of the Florida trio, Creed, attempted
to make an album completely different
from anything they have ever done.
Fortunately for Creed, it has several
promising original tracks such as “A
Wide Open Christmas,” and “Have
Yourself A Merry Higher Christmas”
(which, despite rumors to the contrary,
Creed will not be issuing the album as
a gift to its fans, The Twenty Club).
When former Crcedster Brian
Marshall said, “Eddie Vedder wishes
he could write like Scott Stapp,” he
really knew what he was saying. With
amazing lines like, “hnnnnnhhhh
yursuulllffff uh merry hiiiiighur
krisssssmaaaaas,” there is no doubt left
who is the superior lyricist. Marshall
may no longer be with the group, but
Stapp maintains that Moaned carries
a great deal of musical integrity and
commercial value.

Rejected title names:
’Ho, ’ho, ’ho
A Diva Christmas
Happy ’Ho-lidays
Oh 'Ho-ly Night
Who’s Been a Bad Girl This
Year?
Come November, you can
always expect a holiday
release by at least one of-themoment music names. These
projects are often thrown
together, with most of the
pieces by no-name writers
who’ve resorted to stripping
down the season for their
inspiration. What you end up
with are songs like “You’re the
Mistle To My Toe,” “Unwrap
My Love” and “I Wanna Give

Christina Aguilera
My Kind of Christmas
RCA Records

You My Lump Of Coal.” Who
knew Christmas could be so
sexy.
This year, the teen-pop
Christmas offering comes in
the form of Christina
Aguilera’s My Kind Of
Christmas. Believe it or not, I
was feeling pretty optomistic
about this album. No matter
what one thinks of her off
stage antics, everyone I know
will admit that she does have
an amazing voice. And her
more adult, try-somethingnew approach to the songs
would be much more
enjoyable than Britney’s.
Let’s draw some comparisons
between the two: Christina is
the one with the big voice,
while Britney is the one with
the big...um...ornaments.
Britney is to cinnamonflavored eggnog as Christina
is to spiked hot cider. Britney
is to mistletoe as Christina is
to poinsettias (if you eat ‘em,
the poison in the plant can kill
you). Britney is to “Dancer”
as Christina is to “Vixen.” You
get the picture.
My one gripe about
Christina is that she feels that
she has something to prove
every time she attacks a song.
We know she can sing; she
won a Grammy. Comparisons
to Whitney Houston and
Mariah Carey are flattering,
but she takes them to the
extreme and throws so many
trills, scales, and growls into
her songs that they overpower
everything. If she could learn
to tone it down just a tad, she’d
be much more tolerable. Still,
My Kind of Christmas will
grow on you.
I figured she’d mellow out
a little on songs like “Oh Holy
Night,” which is difficult
enough on its own, but
Christina seems to think it’s
her job to rewrite the song with
her own spin. It begins
innocently enough, with
Christina’s rich voice giving it
some flavor. But then out of
nowhere comes Christina’s
voice reciting the Lord’s
Prayer. Wait...what? She
jumps back into the verses
backed by a gospel choir, and
you think you’re safe, but then
she hits you with some piano

Oh, the horror!’. Santa cuckolds Mrs. Claus for teen-sensation Christina Aguilera.

and brass and you don’t know
where you are. She breaks it
down Christina-style. She
does it well, but all I wanted
was “Oh Holy Night,” not
“Christina’s Holiday at the
House of Blues.”
Songs written especially
for “My Kind Of Christmas”
include “Christmas Time”
and “This Year.” They’re
good (the church bells in the
background are a nice
touch), but aren’t going to
become classics, and
Christina’s rap in the middle
isn’t necessary. Obviously
she’s been hanging around
with Fred Durst too much,
picking up rapping tips as
well as some much-denied
nookie. “This Year” has a
nice beat to it; it’s the kind
of song Britney could never
even karaoke to. But lyrics
like “You’ll be my spring
ahead, my fall behind/The
shimmy in my hips, oh when
I bump and grind/You’ll be
my Santa Boy, all dressed in
red/And ride that little
reindeer all through my
head” convince me this
won’t be played at family
holiday gatherings.
Songs iike “Merry
Christmas, Baby” are better
served. Lots of blues, jazz,
and R&B elements that ask for
the Christina Touch. She uses
her voice almost like an
instrument, playing right along
with the trumpets and guitars,
and she restores my faith in her
musical ability.
“Have
Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas” can be done as
either a mellow little ditty or a
soaring ode to “Add some rum
to your nog and forget the
bills, in-laws, and holiday
layoffs.”
Guess what
Christina does with it? But it
turns out well, since it’s not
backed by anyone else or
given a groovy spin. When it’s
Christina’s voice alone, she
shows off what she can do
without feeling the need to
compete with anything else.
“Angels We Have Heard On
High” is also a nice surprise,
with a full gospel choir and
organ creating a rousing, get

up-out-of-your-pew feeling,
and the slower “These Are
the Special Times” keeps
Christina in the alto range
where she has the most
power behind her voice.
My Kind Of Christmas is
all about Christina, with the
element of Christmas and
the holidays taking a
backseat. So I guess the title
is perfect. It’s not your usual
Top 40 Holiday tune, since
she incorporates funky R&B
and jazz vibes in almost
every song, but not so sugary
sweet that it makes you want
to toss your Christmas
cookies. The lyrics aren’t
anything amazing (some
times downright laughable),
and some of the production

is questionable. But Chris
tina’s voice salvages the
record, even when she’s
trying to outdo herself. As far
as contemporary Christmas
albums go, this is one of the
better ones, minus the
reputation of the diva herself
and some of the lines she lets
loose with (“Gee, Grandma,
I don’t know what she means
by ‘This year I’m gonna take
you home/This year I don’t
wanna be alone.’”). But to
really get into the Christmas
spirit, find yourself a classic
like Bing Crosby that has
stood the test of time. And
I’ll bet you won’t feel like
you need to go to a Christmas
confession after listening to
Bing’s “White Christmas.”

Check it out
What's new at
Phillips Memorial Library
Gorbachev—On My Country and the World,
translated from Russian by George Shriver

The Chief: The Life of William Randolph Hearst,
David Nasaw
The Monk in the Garden:The lost andfound genius
of Gregor Mendel, the father ofgenetics,
Robin Marantz Henig
George Sand: A woman’s life writ large, by Belinda Jack

The Poetry and Life of
Allen Ginsberg: A narrative poem,
Edward Sanders
WEB. Du Bois:
The fight for equality and
the American century, 1919-1963.
David Levering Lewis

American Pharaoh:
Mayor Richard J. Daley
Adam Cohen and Elizabeth Taylor
Doris Lessing: A biography, Carole Klein
Emily Dickinson: Monarch ofperception, Domhnall Mitchell

Walt Whitman: The measure of his song,
edited by Jim Perlman, Ed Folsom & Dan Campion

The Josephine Baker story, Ean Wood
Forfurther information, contact Ann Sullivan @ ext. 1908,
asullivan@providence.edu. or Leslie Lanzieri @ ext. 1994.
llanzier@providence.edu
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’Tis a reason to be jolly
by Jessica

Tabak

A&E Editor_________________
Warm, fuzzy Christmas
cheer?
Bah, humbug.
What folks really need is a
good Christmas scare; a show
that will warm the cockles of
their hearts only after it sends
chills down their spines.
Luckily, this year’s pro
duction of Charles Dickens’ A
Christmas Carol at Trinity
Repertory Theatre does just
that—and it does it with style,
grace, and wit. Directed by
Trinity Rep Conservatory

A Christmas Carol
Directed by Kevin Moriarty
Trinity Repertory Company,
call 351-4242for ticket information

graduate Kevin Moriarty, the
show is a myriad of sights,
sounds, and sensations that
bring home the timeless
message that, of all the things
one can possess, the love of
others is indeed the most
valuable.
We all know the story. It’s
Christmas Eve in 19th century
London, and everyone’s making
merry—everyone except mean
old Scrooge (played in
alternating performances by
Cynthia Strickland and Tim
Crowe), who would rather
spend the entire holiday in
stingy, stinging solitude than
spread holiday cheer. Of
course, dear Ebenezer has a
change of heart after the
tortured soul of his dead
business partner, Jacob Marley

—photo by T. Charles Erickson

Who here wants a beer?: Tiny Tim (Duke Harten) up for a celebratory drink after he,
Dan Welch (Bob Cratchit), and Scrooge (Tim Crowe) put in a dynamic performance of
A Christmas Carol at Trinity Repertory Theatre.

(Mark Anthony Brown and
Stephen Berenson), pays a visit
to his bedchamber. Marley
gives Scrooge the low-down on
the evening’s activities,
explaining that he will be visited
by three Christmas spirits, and
that—if by the end of the
evening he is not a changed
man—he will suffer an
appropriately
miserable
afterlife.
Before 92 percent of the
audience members even take
their seats, they know Scrooge
will realize the error of his
ways, make amends, and

ultimately make merry with his
fellow men. But what makes
this production of A Christmas
Carol so interesting and
unexpected is that Moriarty
actually makes the audience
earn the spiritual payoff at the
end of the tale. The show takes
audience members into the dark
depths of human failing before
shining the miraculous light of
Christmas day upon their
hungry eyes.
One of the ways he does this
is by keeping parts of this show
downright creepy. When I was
little, I thought of A Christmas

Carol as a scary, wondrous
story, treating it with the strange
sort of reverence that was
usually awarded to graveyards
and outer space and the
mysterious elderly woman that
always goes to church alone.
I’m a bit older now, but there’s
still something to the dark side
of this tale. If it’s going to be
good, it’s got to send at least a
few shivers down your back—
and this show does. Marley’s
unusually aggressive visitation
is enhanced with streams of
white light that seep through
’Tis a reason to be jolly, page 19

Visions of Sugarplums

compiled by Mark Balas ’03

size of the Nutcracker doll, who has come to life.
He then proceeds to do battle against the Mouse
Queen (or King, depending on the version) and
her army of mice, assisted by toy soldiers. After
the Nutcracker is wounded, Drosselmeyer appears
and transforms him into a handsome prince, who
escorts Clara to the Kingdom of Sweets. There,
all the subjects (most of whom are named for
things to eat) perform for the couple in celebra
tion of the defeat of the mice—the Flowers, the
Sugar Plum Fairy and her Cavalier, the Spanish
Chocolate, the Arabian Coffee, and the Chinese
Tea, to name a few. At the end, Clara awakens
from her dream, filled with wonder and awe.
Every version of The Nutcracker varies just
a bit, depending on the choreographer, and oc
casionally the versions make one wish the cho
reographer had not tried to be so creative. How
ever, this is not the case with Festival Ballet.
The details that they have added only seem to
have enhanced the already enchanting story. For
instance, Clara is most often played by a girl
An uplifting performance: A wreath of dancers encircle encircles the
around
the age of ten, who usually does not have
Sugarplum Fairy (Jennifer Ricci) and the Cavalier (Michael Kruzich)
much dancing to do after the Christmas party
scene. In this version, Clara is a bit older, and has much more
by AdrienneLarsen-Silva ’02
of
a chance to show her skills. The two young ladies who switch
A&E Staff
off for the role, Whitney Goduto and Hillary Lopes, are both
There are some things that make the holiday season complete, lovely dancers, as both members of the Junior Company, are a
that make you feel like a kid on Christmas Eve again, and without a pleasure to watch.
doubt, The Nutcracker is one of them. Where to find a performance
Another slightly different aspect of this version is the addi
of it, you ask? Look no further than the Providence Performing Arts tion to the Trepak, or Russian dance. Artistic director Djuric is
Center, where the Festival Ballet of Rhode Island will be performing Eastern European and believed the dance would be made more
the beloved ballet from December 8th to the 10th. Beautifully done, authentic by having the dancers be more vocal. Consequently,
the Festival Ballet’s production, does full credit to Tchaikovsky’s the girls “yip” during the dance, which makes the technically
beautiful score and E.T.A. Hoffman’s famous tale with captivating demanding number even more interesting and enjoyable to
choreography by artistic director Mihailo Djuric and ballet mistress watch.
Patricia Dubois.
If you do nothing else to get into the holiday spirit this
The story of The Nutcracker is about a young girl named Clara year, go see The Nutcracker. This ballet isn’t performed yearwho receives a coveted nutcracker soldier doll from her eccentric in and year-out all over the world for nothing. It is a truly
godfather Drosselmeyer at her family’s Christmas party. However, wonderful story about dreams coming true, and the Festival
when the doll is broken in a her brother Fritz’s fit ofjealous rage, Ballet does a phenomenal job of performing it. Even if you
it is put aside by her parents. Unable to sleep later that night, Clara don’t celebrate Christmas, go and see this. Somehow (I know
creeps back downstairs to retrieve the nutcracker, and eventually it’s trite but it’s true), a ballet like this just does wonders for
falls asleep and begins a fantastic dream that she has become the the kid in us all.
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All we wantfor Christmas...
Modest requests
from a few
good eggs
hat’s Christmas without the
secular charm of demanding
presents for yourself because
it’s someone else’s birthday? We on
the Arts and Entertainment section of
The Cowl are here to tell you that
without the goodies, boy, the holidays
sure do stink. So, with no further ado,
here are our humble entreaties to the
man in the big red fatsuit. We’re not
saying that we’re going to get any of
this stuff, but there’s no harm in
asking, right?

W

Dear Santa,
Could I have...
1. The election get decided rockpaper-scissors style.
2. Rage Against the Machine get
back together.
3. An MTV that plays music.
4. An end to boy-band cloning.
5. Christina Aguilera find shirts that
fall below her midriff.
6. A Cartoon Network that plays
more classic cartoons (He-Man,
Smurfs, School-House Rock)
7. Scream 4: The Return ofRandy
Thanks, Santa,
Kelly Mack

Dear Santa,
How about I tell you what I DON’T
want:
1. A lengthy trend of Dr. Seuss
adaptations.
2. Any movie staring a Saturday Night
Live cast member
3. A made-for-TV drama about the
2000 Election entitled “The Real
Never-Ending Story”.
4. For Eminem to have a long and
prosperous career.
All I ask is this: Please make Rage
Against the Machine get back
together!
Thanks, Pal. I owe you one.
Matt Duchnowski
Dear Santa,
1. A Tribe Called Quest to reunite
2. Michael Jordan to come out of
retirement
3. Nintendo Entertainment System w/
Super Mario Bros. & Duck Hunt
4. X-ray vision
5. A date with____________
6. Continental Drift to be reversed &
have Africa and North America
somehow become neighbors
7. A President...King, Queen,
Pharoah, Chieftan, or a hierarchy
of ruling Gods and Goddessses.
Thanks,
Pete Squire
Santa,
You were good to me last year.. .and I
hadn’t even been very nice. This
year’s requests are as follows:
1. A Play Dough Fun Factory
2. Last year I asked for Spiderman the
Movie.. .this year I ask for it to star
Tobey Maguire.
3. Oh, wait. It does. You rule.
4. Fountains of Wayne to play a
Providence concert...
5. ...in my basement
6. A date with Ikea
7. Grommit to be visited by fairy
princesses, who will turn him into a
real, live puppy that will live with
me forever.
ThanQ!
Jess Tabak

—photo by crazy mall guy with the funny elf hat

Whatever you do, don’t tug his beard: He may look cute and cuddly, but when asked if he would object to a friendly
pull for picture purposes, Santa laid down the law, warning, “That’s sacred territory.”

Dear Santa,
I’ve tried really hard to be good this
year, and I only have a few teensy
favors to ask.
1. First, I am still waiting for that
Power Wheels I asked for many
years ago. Considering I am still
earless and broke, could you make
good on that for me? The Barbie
Corvette will do fine, thank you.
2.I would like the Muppets to make
more movies please. If you check
the lists of my roommates, I am sure
you will find similar requests, since
our room has started the cult
following of Muppets in Space. If
possible, please give Pepe the Prawn
a leading role.
3.I would like the following pop stars
to suddenly be madly in love with
the following people, please: from
NSYNC, Justin Timberlake for my
sister Liz, Joey Fatone for my sister
Kirsten, and Lane Bass for my bud
Kelly. For my sister Ingrid, please
arrange for Aaron Carter’s next
party to be at our house.
4.I would like Chicken Run to win an
Oscar. Hey, come on, it was cute...
5.Iwould like to be able to sleep. For
a very long time...
Love,
Adrienne Larsen-Silva
Dear Santa,
Gimme:
1. A battle between John Oszajca, U2,
Eliot Smith, and Third Eye Blind for
the Album of the Year Grammy,
with the trophy going to the
Backstreet Boys’ genius Black and
Blue...
2. My two front teeth...
3. An Andy/Conan reunion...
4. A new Brita filter...
5. Oscar nominations for Hamlet and
Requiem for a Dream to offset the
requisite nods for Miramax Costume
Drama No. 47a...
6. He-Man and Transformers vs.
Skeletor and Decepticons: The
Movie
7. Die Hard 4
8. A Randy “Macho Man” Savage
WWF wrestling buddy...
You owe me for that crappy Fisher
Price globe that I got when I was 8, so
give up the goods, old man.
Marky

Dear Santa,
My X-mas list:
1. For Brandon Lee to be resurrected
before the end of the year.
2. For Stereolab and Sonic Youth to
play another show in my basement.
3. To receive complimentary meals
from Viola’s in DePasquale Square
upon request.
4. For Britney Spears to be
reincarnated as a Cambodian peasant.
Love,
Sarah Wade
Dear Santa,
What I’d like for Christmas is:
1. For the head of MTV to fire all the
current VJs, writers, and producers
and start from scratch. Actually
playing videos would be a good
move.
3. For Lenny Kravitz to give up the
shades, leather pants, and “I’m too
sexy for my own good” attitude. It’s
way too old.
2. For the BOP channel to not run The
Weather Channel between movies.
I’d like to turn it on and see what
will be playing tonight instead of
hear about Cleveland’s wind chill
factor.
3. For Mark Tremonti, the guitarist
from Creed, to show up at my door
holding some mistletoe and wearing
nothing but a big red bow.
Thank you, Santa,
Julia Kenny

Santa,
Kevin’s Christmas List:
1. I want Keanu Reeves to stop
acting because he has less range
than a Daisy Air Rifle.
2. I want Arnold Schwarzennegger to
quit making movies as well,
because End ofDays and The
Sixth Day aren’t worth the time of
day to go see them.
3. I want David Spade, Mike Myers,
Adam Sandler, and Dana Carvey
to get together and make one
really funny movie that makes me
bust an intestine from laughing
too hard.
4. I want Janeane Garofalo to start
reading the scripts of the movies
she does before signing the
contract. Here’s a tip Janeane: you
are allowed to turn down some
movies once in a while, for
example, Dog Park.
5. I want to know the real reason
why Scott Baio gets beautiful
women to be seen in public with
him. Don’t they know that he was
Chachi, Charles from Charles in
Charge, and that nerd Barney
from Zapped? Oh well, at least
Richard Greico is still a huge
loser.
Thanks, big guy,
Kevin McPhee

Movie listings...continuedfrom page 13
Showcase Seekonk 11-12

775 Fall River Ave, Seekonk, Mass., (508) 336-3420
Little Nicky: 11:20, 1:45,4:30,7:15, 9:40, 11:40; Sun-Thurs:no 11:40 show
Pay It Forward: 11:00, 1:35,4:10, 6:50, 9:30, 11:50; Sun- Thurs: no 11:50
Providence Place

Francis Street, Providence, 270-4646
Proof of Life: 12:10, 12:40, 3:15, 3:45, 6:35, 7:05, 9:25, 10:05, 12:10; SunThurs: no 12:10 show
Dungeons and Dragons: 11:10, 11:40, 1:50,2:20,4:25,4:55,7:10, 7:40,
9:45, 10:15, 12:05; Sun-Thurs: no 12:05 show
102 Dalmatians: 11:05, 11:20, 1:40, 1:55,4:10,4:30,7:00, 9:35
Unbreakable: 11:00,1:35,4:05,6:50,7:35, 9:15,10:20,11:35; Sun-Thurs: no 11:35
Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole Christmas: 11:00, 12:00, 1:30, 2:30, 4:00,
5:00, 6:30, 7:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:30; Sun-Thurs: no 11:30 show
Rugrats in Paris-The Movie: 11:15, 12:30, 1:45,3:50,4:20, 7:25
Bounce: 11:30,2:10,4:40,7:20,9:55, 12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10 show
The 6“' Day: 6:25, 9:05, 11:45; Sun- Thurs: no 11:45 show
Little Nicky: 9:40, 11:50; Sun- Thurs: no 11:50 show
Men of Honor: 12:05, 3:00, 6:40, 9:30, 12:15; Sun- Thurs: no 12:15 show
Billy Elliot: 12:50, 3:40, 6:20, 8:50, 11:20; Sun- Thurs: no 11:20 show
Charlie’s Angels: 11:50,2:30,4:50,7:45, 10:25
Meet the Parents: 12:20, 3:30, 7:15, 9:50, 12:15; Sun- Thurs: no 12:15 show
—compiled by Laura Bergeniann '02
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Telling Tales,
Making Merry
of storytelling or, “a story hour for
adults,” as Powell calls it. “It’s
A&E Staff
comparable to being in the studio
’Tis the season to be merry and, in audience in the golden age of radio
order to bring in some of this holiday drama and comedy.”
cheer to PC, Blackfriars Theatre is
Not only did Fr. Powell direct this
performing a holiday-inspired winter yuletide collage, but he also compiled
season show, A Stocking Full of its parts, a process which he started as
Christmas Stories.
during the summer of ’99.
Stories promises to provide a theater
“I read lots of Christmas stories,” he
going experience different from what said. “1 was looking for things that were
you may be used to encountering on the not only humorous, but also would adapt
Blackfriars stage. It is a “reader’s well to the stage. All of these pieces were
theatre” production, consisting of 16 intended by their authors to be read
humorous short stories/poems which are silently, but I wanted theatrical
to be read aloud theatrically by its eight possibilities.”
member cast.
The production includes pieces by
“Reader’s theatre is a hybrid art authors Shel Silverstein, Ogden Nash,
form,” says Fr. Matthew Powell O.P., the Robert Benchley and O. Henry. Most
show’s director. “It is a cross between of the chosen authors are American,
storytelling and a full theatrical others are British and there is even one
production. For the actor it means Canadian (if you could believe that).
suggesting a character rather than The individual stories range from
becoming it. It allows him or her to periods dating as far back as 1822 and
portray a much older person, a dog or as recently as the 1980’s, and as you
the North Wind without the benefit of a may have already guessed from the
costume. For the audience member it show’s title, each piece has Christmas
means using the imagination to a greater theme.
degree than in a traditional play or
A Stocking Full of Stories promises
movie.”
to be the perfect thing to get you into the
Each piece is broken up and divided holiday spirit.
among the actors, all of who take on
For tickets, call the Blackfriars Box
multiple roles. If a certain piece requires Office at x2218 or visit them on the first
characterizations, then the cast provides floor of Harkins. The show runs
it with oral interpretation. If certain approximately 90 minutes with
sound effects are required, then the cast intermission and refreshments.
accentuates the piece accordingly. The Showtimes are: Dec. 8lh and 9th at 8pm
result is a colorful and theatrical evening and Dec.l0'h at 2pm.
by
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Back "A Midnight
Catalogue: Clear"

Matt Duchnowski ’01

Help make a child's
Christmas even happier!
Come to the Chaplain's Office, Slavin 211, or
call x2216 between 8:30 and 4:30

You will receive an ornament with a child's
name, gender, and age.

Then buy a small age-appropriate gift and return
it, unwrapped, to the Chaplain’s Office by
Wednesday, December 13.

Gifts will be distributed to children by
the Capital City Community Centers
(formerly the Smith Hill Center)

Fatigued: Mother (Gary Sinise) and Sergeant Will Knot (Ethan Hawke)
spend Christmas in wartime France, 1944.
by Mark Balas ’03
Asst. A&E Editor

Of all the American Christmas
traditions — mistletoe, dressing the tree,
the day after Thanksgiving mall rush, the
parole-work-release mall Santa Claus
(see p. 17), photocopying your butt at
the office Christmas party, at the same
party telling your boss what you really
think of him, and Uncle Al dipping a
little too far into the eggnog — few are
as cherished as the Christmas Movie.
It seems that every major American
director, has attempted to capture the
spirit of the season on film—trying to
pinpoint first the reasons for Christmas
blues, then bombarding their audience
with reasons to be uplifted. And most
have been successful, because in that
short time between the last Thursday of
November and December 25th,
Americans allow themselves to put aside
their cynicism, and are willing to give
into the joy of the symbolic new start
that the Christmas season gives to us all
and watch such films with the overgrown
heart of the post-reformation Grinch.
In a time of crisis, though, what is
Christmas? In war, is Christmas just
another day — does bloodshed stop for
no messiah? Screenwriter/director Keith
Gordon answers these questions with
such ambiguity that his Christmas-inwartime film (adapted from the William
Wharton novel), A Midnight Clear,
turned off many audiences. A magical
anti-war Christmas film, in the tradition
of All Quiet on the Western Front, isn’t
exactly the pill of Yuletide joy that most
need to take to make it through the
sometimes stressful season.
A Midnight Clear happens on a few lateDecember days of 1944, at the near-end of
World War II in Europe. The Allies were
slowly advancing on Berlin, and stalling for
a bit at the France/Germany border. The film
focuses on one squad of Intelligence and
Reconnaissance (IR) men sent to secure a
mansion in the midst ofthe Ardennes Forest
who are to report on any enemy actions in
the region. This squad, led by sergeant Will
“Won’t” Knot (Ethan Hawke) and halved to
six by battle, wearily accepts the mission,
secures the mansion, and deems everything
quiet, until the shell-shocked “Mother” (Gary
Sinise) spots German soldiers on his look
out.

The rest of the tag-named squad,
including a Jewish-American Schutzer
(Arye Gross), “Father,” an aspiring priest
(Frank Whaley), and the All-American
boys Avikan and Miller (Kevin Dillon
and Peter Berg) hear the “schlaft gut”
(“sleep well”) message at the changing
of the German look-outs one night, and
the next day’s snowball fight with them
cause the IR squad to decide to try
communicating with them.
Schutzer, the only German-speaking
IR man, and Knott speak to the German
commander and find that the stereotypes
perpetrated by wartime propaganda to be
untrue. The Ardennes Forest Germans
are much like them: a group of frightened
boys unwillingly caught up in a war
caused by rash men and run by ignorant,
low-ranking officers that turned men into

A Midnight Clear
Directed by Keith Gordon
1992, Columbia/Tri-Star

something lesser. The Germans wish to
surrender, and all goes well until a
horrifyingly real outbreak of violence,
where the only sounds are gunshots and
unidentifiable shouted words.
The film’s look carries the weight of
A Midnight Clear’s overarching sense of
an unflinching, ambiguous middle
ground that traps all involved
emotionally and physically, like the
trenches of battle.
A Midnight Clear dwells on the
horrors and humanity of war well, and
the film’s symbolic loss of innocence and
rebirth wraps itself seamlessly around
Christmas and the clashing emotions of
the need for the joyous Yuletide season
with the reality of war. This weight of
desperation versus hope makes the
scenes of the squad’s encounter with the
young fiancee’ of a killed-in-action
soldier and a magical, beautiful
Christmas celebration with the German
squad more emotionally painful to
watch.
The film’s final symbolic blood-ofthe-lamb bloodletting creates a testament
to the belief that no matter where one is,
whether it be at war or at home,
Christmas lives among those who
celebrate it, and it can bring friend and
enemy together for a chance at
redemption and rebirth.

Hey, what do you say we both
be independent together?
—Herbie the Elf,
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
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’Tis a reason to be jolly
-Continued from page 16grates in the floor like hellbeams, and
the Ghost of Christmas Future is flown
above the stage like an ominous shadow
of inevitability. There’s more, but the
stuff’s not going to frighten you if you
know about it, so mum’s the word.
Suffice it to say that when Scrooge is
finally alone again, left alone in the
darkness surrounded by signs of
hopelessness, the saving light he is
finally given is nothing short of
miraculous.

renditions of her maid, Mr. Partlett, and
the Ghost of Christmas Present (who is
introduced with an almost perversely
overblown sequence that ends with a
terrifically bad pun).
Angela Brazil (who plays both
Scrooge’s niece Lucy and young
Scrooge) and Mauro Hantman, (Lucy’s
husband, Fred, and Scrooge’s estranged
fiance, Bill) are also well matched. Their
dance sequence as Scrooge and Bill at
the Fezziwig’s party is charged with
warm electricity that makes their
estrangement especially
...the Holly cast hits eventual
moving. And Anne Catherine
Hundhausen, who plays a myriad of
upon the play's
characters throughout the play, brings a
subtleties, gently
powerful, quirky energy to the show in
capacity she ends up filling.
exhuming the nuggets whichever
Headed by veteran Scrooge Tim
Crowe, the Ivy cast is more reserved
of humor nestled in
overall, with the exception of Dan Welch
as a Bob Cratchit. His transformation
Dickens ’ rich text.
from quiet grunt worker to warm,
Over the past several years, Trinity’s animated father and husband is winning
A Christmas Carol became popular and bright. Crowe is also commendable
enough to warrant the employment of as a more traditional Scrooge figure
two full casts of actors. These casts, who’s likely to scare the pants off one
called “Holly” and “Ivy” for easy or two of the kiddies in the crowd, and
Yuletide reference, split the show’s young Arista Rose Ely (as Little fan) and
rigorous schedule demands. While both Collin McCarron (who gets the envious
casts are fine, the Holly cast hits upon program title of Turkey Boy) prove
the play’s subtleties, gently exhuming themselves to be kid actors who actually
the nuggets of humor and romance act.
If you’ve never seen Trinity’s A
nestled in Dickens’ rich text. In her first
year as Scrooge, Strickland delivers her Chrismas Carol before, this year’s
lines with vibrant punch, once again production is probably a good one to start
displaying the very special knack for off with. Even if you’ve seen the show
capturing character irony that made her year after year, the strong direction and
such a pleasure to watch in last season’s memorable performances that run
Beauty Queen ofLeenane. Fred Sullivan, throughout Moriarty’s rendition make
Jr. proves a marvelous foil for this one a holiday must-see. Now there’s
Strickland’s Scrooge in his bombastic something to be jolly about.

Taste of the Town
Sarah Wade ’01
A&E Staff
by

Tortilla Flats
355 Hope St.
751-6777

-photo by T. Charles Erickson

A Christmas Quarrel: Mrs. Partlet (Janice Duclos) and Old Joe (Stephen
Berenson) argue over Scrooge’s dead body—and who gets to keep the
expensive nightgown covering it—in the Ivy cast of A Christmas Carol.

Senior Giving
Thank You Seniors!

The following seniors have returned their pledge cards for the
2001 Senior Giving Program. On behalf of those students who
will benefit from your generosity thank you!

John Steinbeck began a soaring trend sixty-some years ago with his creation of the
first Torti Ila Flat—thenjust a Californian setting for his novel. Now in locations scattered
across the country, including one on Providence’s East Side, the flair of the stoiy lives
on. Perhaps as enticing as the restaurant’s history is the flavor provided by this 30-year
establishment Taking a glance at displayed shorthorn sculls and painted Aztec wall
accents while your nose catches molecules of wafting chili pepper and cilantro will
surely indicate the upcoming feature of Mexican dishes.
The menu is essentially standard Mexican fare; fajitas, frijoles, tamales, and
topped tortillas carry the weight of what’s offered. Still, there are some atypical
items (like chunks of alligator tail) that dare you to stray from the formula. What's
most striking about the south of the border concoctions served here are their
freshness. The just-mixed salsa and guacamole with vegetables that seem to have
come from a backyard garden minutes before (yes, even in winter) have a muchwelcomed, bold-typed “fresh” stamp that liven any flavor composition. Highest
quality, authentic dishes, a free-feeling atmosphere and tidbits of literary and
historical background all in an evening—stop in for some hearty food for your
appetite, and get a bit for the brain as well.
Ratings: Food: *** Atmosphere: *** Price Range: $10-20

Meeting Street Cafe
220 Meeting Street
273-1066

True, the location is Meeting Street and the place is a cafe of sorts, yet in
reference to this stowed away, second-storied eatery, the name’s connotation is
warm, friendly and comfortable. This is a point where thousands of paths have
converged before fanning out again after indulging in a stomach-pleasing respite.
Exactly what sort of respite, you ask?
Essentially, a stop at Meeting Street Cafe ensures custom tailored, very
generously portioned food, guaranteed to suit even the fussiest eaters.
Stupendously fruity apple cider served at all temperatures, just-baked cookies
the size of frisbees, myriad desserts that are delectable enough to put Ms.
Crocker out of commission—these are only accessories to the main attraction.
Creating sandwiches is the pulse of their business-and they surely do mean
business. Toss out the novice notion of four by four-inch pieces of Wonder
bread with Kraft singles and a meager slice of bologna—these sandwiches are
nearly too large to wrap your ‘dents’ around. Forty some-odd specialty
sandwiches ensure they can’t, won’t and don’t ever go wrong.
Ratings: Food: *** Atmosphere: *** Price Range: under $10
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What do you want most for Christmas?

Itchy and Scratchy
Itchy: My only wish is that one
day, my kids are this adorable.
Scratchy: Ditto

Merry Christmas

Love, Itchy and Scratchy

December 7, 2000
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Little Tommy's
Christmas List
by

Pat Ferrucci ’01

Features Staff

Dear Santa,
How are you doing? I hope you’ve
had a successful year and have come up
with a lot of interesting toys because a
lot of kids my age expect a lot from you.
It’s really neat how you’re able to do that
year after year! I guess that’s how you
stay number one in the Christmas
presents business. You’ve totally killed
the competition because you’re so
awesome.
Actually, I admire the way you run
Christmas. You really have a handle on
it. It was such a great idea to have your
elves dress up as you and go around the
country because you can’t be in more
than one place at a time. It’s an
impressive operation. I also like how
you’ve got it to where when somebody
says “Christmas presents” people
automatically think Santa Claus. I think
being at the North Pole helps. That was
a good idea, but I bet you regret it when
it gets really cold. My Mom always says
that you always have to wear gloves, a
hat, and thermal underwear just like me
when I go outside in the cold. Best of
all, even though you’re a huge success,
people still don’t know much about your
private life. It’s just rumors. That’s so
neat.
What I don’t get is why you give
away stuff. My Daddy always says that
if there were no Christmas presents, he
could buy more beer and dirty
magazines. If you charged for all your
presents, you could buy a lot more of
that stuff too. If I were you, I would do
that because I know my Daddy must be
right. It surprises me that you’ve been
in business for like a gazillion years and
you haven’t figured that out yet.
Another thing: about you coming
down the chimney. That’s so slow and
inefficient. And what about all the
people who don’t have chimneys?
Santa.
I have one word for
you...windows.
Everybody has
windows. I know what you’re thinking.
You’re saying, “What if the windows are
locked?” Well, if that is the case, then
just break one. Nobody will care since
you’re bringing them gifts maybe you
could make a lot of windows to replace
the broken ones when you’re making the
toys. My cousin Mike says he can get
into houses in so many different ways.
If you want to steal a couple ideas from
him, you could wear all black and put
your Mom’s pantyhose on your head. I
know you’re supposed to wear red and
all, but nobody sees you at night because,
if they do, they won’t get any presents.
Daddy always says that if I don’t go to
sleep right away and quit my whining
that Santa will have his reindeer go
doodie on me. Yuck! That’s why I

always go right to sleep.
That’s about all I have to say. You’re
probably wondering if I was good or bad
this year, but I don’t really like to talk
about my personal life, if that’s O.K.
(Just out of curiosity: When you were a
boy, did any of the other kids call you a
dirty little dweeb?) Anyway, I don’t
really have anything to ask for. Daddy
told me that you were behind schedule
this year and probably wouldn’t make it
to our house. That really sucks. I really
wanted a Teletubby. I should really thank
you for last year, though. That 80 watt
light bulb was the best gift yet! I mean,
it wasn’t the GI Joe Genocide Machine
or anything, but I still had so much fun
putting it in the different lights we have.
The only problem was that a week after
Christmas the kitchen light died and
Daddy made me give him the light bulb.
I’ve been getting ready for you not
coming, though. I’ll still have new toys
on Christmas morning. I’ll think up
something to play with and then build it
myself. Last week, I took my Dad’s old
watch and put it in a box, and now it’s a
time bomb! I leave it all around the
house, and, hopefully, someday it will
actually blow up. I also made one of
sister’s dolls wet herself just like the one
in the commercial! I know my sister is
going to be pretty bummed when Santa
doesn’t come, so I thought it would be
nice to make her a present. The only
problem was that when I tried the doll
out, the peepee got everywhere.
Mommy always yells at me and calls me
disgusting.
I really hope you can make it next
year. I don’t want anything, though. All
I want is for you to take Grandma away.
She could help out a lot in the North Pole,
and my Dad says that if “the old hag
doesn’t die, I'm going to kill her myself.”
I don’t want her to die because she buys
me ice cream sometimes. Just take her
with you. I’ll be a good boy for the
whole year if you do that. I’ll make sure
Mommy and Daddy don’t have to spank
me all year! Well, I can’t control what
happens if I don’t do anything.
Nice talking with you Santa. I’m
going to give this letter right to my Mom
after I seal the envelope so I’m sure
you’ll get really soon. Well, at least right
after my Mom is done getting her hair
done.

Christmas Is...
by Anna

Luciano ’02

Features Staff

All year, I look forward to
Christmastime. Not so much Christmas
Day itself, although I do love that, but
Christmastime. The month that comes
between Thanksgiving Day and
Christmas Day is, as the song puts it, “the
most wonderful time of the year.” The
reasons for this are many.
First, there are the tastes of
Christmastime. Candy canes. Eggnog.
Gingerbread. Hot cocoa. Warm apple
pie a la mode. The warm sweet tastes
that comfort your tongue. These are the
traditional tastes of Christmas, and they
are ones of which I cannot get enough.
Then there are the sounds of
Christmas. Christmas carols, the sounds
of happiness and celebration. People
rushing around, laughing, shopping, and
talking. Ringing bells. Santa Claus in
every mall asking small children, “And
what do you want for Christmas?” More
Santas on every street comer, ringing
bells and saying, “Have a Merry
Christmas!”
The smells at Christmastime are
fantastic, as well. Most importantly, in
my opinion, is the pine tree smell of a
Christmas tree. Sure, the smell itself
isn’t particularly wonderful (I wouldn’t
buy pine tree perfume!), but the smell
of a tree makes a house seem more warm
and cozy. Then, there is the smell of
baking. Who doesn’t feel good when
they smell cookies baking? Whether
they are chocolate chip or gingerbread,
when the smell of baking cookies is in
the air, people cannot help but be happy.
There is the smell of cold. You know
what I mean, right? That crisp, sharp
smell that comes with the very cold
weather? That smell that makes you
think that it just might snow soon. You
know how it makes you anticipate the
first snowfall like you did when you were
a little kid? Ooh, and even better than
the cold smell is the fireplace smell. The
smell of a far off fire. The smell that
sidles up to you when you are walking
around outside on a cold day and teases
your nose as you try to figure but where
exactly the smell is coming from.
The feelings that come with

Christmastime are happy ones, too. The
warmth that rushes into you when you
step indoors after being out in the cold.
The feel of a fuzzy wool sweater or a
soft, cozy fleece against your skin. The
hot rush that follows a big swallow of
hot chocolate. The smoothness of
eggnog as it flows down your throat. The
cold, powdery feeling of snow as it falls
on your face as you try to catch it on
your tongue. Even the cold, wet feeling
of stormy snow hitting your cheeks can
be enjoyable under the right
circumstances.
The sights and activities that go
together at Christmastime are some of
the things I love most about Christmas.
Standing up on a ladder, praying you
don’t fall, as you nail lights to the outside
of your house. The pretty twinkling
lights that frame the house once you are
done, that make the dwelling look so
inviting. Decorating a Christmas tree
with your family and friends. The beauty
of a lit, decorated Christmas tree sitting
in a window. The look of freshly fallen
snow. Tramping around in the snow with
your friends, making snow angels, snow
men, and snow balls. Seeing a rink full
of ice skaters, all decked out in hats and
scarves. Falling down when ice skating
and laughing about it. Christmas
shopping— hinting about the gift
recipients and anticipating their
happiness.
Watching Christmas
movies—anything
from
White
Christmas to A Charlie Brown
Christmas—with loved ones.
Christmas is magic. It is a time when
all of the tastes, sounds, smells, feelings,
sights, and activities come together to
create a better world. For whatever
reason—whether you are Christian or
not—Christmas represents the idea of
“peace on earth and goodwill towards
men.” It is a time of hope, of promise.
Christmas time brings out the best of
mankind and allows us to show others
the best of ourselves.

What is the most unusual Christmas gift
you have ever received?-. It was from my
grandma. It was a large, long, green
fleece nightgown with a gray fuzzy cat
on the front. Okay, it’s not that unusual,
I guess, but I did get it last year, so it is a
little weird, right?

Hugs and Kisses,

Little Tommy
P.S. Who is this guy? The people
at church always talk about him when
Christmas comes up, and Mommy and
Daddy always call out his name when
they’re mad at me. He may be your
competition. I just wanted to give you
the heads up on this one...just another
competing business you’ll eventually
squash.

“You know wherever you
find love, it feels like
Christmas"
- Muppet Christmas Carol

Christmas Cryptogram
The following is a famous quotation. The letters that belong in the spaces have been replaced with incorrect letters below. However, each letter is always
replaced with its corresponding letter. If the letter A belongs where the letter P is, all As go where there are Ps. Try to solve the quotation. (HINT: Go for
small words and repeating letters first)

- compiled by Erin Keller ’02, Features Staff

What’s the most unusual gift you've ever received?: None for me,
but last year my roommate got a pair of 80s leg warmers......
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Alternate
Christmas List

The Smallest Dose of
Christmas Cheer Ever
by

Megan Greco ’02

Features Staff

Originally, I had this whole idea to
open my article with a paraphrased
version of that one dramatic scene from
Gremlins about how that girl hates
Christmas because one year her dad
didn’t come home on Christmas Eve, and
it turned out that he had dressed up like
Santa and tried to come down the
chimney and had broken his neck and
died. The worst part was that they didn’t
find out until they went to light a fire. I
personally thought it would be hilarious
if I did that, but I have a questionable
sense of humor that consists primarily
of me getting a huge kick out of myself.
Some people might not see the humor
in the above scene, so I avoided that
approach.
I was then going to follow that
introduction with the myriad of reasons
that I dislike Christmas, but that just
made me depressed about the upcoming
holiday. Plus, Tracy is like Christmas in
its tangible form, and I wouldn’t want
to spoil any of her holiday cheer. Instead,
I am going to recall some of the things
that I actually enjoy about the holiday.
In case you don’t recognize the rarity of
what you are about to experience, let me
tell you...it’s rare.
When I was in, like, fifth grade, my
parents started giving me an allowance.
My sister was in first grade at the time,
and she wanted a hot pink Barbie
corvette for Christmas more than she
wanted air or water. At this time, I hadn’t
developed a cigarette addiction, so I was
able to cover the $9.99 Cost of pink

plastic perfection. I was so excited to
give it to her that I could hardly contain
myself, and I gave it to her like a week
before Christmas. I can honestly say that
I will never forget the look on her face
when she opened it.
On Christmas Eve my senior year of
high school, I was at my friend’s house,
and on the ride home, I started noticing
all of the Christmas lights. I was all by
myself, driving, no one else on the road,
and for some reason, everything just
seemed so peaceful. I know that sounds
incredibly cheesy and It’s a Wonderful
Life-ish, but it was just a really nice
feeling.
I have assorted other memories too,
consisting of fuzzy, red feet pajamas and
the only year that my mom let us put
tinsel on the tree and when I got one of
those Radio Flyer sleds. Maybe getting
older is what made me begrudge the
Christmas season...and not because I
found out the truth about Santa and
didn’t get as many presents and had to
give presents that I had purchased, rather
than my mom writing “From: Megan”
on things she had bought. I started to
see Christmas for what it really was—
the stress, the loneliness, the mass
consumerism, etc. I won’t get into that
though, Tracy, I promise.
What’s the most unusual Christmas gift
you’ve ever received?: Last Christmas,
there was this flat, flexible package
under the tree for me, and when I opened
it, it was mats for the floor of my car. I
guess the present just sucked more than
being unusual. Seriously though, what
do you even say when you open a present
to reveal mats for the floor of your car?

by

Jessica Albetski ’04

Features Staff

Dear Santa,
This isn’t my usual Christmas list.
Instead of asking for gifts on Christmas
day, I need these gifts before the semester
ends. I hope this list doesn’t throw you
off schedule by delivering early, but in
order for me to survive the next two
weeks, I need some help! When you
check your list, I’m sure you’ll see that
I’ve been good all year. All the more
reason to help me out! Thanks in
advance Santa.
1.

2.

3.

More Friarbucks. I’m left with
$4.00 on my account! $4.00 is not
going to cover the amount of
coffee I will need during finals.
$4.00 worth could only buy me an
hour of extra time if that!
Milk. My entire room is filled
with boxes of cereal, bowls, and
spoons. But there’s no milk. I
know it doesn’t take long to go to
the store and buy milk, but I don’t
have the time!
A new pair of headphones. My
old headphones broke a month
ago, and since then, I’ve taped
them together with Scotch tape.
This is not cutting it anymore.

I’m starting to get bits of Scotch
tape in my hair.
4. Quarters. I don’t have enough
quarters for the amount of clothes
I have, and I do need to wear my
clothes!
5. Courage to approach a certain
someone. Enough said.
6. More wall space in McVinney. I
just bought a new poster and have
absolutely nowhere to hang it that
wouldn’t constitute a fire hazard.
7. A few more hours in the day. I
need these to finish all my papers,
projects, and sleep would be nice,
too.
8. No security (for my roommate).
She needs to sneak her boyfriend
into our dorm.
9. Christmas gifts for friends. When
will I even be able to go
Christmas shopping for friends in
the midst of finals?!
10. Prayers. I need to make it through
finals.
11. A seat for my train ride home. I’d
like a comfortable ride home,
unlike the many other times I had
to stand on a moving train! It’s
not pleasant, Santa. Of my
numerous journeys on the train,
I’ve only sat twice.

Thank you, Santa and
MERRY CHRISTMAS!

And God Bless Us, Every One

In those days a decree went out from Caesar Augustus
that the whole world should be enrolled. This was the first
enrollment, when Quirinius was governor of Syria. So all
went to be enrolled, each to his own town. And Joseph too
went up from Galilee from the town of Nazareth to Judea,
to the city of David that is called Bethlehem, because he
was of the house and family of David, to be enrolled with
Mary, his betrothed, who was with child. While they were
there, the time came for her to have her child, and she gave
birth to her firstborn son. She wrapped him in swaddling
clothes and laid him in a manger, because there was no room
for them in the inn.
Now there were shepherds in the region living in the
fields and keeping the night watch over their flock. The
angel of the Lord appeared to them, and they were struck
with great fear. The angel said to them, “Do not be afraid;
for behold, I proclaim to you good news of great joy that
will be for all the people. For today in the city of David a
savior has been bom for you who is Messiah and Lord. And
this will be a sign for you; you will find an infant wrapped
in swaddling clothes and lying in a manger.” And suddenly
there was a multitude of the heavenly host with the angel,
praising God and saying:

“Glory to God in the highest and on earth peace to those
on whom His favor rests. ”

Luke 2:1-14

[ Are You A Risk Taker? |

EARN UP TO $100
For only 2 hours of research conducted
by Brown University researchers. You
must be 1 8 - 25 years old. For more
information call Carl at 401.455.6595.
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Yes, viriiiniii...

Christmas
Future, Present
and Past,

Dear Editor—

Stories and
Poems,
Fun and Cheer,

I am 8 years old.; Some of my little friends say there is no Santa
Claus. Papa says, “If you see it in The Sun, it’s so,” Please tell
me the truth, is there a Santa Claus?

Share them with
others,
Make them laugh,

Virginia O'Hanlon
Virginia, your little friends are wrong. They have been affected by the skepticism of a skeptical age. They do not
believe except what they see. They think that nothing can be which is not comprehensible by their little minds. All minds,
Virginia, whether they be men’s or children’s, are little. In this great universe of’pure, man is a mere insect,an ant, in his
intellect as compared with the boundless world about him, as measured by the intelligence capable of grasping the whole
of truth and knowledge

Merry Christmas,
Happy New Year,
From the Features
Staff!

Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus; He exists as certainly as love anti generosity and devotion exist, and you know’that
they abound and give to your life its highest beauty and joy. Alas! How dreary would be the world if there were no Santa
Claus! It would be as dreary as if there were no Virginias. There would be no childlike faith then, no poetry, no romance
to rpake tolerable this existence. . We. should have no enjoyment, except in sense and sight.. The external light with which
childhood fills the world would be extinguished.

Not believe in Santa Claus! You might as well not believe in fairies. You might get your papa to have men to watch in
all the chimneys oh Christmas Eve to catch Santa Claus, but even if you did not see Santa Claus coming down, what would
that prove? Nobody sees Santa Claus, but that is no sign that there is no Santa Claus. The most real in the world, are
those that neither children nor men can see. Did you ever see fairies dancing orvthe lawn? Of course not, but that's, no
proof that they are not there. Nobody can conceive or imagine all the wonders there are unseen and unseeable in the world.
YOu tear apart the babyrattle and Sei what makes the noise inside, But’there is a veil covering the unseen world which
not the strongest mea, nor even the united strength of all'the strongest men that ever lived could tear apart. Only faith,
poetry, love, romance, can push aside that curtain and view and picture the supernal beauty and glory beyond. Is it all real?
Ah. Virginia. in all this world there is nothing else real and abiding.,
No Santa Claus! Thank God! he lives and lives forever; A thousand years from now, Virginia, nay 10 times 10,000
years from now, he will continue to make glad the heart of childhood.

-“Yes, Virginia, There is a Santa Claus,” Editorial Page, New York Sun, 1897, by Francis P. Church.

Poetry Corner
A Blessing
by Sara Schepls

’04

Features Staff

The Night After Christmas
By Neisha McGuckin '03

May the hope of the Christmas season fill your life with peace
May the wonder of toe Christmas story never grow dim in your heart
May the beauty of the Christmas spirit make your home joyful
May Christmas day find you safe and ‘midst love and bounty
And may the Lord who for all time hallowed this day bless you beyond all counting.

A Christmas Carol
BY Pat Ferrucci ’01
Features Staff

My mother believed in Santa Claus until she was thirty-seven. The good old days, waiting for
the cherubic geezer to bring you gifts. I had to break the news to her. Devastated, she cried then she
took to rum and cokes. “Nothing can kill the pain like a little alcohol,” she always said. “Make her
believe again,” the doctors told us. Outside the house was a scene passing for a winter wonderland.
Mistletoe, holly, and jingles infested inside the house. Mom began to believe again. That year, my
sister fell twenty feet down a chimney and died.

Home Coming
by Catherine SHaGenskv’02

Features Staff

As I pulled up in front of the house, this sense of nervousness came over me. I felt so
uncomfortable I could barely breathe. It was a long drive home and all I wanted to do was curl up
in a ball on my bed and go to sleep, but I knew my family would be waiting impatiently inside to
talk to me. As I got out of the car, I felt this knot in my stomach that I wanted desperately to go
away. With every step it grew as I got closer to the front door. I wished I could turn around, run to
my car and drive away, but that wasn’t the answer, I knew deep down. Opening the front door, all
I could hear was the crackling of the fire, so bright in the fireplace. My dad had lit it for me
because he knew I loved to sit by the fire at night. Stepping into the house, I was smothered by the
warmth. The smell of the Christmas tree and the food cooking in the oven was so inviting. Walking
into the living room, all I could see was the tree; bright and glowing, lighting up the whole room.
The house looked so festive. My mom always loved decorating for toe holidays. In the den I
could hear the Christmas music and the sound of the children playing. I don’t know how long I
stood and listened. For some reason I couldn’t move, take another step, walk further into the
house and see them, my parents. What could I say to them, how could I explain everything, so
they could understand? I knew they couldn’t, but they would say they did. It was always that way,
but I finally learned to accept it. Gazing down, all I could see was toe many presents under the
tree. Looks like mom and dad went overboard again. That was always the case ever since I was
little; I never wanted anything, but they always gave me everything. I never realized it until now,
until I went away. I finally decided to move, walk into the kitchen. As I stood in the doorway, I
didn’t say a word, just waited. My mom turned around and ran over to me, embracing me tightly.
“Merry Christmas, little girl.” As she held me close, toe tears started to fall, the knot in my
stomach went away, and I knew everything would be fine; I would be fine because I was home.

Asst. Features Editor

evening
ella or frank-—Fly me to the moon...
lucy attacks toe floor of stray shreds,
silver tinsel, yarn under her paws
ruddy faces lit up under dim lights,
the cup at my bps
warm belly inside
wine-colored couches and carpets
maroon swirls in glasses
smiles melting and weaving on our mouths
near toe fireplace...
and I smell pine,
peppermint and powdery pfeffernusse
dri fts from other rooms
outside cold hits the door
sun goes down spreading
orange wings along the tolls
wind and snow dancing a pas de deux,
nutcracker suite of gloaming skies,
little grains of white sweeping and swirling
past evergreens outside the windows
covered with mouthfog frost
endings
days, joys, pleasures
fall away with plenty
turkey filling bellies,
stories filling ears—
smiles forever melting in and out

To Be
by Corey Delaney '01
Features Staff

“Jones means nothing to me,"
flat on her back arms
stretched due North.
“A name is a burden treasured by the weak,
l am me.
She giggled. Theistic laden
snippets reclined lightly on her tongue.
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Ten Things I'm
Grateful For
This Christmas
by Maria Monaco
Features Staff

’02

With Christmas coming up faster than
ever, there are a few things I’m grateful
for in this month of December. Some
times the holidays can be such a rush that
we can forget all the things that really
make us happy and bring a smile to our
faces. These are the top ten things that
I’m thankful for during this holiday sea
son in no particular order except for the
top one.
1. First of all, before I get caught up in
all the Christmas craziness, I’d like to
say that I’m grateful that Christ came
into this world. Remember that He’s
what Christmas is really all about. All
the rest of this stuff means nothing in
comparison.
2. I’m grateful that finals are ending two
days earlier this year so that I can actu
ally enjoy the Christmas holiday instead
of coming home just in time to open my
presents.

for next year without losing half my
friends in the process. I was beginning
to think that was impossible on this cam
pus.

8. I’m grateful for parents who talk with
an accent because it just makes talking
to them much more interesting and fun.

9. I’m grateful to all those people who
are charitable year round and don’t just
give because Christmas is considered the
season for giving. I’m grateful that their
giving is from the heart.

3. I’m grateful for professors who are
enthusiastic about what they teach and
want their students to feel the same way,
even if this means they have to give a
cumulative final exam. If that’s what it
takes for students to really learn the stuff,
then that’s what they should do. (No, I’m
not being sarcastic. What makes you
think that?)
4. I’m grateful that it still hasn’t snowed
(knock on wood) so that I still haven’t
had to slip and slide my way up that hill
next to Accinno. The people who live
in Bedford or Davis know what I’m talk
ing about.
I’m grateful that I got an apartment

What’s the most unusual Christmas gift
you ’ve ever received?: I don’t think I’ve
ever gotten anything really unusual for
Christmas, although if I get one more
Charlie perfume set from my godmother,
I think I’m going to puke. I have about
three sets somewhere in my closet right
now. Maybe if she sees this she’ll stop
giving them to me.

Answer to the Cryptogram
“Merry Christmas to all and to all and
to all a goodnight."
Santa Claus

Mount Washington, Bretton Woods, NH

What’s most unusual gift you’ve ever gotten?-. A book on how to flirt.
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Friars split after upset by Warriors
by

Matt Young

’01

Asst. Sports Editor

The Providence College Men’s
Hockey team split a pair of games over
the weekend against the Merrimack
Warriors with each team skating to
victory away from home. On Friday
night, the warriors snapped Providence’s
seven game unbeaten streak at home
with a 4-1 victory. Merrimack junior
Ryan Kiley netted a hat trick for the
Warriors and goalie Joe Exter made 28
saves to propel the Warriors to the
victory.
Merrimack came out strong in the
opening period as they jumped out to a
quick 2-0 lead. Kiley scored both of the
visitors’ goals in the opening frame. At
the 7:18 mark Kiley tipped home a
Stephen Moon shot for the first goal of
the game. Kiley again lit the lamp less
than four minutes later as he beat Friar
goaltender Nolan Schaefer with a hard
shot to the glove side.
Providence cut the deficit in half late
in the period as senior co-captain Jay

Leach scored his third goal of the season
on the powerplay. Leach’s wrist shot
from the point eluded Exter as he was
screened in front. Fellow co-captain
Matt Libby and junior Marc Suderman
assisted on the goal.
In the second period, neither team
was able to get much going offensively
as the Friars held a slim lead in shots 7-4.
However, only 28 seconds into the
third period, Nick Parillo helped the
Warriors regain their two-goal
advantage. Parillo knocked home a
rebound of Anthony Aquino’s shot on the
powerplay. Kiley then recorded the hat
trick at the 16:20 mark. Taking
advantage of a Providence turnover, he
wristed a shot past Schaefer to put the
game out of reach.
“Merrimack deserved to win the
game. We got humbled a little bit. It
was unfortunate because it is not a lesson
you want to learn, especially when you
are going along pretty well,” explained
Head Coach Paul Pooley about his
team’s loss on Friday night.
On Saturday night, Coach Pooley

ACCELERATE YOUR STUDIES
January Intersession

ONE-WEEK DAYTIME COURSES
January 3 - 9, 2001
• Ethics of Health Care
• The American Civil War:
Myth and Reality
Legal Environment of Business
Chemistry: Sights 8c Insights
Chemistry of the New Nutrition j
Introduction to Macroeconomics
Imperial Fictions:
Novels from the West 8c East
Business Writing
Personal Finance
The Indian in American History
Information Systems Seminar
Advertising & Promotion
American Music:
A History of Jazz
Politics of Mass Popular Culture
Foundation: Drawing I
Seminar: Criminal Justice

Freshman Regan Kelly followed his
classmate’s lead as he also scored his
first collegiate goal on the powerplay at
the 13:33 mark. Kelly one-timed a pass
from Junior Peter Fregoe past Exter to
give Providence a commanding 3-0 lead.
Rask also assisted on the goal.
Merrimack responded as they scored
their first goal of the night as Parillo
wristed a shot past Friar goalie Boyd
Ballard. Ballard finished with 29 saves
to up his record to 3-1-2 on the season.
Adam Lee rounded out the scoring in the
first as he took advantage of a nifty pass
by Libby.
In the second, the Friars picked up
where they left off as Libby sandwiched
a pair of goals around Lee’s second goal
of the game as the Friars took a 7-1 lead.
Libby finished the game with two goals
and two assists to lead Providence.
From there, the Friars held on as the
Warriors tallied two goals in the final
period but came up short. With a split
of the weekend series the Friars national
ranking dropped one spot to #9 in the
USA Today/American Hockey Mag
azine coaches poll and their overall
record now stands at 8-3-3 overall. The
Friars 5-2-1 record in Hockey East puts
them in a tie for first place with 11 points
after BC’s tie versus Northeastern on
December 6.
The Friars, who are banged up as a
unit, limp into this Friday’s contest
looking to start a new winning streak at
home against the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst. Coach Pooley
commented that one of the reasons for
the Friar’s success at home this season
is a result of the strong student body
support. “The students have been great
all season. They create a whole different
atmosphere at Schneider,” said Pooley.
The Minutemen were the only team in
Hockey East to sweep the Friars last
season. Game time is slated for 7 p.m.

RECAP
11/17-11/25
11/24 - Providence L
Colorado College 1
Nolan Schaefer stops 37 shots

11/17 - Providence 3,
Northeastern 1
Pete Fregoe nets two in the
home win

TWO-WEEK EVENING COURSE
January 2 - 13, 2001

Fairfield

• Basic Photography

THREE WEEK COURSE
December 27 - January 16
• Intersession in St. Petersburg

reached into his bag of tricks and
completely shuffled the Friars lineup in
an effort to create more opportunities up
front. None of the lines for the Friars
were the same from Friday night as many
of the Friars played together for the first
time all season. Pooley’s move paid off
as the new look Friars responded in a
big way, throttling Merrimack 7-3.
“We needed to get a little bit more
production out of our forward lines. Its
not that we weren’t getting chances, but
[the puck] just wasn’t going in. I think
some guys needed a little bit of a new
look,” said Pooley in assessing his
decision to mix up the lines.
Pooley said he was pleased with how
his team responded to his changes and
said that jostling the lines was effective
not only production wise, but also in the
sense that some of the veterans were able
to see just how talented the
underclassmen are by playing with them.
“It just shows that when they are
focused it doesn’t matter who they are
playing with. Everybody is on the same
page and doing the same thing and when
we are working hard and keeping the
game simple we look pretty good and
we can beat anybody,” said Pooley.
The Friars exploded for four goals in
the opening period and cruised to victory.
Sophomore Jon DiSalvatore scored the
game’s first goal as he collected a drop
pass from Suderman and wristed a shot
passed Exter.
Freshman Jonathan Goodwin kept
things going for Providence as he scored
his first collegiate goal to give
Providence a 2-0 lead. Sophomore
Devin Rask started the play as he
attempted a wrap-around. Rask’s attempt
was stopped, but the puck was deflected
out in front and Goodwin made no
mistake as he rifled a shot into the top
comer. Freshman John Luszcz assisted
on the goal along with Rask who finished
the game with four assists.

c

UNIVERSITY

School of Continuing Education
(888) 254-1566

11/18 - Providence 4,
Northeastern 2
J. J. Picinic, Marc Suderman
split scoring duties,
notch two goals each

11/25 - Providence 3,
Denver 3
Mike Robinson, Stephen Wood
score first goals of season

CLASSIFIEDS
Spring Break

Spring Break

Employment and Opportunities

Act Now! Guarantee the best Spring Break
Prices! South Padre, Cancun, Jamaican,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.

Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica from $449. Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More!

Reps Needed...... Travel Free, Earn
$$$$Group Discounts for 6+ 800-838-8203/
www.leisuretours.com

Organize small group- earn FREE trips plus
commissions!
Call 1-800-GET-SUN-l

Spring/ Summer Internship
Earn Average of $8563/ summer.
Sophomores and Juniors preferred.
Information and application at:
www.iablon.com

SPRING BREAK 2001!
CANCUN & BAHAMAS.
EAT, DRINK, TRAVEL FOR FREE,
WANTED CAMPUS REPS!
call USA SPRING BREAK
toll free (877)460.6077.
for trip information and rates.

25 Continuous Years of Student Travel!

www.usaspringbreak.com

College boxes.com is expanding to your
campus. Creative entrepreneurial student
managers needed. Opportunity to run
growing business and make excellent
money. E-mail resume to
managers@collegeboxes.com or apply at
www.collegeboxes.com.

For Sale.
Queen size mattress with frame and box
spring. Good condition. Clean.
Springs still firm.
Asking $200. Call 401-274-4095
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Cross Country finishes strong
by

Jen Watson ’03

Sports Staff

Despite freezing temperatures with a
wind chill of 19 degrees below zero, the
Providence College Men’s Cross
Country team rose to the occasion and
placed third at the NCAA Championship
two weeks ago. On Monday, November
20, the Providence College Men and
Women’s cross-country teams ventured
to the Iowa State cross-country course
in Ames, Iowa to compete in the
competition, which included over 200
schools. The fourth-ranked Friars scored
121 points for the race. Keith Kelly’s
exceptional individual performance at
the championship earned him the men’s
individual title on the 10,000-meter
course. He finished the race with a time
of 30:14.5. This marked the first time
that a Providence College Friar has ever
won the NCAA individual title.
“It was thrilling for Keith to win the
individual title because it has been a goal
that he has been aiming for all season,”
stated head coach Ray Treacy.
In the race, Kelly took over with the
final 400 meters left, as he ran past
Fairleigh Dickinson’s Stephen Ondiecki
and Alabama’s David Kimanim to nab
the first place finish. Kelly’s individual
title capped off an incredible season, and
he was recognized for his efforts as an
All-America athlete for the third time.
He was also named the Cross Country

Coach’s Association Athlete of the Year. the Lady Friars finished ninth at the (21:51.1). Also placing for Providence
Kelly’s teammates also had strong NCAA’s after earning an at-large bid to were sophomore Emily Tallen in 73rd
performances in the race. Junior Hamish the championship. Senior Rachel Hixson (21:59.0) and junior Claire Shearman in
Thorpe finished in l1th place with a time once again led the Lady Friars, as she 109lh (22:21.0).
of 30:43.8 while junior Dermot Galvin placed 28th with a time of 21:25. The
“The women did a great job this
took 16th place with a time of 30:52.3. PC women, who were ranked 19,h in the season despite the loss of Heather
Both Thorpe and Galvin earned All- nation going into the competition, ran Cappello. We are looking forward to her
America
’ extremely return next season,” said Treacy.
honors Soph
well on the
The University of Arkansas won the
omore Adam
6,000-meter men’s race with 83 points, followed by
Sutton placed
course, Colorado with 94 points. On the
45th (31:23.9)
scoring 310 women’s side, Colorado won the title
and junior
points.
« with a total of 117 points. Brigham
Paul Reilly
“The wo Young finished second with a score of
finished 48th
men
ran
167, and Stanford University rounded
(31:26.1).
equally as out the top three with 198 points.
“The
well. They
The men team’s sixth consecutive
Men’s team
placed ninth appearance at the NCAA Championship
went there
overall proved to be a memorable one, as they
wanting to
which was a put the finishing touches on an
place in the
great way to outstanding season. Prior to the NCAA
top five or six.
end
the Championship, the Friars recorded an
Instead, we
season,” said undefeated season winning all six races
placed behind
in which they competed. Kelly himself
Treacy.
two
great
Behind also had a perfect record during the fall
teams,”
Hixson were campaign, as he won individual titles for
commented
senior each race.
Treacy. “We
Francine
Some of the Men’s season’s
ran better than
D a r r o c h , highlights include capturing their 14th
expected
who finished Big East Championship, their 20,h New
which is good
in 46th place England Championship, IC4As,
in
major
(21:40.4) the University of Minnesota Roy Griak
x competition,”
and junior Invitational, and the Dartmouth
he added.
Invitational. Both the Men and Women
photo from trackwire.com/Geoff Thumer Kathryn
On the
Farleigh Dickinson’s Stephen Ondiecki is no
Casserly also won a dual meet at the University
women’s side,
match for PC’s ironman, Keith Kelly.
in 54lh place of New Hampshire.

Women’s Hockey a story of success
“Providence College is to women’s
hockey what Notre Dame is the college
football,” according to Robert Booth.
Somewhere, someone is writing a
book on the Providence College's
Women’s Hockey team. This anonymous
writer sits over his
typewriter buried
by the record
ff the
books
and
ench
smothered with
photo shots of the
team posing with
ohn
glistening
trophies. Dittos
ilch r
are
scattered
throughout the
room, each illustrating PC’s dominance
over the competition, with the standings
list growing each year. Women’s Ice
Hockey becomes more and more popular
each year, and it is a fact that Providence
was one of the original pioneers of the
sport.
The program started in 1974, and it
took just three seasons to earn a winning
record and only six before the Friars
accumulated a whopping 20 wins, while
suffering only 2 losses. Coach Palamara
then passed the torch to Coach John
Marchetti, and it was under Marchetti
that the program skyrocketed from
‘contender’ to ‘elite.’ In 1984, PC won
the ECAC Championship and would
successfully defend the title the next
year. Northeastern and Providence
battled year in and year out, and these
two teams continued to meet in the finals.
Northeastern would get the better of the
Friars. From 1992 to 1995, the Friars
won four straight championships, three
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under Marchetti and then one under the
leadership of their new coach Jackie Barto.
For the remainder of the last decade,
PC would falter a bit and the team even
produced a losing record. After two
personnel changes, the drought came to a
close, and the team would rise again in a
short amount of time. Today, the team holds
six ECAC Championships, more than
anyone else in the league.
The history that PC has is undeniably
impressive, and it was the team’s tradition
that attracted current coach Bob Deraney
to the school.
“Providence College was the only
school where I wanted to coach hockey,”
said Deraney. “With the tradition and
history, we are what everybody wants to
be; everybody is striving to be like us.”
It is true.
The sport continues to grow exponen
tially each year, and remarkably,
Providence College has a lot to do with it.
Providence has built programs that are so
respected, that other schools have
capitalized on the women’s athletic
revolution and have started programs
themselves.
In the book on PC Women’s hockey, a
chapter must be dedicated to the Olympics.
In 1998, in Nagano, Japan, Providence
College had more players on the team than
any other college in the nation. Players such
as Sara DeCosta ’00, Cammi Granato ’93
and Lisa Brown-Miller ’88 represented PC
and helped the US capture the Gold Medal.
Backed by a strong and supportive
Athletic Office, the team continues to build
and still attracts fans of all types to the
games. In fact, the team attracts more
attention now than ever. One of the team’s
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biggest fans is Robert Booth, who works
in the Publication Center on campus.
Booth built the first Web Site for the team
and has been following them for years.
“The spectators at the games used to
be parents and boyfriends. Now there are
fans who have no relation to the players
other than being fans of the team,” said
Booth. Booth also mentioned that
Providence had one of the strongest
recruiting years ever, a fact that Coach
Deraney would confirm. “Our recruiting
process right now is going very well. I
am overwhelmed by the interest that
people have in our program.”
However, the future is not the only
thing to be excited over those are chapters
yet to be written. Instead, the present is
currently being penned, and word-by
word, win-by-win, the Friars are once
again skating towards glory. According

to Coach Deraney, “We have a great
crop of leaders and an impressive group
of younger players. I was surprised by
how quickly the team gelled.”
Currently, the team is ranked ninth
in the nation and is led by seniors Jessica
Tabb, Valerie Bono, Erin Cannon, and
Holley Tyng. The team is 10-2 and
heading in the direction everyone
expected them to go in.
This book on the Women’s Hockey
program at PC is almost as heavy as the
burden that the team has earned and the
expectations that the team puts on itself.
Deraney explains, “When the team
puts on the jerseys and heads out onto
the ice, losing is not an option.”
The title of the PC Women’s Hockey
story is “Success,” but the story of
success in women’s hockey is
titled "PC".

Indoor Track Update
by

Erin Newman ’01

Guest Sports Writer

The Providence College Men and
Women’s Indoor Track team opened
their 2000-2001 season this past
Saturday at the Boston University Open.
The Men fielded a squad of 15 athletes
and the Women sent 14 — most of
which competed in distance events. The
Men finished sixth out of seven teams,
while the Women placed fifth out of six,
a compliment to the strength of the PC
squad.
The Men, who competed in only four
out of 14 events, were led by graduate
student Larry Morrissey, who won the
mile in a time of 4:14.61. He was
followed by Providence freshman Nick
McCormick, who finished a close
second in 4:14.84.
Junior Dermot Galvin led the Friars
in a sweep of the 3000 meters. Galvin,
who finished with a strong 8:1331, was
followed closely by sophomore
teammates Adam Sutton (2nd - 8:15.00)
and Tyler McCabe (3rd - 8:18.22.)
Sophomore Chris Livesey also ran well
for the Friars as he won the 800 meters
in a time of 1:54.55.
The Friars finished in sixth place
with a total of 51 points, finishing ahead
of a full-strength Bentley College team.

UMass-Amherst won the meet with 118
points.
The Lady Friars, who competed in
only five of 14 events, were led by
sophomore Emer O’Shea, who broke
the five-minute mark in the mile in a
time of 4:59.83. The Friars were also
led by a senior one-two finish in the 800
meters, with Joanie Bohlke winning in
a time of 2:18.16, followed by Kathy
Sutkowski in 2:19.16.
Rounding out the top finishers for
the Lady Friars were junior Kathryn
Casserly and senior Rachel Hixson, who
finished first and third in the 3000
meters, respectively. Casserly crossed
the finish line in a time of 9:54.71, while
Hixson followed in 9:55.94.
The Lady Friars finished with 62
points, good for fifth place overall,
behind winner Central Connecticut State
University with 145 points.
Many of the competitors were
victorious despite only two weeks rest
after a successful 2000 Cross Country
season. In fact, many of the varsity
athletes who competed in the NCAA
Championships in Iowa on November
20 will return to action on January 12,
as the Indoor Track team travels to Yale
University for their first meet in the new
year.
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The Providence
Athletes of the Week
Erron Maxey
(Senior - Lake Elsinore, California)
Maxey helped lead the Friars to two wins last week. He scored a
season-high 19 points and grabbed a team-high eight rebounds in
the Friars 95-72 win over rival Rhode Island on December 2.
Earlier in the week, the 6’6” forward scored seven points and
pulled down nine rebounds in the Friars victory over Florida
International Wednesday, 74-55. He is the team’s leading scorer
(11.4 PPG) and rebounder (7.1 RPG) this season.

USCHO Division I
National Hockey Poll
Team (1 st place votes)
(1) Michigan St. (30)
(2) North Dakota (10)
(3) Boston College
(4) Michigan
(5) New Hampshire
(6) Western Michigan
(7) Colorado College
(8) St. Cloud St.

Record

(9) Providence

8-3-3

(10) Minnesota
(11) Maine
(12) Union
(13) Harvard
(14) Wisconsin
(15) Ohio State

9-5-2
6-4-4
6-2-2
5-3-1
10-8-0
9-4-1

11-1-3
12-2-4
11 -3-0
11-3-3
10-3-3
11 -2-2
10-3-1
10-3-1

Kim Mathias
(Junior - Ballston Lake, New York)
Mathias tall ied four goals and one assist to propel the
Women’s Ice Hockey team to a 3-0 mark this week, Mathias
added two insurance goals and one assist in PC’s 4-0 win
over Boston College November 29. On December 3,
Mathias scored both of PC’s goals to spark the Lady Friars
to a 2-1 upset win over eighth-ranked UNH Wildcats.

Hockey East Standings
Team
Providence

W
5

L
2

I

Boston College
UNH
Maine
Boston U.
UMass Amherst
Northeastern
Merrimack
UMass Lowell

5
4
3
3
3
2
3
1

1
2
1
4
3
4
6
6

1
' 2
2
1
0
2
0
2

1

Katie Donovan

Team

Dartmouth
Harvard
St. Lawrence

8
8
6

Providence

6

New Hampshire
Northeastern
Brown
Cornell
Niagara
Princeton
Maine
Yale
Boston College

6
5
3
3
3
2
2
1
1

Donovan led the Friars to the Harold Anderson Invitational Title
on December 1 and 2, winning three individual events and
swimming on two winning relay teams. Donovan was victorious
in the 1,000 Free (10:54.59), the 200 Free (1:58.98) and the 500
Free (5:14.68). She was also a member of the winning 200
freestyle relay and the 400 freestyle relay.

11
10

8
7
6
6
6
4

Schedule

ECAC Women’s
Hockey Standings

w

(Freshman - Simi, California)

Pts.
11

FRIDAY,

(shortened due to exam week)

L

I

Pts.

0
1
1
2
4
1
3
6
7
5
6
7
11

1
0
1

17
16
13

1

13

0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

12
10
7
7
6
5
4
2
2

Team

Fri

Sat

Sun
F*

Men’s
Basketball
Women’s
Basketball

Men’s
Hockey
Women’s
Hockey

vs. UMassAmherst
7:00 PM
© Princeton
2:00 PM

vs. Yale
1:30 PM

9th-Ranked Providence Friars
vs.
UMass-Amherst Minutemen

Cross Cou ntry Results
NCAA National Championship
Men

(3rd place -121 points)
(1) Keith Kelly

30:14.5

(2) Hamish Thorpe
(3) Dermot Galvin
(7) Adam Sutton
(14) Paul Reilly

30:43.8
30:52.3
31:23.9
31:26.1

Women

(9th place - 310 points)
(28) Rachel Hixson
(46) Francine Darroch
(54) Kathryn Casserly
(73) Emily Tallen
(108) Claire Shearman

21:25.0
21:40.4
21:51.1
21:59.0
22:21.0

Swimming

Schneider Arena —7:00 p.m.
Indoor
Track

***TOYS-FOR-TOTS NIGHT***

DiSalvatore to skate with Junior National Team
Providence College sophomore
DiSalvatore is the first Friar to
right wing Jon DiSalvatore was compete for the U.S. National Junior
named to the 2001 U.S. National Team since defenseman Jay Leach
Junior Team on Tuesday, December played for the 1998 squad in Helsinki,
5. The U.S. National Junior Team will Finland.
compete at the 2001 International Ice
The 22-player rosier features seven
Hockey Federation World Junior returning players.from last year’s team
Championship on December 26, and 14 National Hockey League
2000 through January 5, 2001 in draftees, including DiSalvatore who was
Moscow and other cities in Russia. selected in the fourth round of the 2000
The tournament features the world’s NHL Entry Draft by the San Jose Sharks.
top players under 20 years old.
DiSalvatore, a 6-foot-l-inch, 185-

pound right wing,
has registered 16
points (five goals,
11 assists) in 14
games this season.
He is tied for
second on the team in scoring and is tied
for the team lead in assists with 11. In
52 career games at Providence,
DiSalvatore has recorded 20 goals and
23 assists.
Provided by Sports Info.
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College Homepage
Intramural Standings
Men’s Basketball Final
League_One
Maray
Butler
Team 1
Money
Squirls
Phi Slamma Jama
Stray Fundamental

Record
5-0
4-1
3-2
3-2
1-4
1-4
0-5

Record
League Two
4-0
308
Young Guns
3-1
3-2
Lebowski’s
GRP
2-3
Damian
2-3
David Henry
1-3
White Men Can’t Jump 1-4
League Three

Irish Curse
Skillz
Guzman
Spags
420 All-Stars
Fennell Boys

Record

5-0
4-1
2-3
2-3
1-4
1-4

Women’s Basketball Final
Team

Arby’s
Meagher Girls
Kali mars
KYNY
Team 1

Record

4-0
2-2
2-2
2-2
0-3

Men’s Soccer
East Division

Malvay
Guzmen
Valderaamas
Kick It Hard
Fulmer
Mastronis

Flag Football

Field Hockey

Record
4-1
4-1
3-1
2-3
1-4
0-4

North Division

Record
4-0
3-1
2-1-1
1-1-1
1-3
0-5

South Division

Record

Free Agents
Big Blue
Kings
Crazy 8s
White

3-1
2-1
1-2
1-2
0-3

AFC

Guzman
BCs
A-Team
Taunted Youth
Ruff Riders
NFC

West Division

Bomb Squad
Strikers
The Real Deal
Frank McCarthy
P-Town Ballahs
Modelo Especial

Record

‘Yo Mama
Goulet’s
Beef
Variety Pack
Shorty’s
Freshman Free Agents

Women’s Soccer
Record
Rough Riders
6-0
Mischief Makers
2-2-1
McRays
2-2-1
Kickin Chicks
2-3
Linda
2-3
Everlasting Gobstoppers
1-4
Nash
0-3-2
North Division

South Division

Celeste
Jill
Girls
Bandits
Dawn
Soccer Chicks

Record

4-1
4-1
3-1-1
3-2-1
2-2
1-4

Tennis Final Standings
Men’s Champion

Joe Boyko
Runner-up

Mike Grande
Women’s Champion

Laura Maringer

Vandelay Industries
PC All-Stars
Graff. Gladiators
GWBD
Norman’s Crew
ACC

Peeps with Cheeks
The Irish
Flag Football
Team Fennell
Wolverines
Fennell Boys
Replacements
SEC

Team McDermott
Team CBM
The LD’s
The Intoxicators
Boston Beans
Sons of Southie
Spongo
Womens

Runner-up

Hillary Swenson

Record

6-1
5-2
3-4
3-4
1-4
Record

5-1
5-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
Record

5-1
4-0
4-1
2-2
1-4
1-4
0-5
Record

5-1
5-1
4-2
4-2
2-4
1-5
0-6
Record

Rugby
Small Fries
Irish
Bev’s Bunch

COLLEGE SPECIAL

Large Cheese Pizza
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Roberts, Wilcox lead Lady Friars
PC takes three-game win streak into Big East schedule
by

Kevin Farrahar ’01

Sports Staff

Providence combined youth and
experience this past week in taking their
first two home games of the season.
Senior Monika Roberts was huge for the
Lady Friars in both games, especially
against Siena on Saturday. The
Pittsburgh, California native racked up
16 points, a game high 13 rebounds, and
four blocked shots in a 77-66 victory
over Siena College in Providence’s first
home game of the season. She backed
that up with a team high 21 points and a
career high five assists in twenty-three
minutes in PC’s hard fought 82-75
victory over Fairfield University on
Monday night.
Freshman Jenese Wilcox also had a
huge week for the Lady Friars, as she
was named Big East Rookie of the Week
for the second time this season. A 10
point, 12 rebound effort against Siena
was impressive, but her effort against in
state rival URI was most likely what
earned her the award, as she hit all eight
of her shots from the field and knocked
down five of six free throws on her way
to a career-high 21 points. Wilcox leads
the Lady Friars in field goal percentage
(66%) and rebounding (7.7 per game)
and is third on the team in scoring (12.6
per game). “Wilcox brings athleticism,
quickness, scoring, and enthusiasm to
the court,’’ said Head Coach Jim Jabir.
The home opener against Siena was
a struggle early on. An 8-0 run by
Providence gave the Lady Friars some
breathing room, as their lead was upped
from 18-17 to 26-17. The Lady Friars
slowly distanced themselves from Siena,
taking 41-32 half-time lead. Freshman
point guard Kristen Quinn provided a lift
for PC offensively in the first half as she

scored nine of her career high 13 points
in the first twenty minutes.
The second half was much of the
same as Providence maintained a double
digit lead for most of the half. Siena
went on a small run to cut the lead to
60-56 with 5:42 remaining in regulation,
but the size of the Lady Friars proved to
be too much for Siena to handle. Roberts
was huge in the second half, particularly
in the final five minutes, as she would
not let her team squander the lead.
Roberts blocked shots on two
consecutive trips down the floor for
Siena and, after the second block, Quinn
scooped up the loose ball, pushed it
down court, and forced Siena to foul her
on her way to the basket. Her free
throws resulted in a 72-62 PC lead.
Quinn followed that up with a beautiful
cross over move with just under two
minutes to play. Her lay-up gave
Providence a 74-62 lead, which
essentially put the game out of reach.
The then 5-1 Fairfield Stags, who are
favored to win the MAAC this season,
provided a much tougher challenge for
the Lady Friars on Monday night. The
first half was a back and forth battle, as
PC went to the locker room leading 3331 behind a solid performance by junior
Chrissy Vozab, who had eight points in
the half. Vozab provides a lot for the
Friars, playing both guard positions and
logging a lot of minutes.
PC opened the second half with two
quick three pointers by Vozab and Quinn
to push their lead to 39-33 only a minute
into the half. Fairfield not only
responded to this mini-run by
Providence, but they took control of the
game with a 15-0 run sparked by a nice
alley-oop on a three-on-one break.
Down 48-39, PC needed a lift and got
one from Wilcox, who put back a missed

photo by John Englishmen ’03

Freshman Ryann Kilgore sticks close to her man this past Monday night.
The Lady Friars upset the Lady Stags, 80-73.

shot to stop the bleeding. Coach Jabir
pointed out that his team “showed
patience. [PC] knew they needed to stop
giving up lay-ups and offensive
rebounds.” After forcing many shots, PC
settled down and appeared to be on their
way to taking back the momentum from
Fairfield, as a cutting Wilcox scored on
a finger roll off an inbound pass to cut
the lead to three at 50-47. Fairfield was
resilient though, as they pushed their lead
to nine with under 11 minutes to play.
Roberts stepped up for the second
consecutive game in the second half as
she helped get the Lady Friars back in
the game with two baskets that cut the
lead to 58-55. Fairfield traveled on their
next possession, and the crowd could feel
the momentum shift. Vozab again made
a nice look, this time hitting streaking
senior Jen Gombotz who laid it in off the

break, giving PC a 61-60 lead with 6:45
on the clock. Providence opened a five
point advantage, but again, Fairfield
battled back, tying the score at 73 with
two foul shots at the 1:28 mark. PC took
the lead as Roberts scored again. This
was followed by a Fairfield offensive
foul which the Stags would never
recover from. The final minute of the
game served as a free throw shooting
practice for the Lady Friars, taking home
a hard-fought victory, 80-73.
Jabir was pleased with the win, “We
are improving every time we step on to
the court. We came back against a very
tough Fairfield team and showed a lot
of character and poise in doing so.”
The Friars host Seton Hall on
Thursday night, riding a three-game
winning streak, opening up their Big East
conference schedule.

Friars break out at

Anderson Invitational
by

Philippe Carson ’04

Sports Staff

The Providence College Men’s and
Women’s Swimming teams traveled to
Kingston, RI this past weekend to
compete in the annual Harold Anderson
Invitational swim meet. The host,
University of Rhode Island, along with
the University of Vermont and Holy
Cross, rounded out the four-team field.
Both the men and women’s teams looked
sharp in their first action since the
Thanksgiving break.
The Women’s team did extremely
well in the tournament, as they outswam
the competition and came in first place
with a 354 point total. Leading the way
in a stunning display of swimming
prowess were senior Lori Corsman and
freshman Kathryn Donovan. Corsman
took first place in two individual events,
winning the 400 IM with a time of
4:45.30 and the 100-meter free style
which she finished in 55.01 seconds.
Donovan took first place in three
individual events for the Lady Friars,
including the grueling 1000-meter free
style event with a time of 10:54.59. “I
was a little nervous going into the 1000
because I had not swam it in a while,”
said Donovan, who smoked the
competition in all of her events. She also
won the 200-meter free style with a time
of 1:58.98 and rounded out the day with
a win in the 500-meter free style, which
she completed in 5:14.68. When asked
what her best race was she said, “The
500 was my best race because I swam
the race as I had planned and was able
to stick to my pace.”
Corsman and Donovan also helped
the women’s team complete a sweep of
the relays. They won the 200-meter free

style relay with a team time of 1:42.59,
and also swam to victory in the 400meter freestyle relay. The women made
ECAC qualifying times in both relays,
and Donovan made the times in her three
individual events.
Helping out in the victory with first
place finishes in other individual events
were senior Maggie Singler and junior
Lee Barnum. Singler won the 100 and
200 meter backstroke events with times
of 1:04.40 and 2:18.45, respectively.
Barnum contributed with a first place
finish in the 200-meter butterfly in
2:13.83.
The Men’s team made a strong
showing in the tournament by swimming
to a second place finish overall. Leading
the way in this effort was sophomore
Mike Bien. Bien made his contribution
by swimming to a first place finish in
the 50-meter free style with a time of
22.27 seconds. He also managed to grab
second in the 100-meter free style with
a time of 50.50 seconds. Bien also made
a strong showing in the two freestyle
relays, helping the team to a second
place finish in both the 200-meter free
and the 400-meter free. The Friars
finished up the two day invitational with
a total point count of 265.
When asked about the outlook on the
rest of the season, swimming coach John
O’Niell was optimistic. “The goal was
to get through exams and then train hard
in January for the bulk of their
schedule,” said O’Niell. “The meets will
be preparatory for the Husky Invitational
where the team gets another chance to
make ECAC cut off times.” The team’s
next meet is away on Thursday, January
13 at the St. Croix Pentathlon, in St.
Croix, Virgin Islands.

College Hill Bookstore invites you to
meet the former mayor of Boston and
former U.S. Ambassador to the Vatican

Ray Flynn
signing copies of
his latest novel,
The Accidental
Pope
St. Martin’s Press
Thursday, December 14th at 7:00 pm
“The Accidental Pope is a suspenseful,
provocative, lively tale of Vatican
intrigue and U.S. State
Department guile!”
Doris Kearns Goodwin
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Friars fire on Modesty runs within
this champion
all cylinders
-continued from back page-

-continued from back page-

confident. His presence does so much
for us on both ends. He’s a bundle of
energy and it transcends everyone else.
It goes right down the line and everyone
else's energy level lifts, and because of
that they were ready to play tonight.”
The Friars looked to be in control
early as sophomore guard Romuald
Augustin hit two three-pointers and
Linehan added a third to lead, 14-4. A
fourth three by freshman Maris Laksa
and some strong inside work upped the
PC lead to 23-7 at the 12:45 mark.
In the next eight minutes, the Friars
watched as sloppy turnovers and
unneeded fouls reduced their lead from
16 to three. Linehan left the game as
his hamstring injury tightened, and URI
capitalized on an unguided PC
backcourt, using a 20-7 run to make the
lead 32-29 in PC’s favor.
URI’s momentum seemed to stop at
that point, however, as a technical foul
on the PC bench combined with the
return of Linehan rekindled the Friar
offense. Providence went on an 8-0 run
the final three minutes, capped with a
thunderous dunk by senior forward
Erron Maxey on a lob from Linehan that
brought the crowd to its feet, and any
URI confidence to a screetching halt.
The Friars went into the locker room at
the half up by 11, 42-31.
”1 think it means a lot to the team,”
proposed Linehan on what his presence
on the court does for the Friars. “It
means a lot because I’ve been through
both the wins and the losses. Experience
and leadership is pretty big for a team
like this.”
Before exiting the game just five
minutes into the second half, Linehan
seemed to secure the game for PC as he
led the Friars on a 7-0 run to start the
second half, stretching the Friar lead to
18 points. Linehan also forced Ram
guard Zach Marbury to pick up three of
his-four fouls in the first three minutes
of the half, ruling out the younger and
even more-tattooed brother of the NBA’s
Stefan Marbury for a key portion of the
half.
With Linehan out for the remainder
of the game, seniors Maxey and center
Kareem Shabazz took over, along with
help from fellow senior Chris Rogers
and freshman Marcus Douthit. Together
the Friars showed what they were
capable of with all their weapons in force
as they led by at least 15 for the
remainder of the game.
Maxey added nine of his 19 points in
the second half and added eight rebounds
on the night. Shabazz returned from a
deep bruise injury that had sidelined him
or three games and despite only six
points on the night, tied his career-high
in blocks (10), and set a new high in
assists (6). Seven of the ten blocks came
in the second half.
“Maxey was playing with a lot of
confidence tonight,” praised Welsh.
“You know, I don’t think he felt like the
world was on his shoulders tonight. He
tad two other veterans out there with

him and I think he plays better when he’s
not facing double teams or surrounded
by freshmen. Tonight he enjoyed
himself, he had a spark in his step and
finished around the basket.”
Welsh continued by noting his
pleasure in Shabazz’s performance.
“With Kareem, what can you say - he
had 10 blocks and altered a bunch of
other shots. He played with tremendous
poise, especially since he hadn’t
practiced in a week. He doesn’t care
about scoring, he just cares about
winning, and that’s the type of player I
knew we were getting when he came
here a year ago.”
Rogers split time with sophomore
Abdul Mills and freshman Sheiku Kabba
in relief of Linehan, but added three key
three-pointers in the second half to up
his career-high to nine points and keep
distance from the Rams. Douthit played
big in relief of Shabazz, hitting six-ofseven on the night for 14 points, a career
high. Augustin added 10 for the Friars.
“I was happy tonight because I think
it was a great team effort,” said Welsh.
“It was great to have all of our guys back
on the floor and what you saw was a team
that has a lot of balance. Good inside
scoring, scoring from the wing, solid
point guard play - in order to be a good
team, you have to have balance.”
Maxey echoed his coach’s thoughts.
“That’s what its all about, when you
know that you have good match-ups out
there, and everyone’s on the same page,
you’re going to have a good time. You
make good passes, and you have faith in
each other, it allows you to enjoy
yourself and have a good time.
“Kareem and John coming back
brings a lot of leadership,” continued
Maxey. “When you have more seniors
on the floor it helps out with
organization, leadership, and keeping
your momentum up high. With Kareem
and myself down low, and with John
pushing the ball up, things run a lot more
smoothly. When you combine the three
of us together it makes it hard to guard
people, and that brings out the other
weapons on our team.”
Forward Tavorris Bell led the Rams
with 27 points, with all but two coming
in the second half. Marbury finished
with 17 on the night. URI fell to 1-5 on
the season, and have lost 17 of their last
18 games stretching into last season.
Providence broke over the .500 mark
with the win and improved to 4-3. They
will travel to face UMass and a tough
George Washington team in the next
week before an 11 -day break. The Friars
will be well into their Big East schedule
when Providence College returns from
Winter Break in mid-January.
“This is really good, as far as coming
out here and getting the win,” summed
up Linehan. “This is a big rivalry and a
big tradition, and I’m just thankful to be
back and be able to play a part in such a
big game here.”
And as for the leg, John?
“It’s a little sore, but it’ll be OK.”

Men’s Basketball Notebook - Game Summaries (4-3 record)
11/30 - Providence 72, Florida International 55

Maris Laksa scores career-high 17 points to lead the Friars to win
11/26 - Auburn 80, Providence 69

Friars fourth quarter rally falls short, finishes fourth in Energia Tourney
11/25 - Creighton 63, Providence 51

Romauld Augustin leads Friars with 13 points
11/24 - Providence 60, UMKC 53

Chris Anrin (15 points) and Abdul Mills (13 points) lead Friars
11/21 - Maine 80, Providence 71

Abdul Mills scores career-high 19 in embarrassing loss to the Black Bears.
11/18 - Providence 63, Holy Cross 57

PC avenges last year s embarrassment. Lost Linehan to hamstring injury.

unifying factor to the team that I have
never experienced before.”
Early in his PC career, in the spring
of 1998, Kelly placed ninth at the Big
East Championship. For Kelly, this was
only the beginning, as the Ireland native
placed second at the New England
Championships and the Big East
Championship the following fall. Kelly
won the NCAA Northeast Regionals and
placed 14,h in his first NCAA Cross
Country Championship race with a time
of 30:45.60 — his first of three
appearances.
The following year Kelly’s
improvement continued. He placed first
at New Englands and the NCAA
Northeast Regional Championship and
earned a second place finish at the Big
East Championship. Returning to the
NCAA National Championship race, the
team’s top runner turned it up, rising six
notches to come in eighth place.
Entering the Fall 2000 season, the
three time Ali-America athlete ran a
perfect, undefeated season and received
the prestigious honor of being named
Athlete of the Year by the Cross Country
Coaches’ Association.
Winning the NCAA title was Kelly’s
goal at the start of the season. Kelly
never anticipated to run an undefeated
season, but instead, focused on his main
goal — to win the NCAAs. Due to his
hard work and determination, Kelly ran
down his dream.
Kelly placed first in all of his regular
season meets and earned first place in
postseason competition, including New
England, Big East, and Northeast
Regional Championships.
The
culmination of a perfect season occurred
on November 20, 2000 at Iowa State
University, when Kelly took the National
Championship race in the extreme cold.
The success of the Drogheda, Ireland
native earned him an invitation to run

for his native country in the European
Cross Country Championships, taking
place in Sweden the weekend of
December 8.
In Drogheda, just north of Dublin,
Kelly was an active cross country runner
and soccer player in high school. His
origins lie in a tightly knit community
which has always shown its support.
Kelly’s success brought him into the
hands of Providence Head Coach Ray
Treacy, who offered Kelly a scholarship
to run. The energetic runner accepted,
saying, “It was an exciting opportunity
to run and gain experience in a new
environment.”
Kelly, a marketing and sociology
double major, plans to reside in the
Providence or Boston areas upon
graduation. Depending on his results
after this spring’s outdoor track season,
Kelly hopes to continue to run and obtain
a sponsor in the professional circuit.

I wanted to
win the NCAAs.
Remaining undefeated
was just something that
happened.

Keith Kelly
In a long tradition of great runners
at Providence, Keith Kelly most
certainly has the talent to be at the top of
the list. He has led Providence both on
and off the course, and will no doubt
continue to represent what PC stands for
in the future. His talent, along with his
personality, are qualities that should be
admired. His accomplishments are truly
well deserved.

UNH held 11-game
unbeaten streak
over Providence
-continued from back page-

Friars controlled the pace throughout the
period but were unable to add an
insurance goal. Regardless, any chance
of a UNH comeback was extinguished
in the last four minutes of play when PC
went up on a two-man advantage. The
Wildcats pulled their goalie in the last
minute but were forced to put her back
in goal after an icing call. UNH could
do nothing but watch the final seconds
tick off the clock as PC claimed the 2-1
victory.
“That was a big hump we needed to
get over,” said Deraney. “The senior
class hadn’t beaten UNH yet. They not
only played with intensity but with
desire. I think that was the difference.
People are not looking to other people
to get it done, .everybody is
contributing.”
On Saturday, goaltending was also
extremely important as the Lady Friars
struggled to hold on to a 1-0 lead against
Maine. This time it was freshman Amy
Quinlan that stepped up between the
posts.
In the first period, Maine outshot PC
10-6 but were unable to do any damage
as Quinlan recorded some spectacular
saves. The Friars picked up the pace in
the latter half of the period but also could
not convert on numerous opportunities.
In the second period, PC had a twoplayer advantage for just under a minute,
but still could not find the back of the

net. Finally at the 5:52 mark,
sophomore Danielle Culgin pushed the
puck through off a pass from classmate
Melanie Ruzzi for what would prove to
be the only goal of the game.
Both teams were extremely
aggressive, especially around the
boards. Maine picked up the pace in
the third period but Quinlan’s superior
goaltending prevented the Black Bears
from going on the board.
“It was just really exciting,” said
Quinlan. “I think it was more exciting
than anything else just playing in a game
that was so close. I was pretty nervous.”
Despite her relative inexperience,
Quinlan played like a veteran. Without
a permanent goalie to replace Sara
DeCosta, Quinlan, Nicholas, and junior
Brigid Keddy have done a great job of
rotating the position. Combined, they
have only allowed three goals in PC’s
seven game winning streak, the longest
streak since a 10 game run in the ’95’96 season.
“Our goaltending is very solid, now
and for the future,” said Deraney.
Currently PC holds a 10-2-1 overall
record and a 6-2-1 EC AC record, good
enough for third place in the standings.
The Friars are only four points behind
first place Dartmouth. The Lady Friars
look to extend their winning streak this
Saturday against Princeton, and Sunday
against Yale.

PC
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PC rams rival Rhody
Return of Linehan sparks Friars fire
by R.J. Friedman ’03
Asst. Sports Editor__________

photo from trackwire.com/GeoffThumer

King
Kelly
by

Meaghan Donah ’03

Sports Staff_________________

In today’s world of sports,
many athletes’ egos are greater
than their own accomplishments.
Quite often, these athletes will
seek individual glory and
acclaim and lose sight of the real
meaning of competition.
However, every so
often an athlete
emerges who not
only excels on the
field, but also as a
person. They are
humble. They are modest.
They are tops in their field.
Keith Kelly exemplifies
such an athlete. He is a leader
and lets his actions speak for
themselves. The Friars senior
Cross
Country
captain
concluded a perfect Fall 2000
season with the greatest
accomplishment of his career
— becoming the NCAA
Individual Champion. His time
of 30:14.5 brought home
Providence’s
first ever
Individual National Title.
Modesty so rarely comes with
such great acclaim, but in
Kelly’s case, it is undoubtedly
a fact.
Teammates, coaches, and
friends alike will tell you that if
you met Kelly on the street, you
would never know he is the
country’s greatest collegiate
runner. Teammate Shawn
Donnelly ’03 remarked, “Keith
is modest and treats everyone
the same. He’ll treat the JV
guys as well as the varsity team.
The success never goes to his
head.”
Fellow teammate Tim
Curran ’03 also commented,
“Not only does Keith lead by
example, but he brings a certain
Champion, page 31

The date was November 18
when the Providence College
Men’s Basketball team kicked
off their 2000 season with a win
over the Holy Cross Crusaders.
Although the Friars won the
game, many feared they had lost
their soul - junior guard John
Linehan, who fell to the floor
in pain and exhaustion with
7:48 left to play in the first half.
PC’s offense slammed to a halt,
and for many Friar faithful so
did hopes for a successful
season.
However, after sitting out the
Friars’ last five games, and
facing three weeks before
returning home to the
Providence Civic Center, a farfrom-healthy Linehan returned
to the PC lineup to take on arch
rival University of Rhode Island
last Saturday night for the 11 1th
time in the rivalry’s history. The
Friars were happy he did, as
Linehan was key in leading the
Friars past the Rams in grand
fashion, 95-72.
Despite seeing only 18
minutes of action, Linehan was
the spark for the Friars on both
sides of the ball as he led all
scorers at the end of the first half
with 12 points, while shooting
perfect from the floor. While

photo by John Englishmen ’03

Providence showed just what their team can do with junior co-captain John Linehan (right)
in the line-up, as PC defeated URI in their 112th meeting, 95-72.

his 17 points, with only a single
missed shot, was a breath of
fresh air for the Friars, even
more important was the
leadership that the junior guard
brought to the floor.

“I almost had to put him in a
cage this morning,” commented
Head Coach Tim Welsh, who
improved his record to 5-0
against URI with the victory.
“He was just buzzing during our

walk through. His play - we
look so much more poised out
there when he’s just in the
rotation. He keeps everyone
Friars, page 31

Lady Friars tame Wildcats
winning streak to seven games
with hard fought victories over
New Hampshire and Maine.
Junior goaltender Crystal
Nicholas had her work cut out
for her on Sunday against the
eighth ranked UNH Wildcats, a

team that the Lady Friars had
not beaten since the ’96-’97
season. The game was not only
Superior goaltending was a
exciting for the players, but also
key factor last weekend as the
for the two hundred plus fans
Providence College Women’s
that attended the showdown in
ice hockey team extended its
Schneider Arena. Both teams
had plenty of support in
the stands but perhaps it
was the home ice
advantage that put PC
over the top.
“The student support
was outstanding and I
want them to know as a
team that we appreciate
it,” said head coach Bob
Deraney.
“We just
continued to battle and
battle. It says a lot about
the character of our team.
People stepped up when
the plays that needed to
win the game needed to
be made.”
PC opened up the
game with a penalty in
the first 30 seconds of
play but luckily that did
not set the tone for the
photo by Pete Johnson ’03
rest of the game. The
Sarah Youlen ’04 advances the puck in PC’s upset of UNH Sunday.
Lady Friar defense
by Virginia Cheng
Sports Staff

’03

stepped up and prevented the
Wildcats from doing any
damage. Both teams had many
opportunities to score in the first
period, but superb goaltending
on both sides kept the puck out
of either net. Finally at the
16:50 mark, a UNH player
flipped a wrist shot up high past
the glove of Nicholas to give the
Wildcats the first advantage of
the game.
PC came charging back in
the second period as they
controlled the play early on. At
the 7:08 mark, junior Kim
Mathias tied the game with
terrific passes from freshman
Darlene Stephenson and senior
Jessica Tabb. Three minutes
and 27 seconds later, the trio put
PC on top for good with another
well-executed goal. UNH tried
to fight back in the latter half of
the period but the Friar defense
picked up to counter the
charging Wildcat offense.
In the final period, UNH
struggled to mount any
offensive threats. The Lady
UNH, page 31

Congratulations to senior Cross Country
runner Keith Kelly, who became PC’s first
ever NCAA Individual Champion !

